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MARKET PLACE 100s OF BARGAIN CLASSIFIEDS INSIDE!

LINN PRODUCTS MULTICHLANAL EVENT - DETAILS INSIDE
TURNING MOVIES INTO EXPERIENCES...

Whether you're in the deep cold throws of space, the dusty frontier of the wild west or the hot, steamy jungles of Borneo, Marantz Home Entertainment takes you there. With expert technical design and attention to the most minute details Marantz delivers the purest, most true-to-life sound and pictures possible. Something that's synonymous with the Marantz brand.
s it just a case of history repeating? Back in the early seventies, some thirty years ago, the all-conquering British hi-fi industry - with such illustrious names as Garrard and Leak - laughed derisively at the new wave of cheap and cheerful audio electronics from Japan...

The joke was soon on us, as the Japanese took our domestic market and walked away with it, leaving a handful of specialist UK companies to pick up the pieces. By the late seventies, high end Nipponese kit was as good as anything we'd made, and more reliable too. The UK hi-fi press chose to ignore this, but the rest of the world could see it clearly. Thus ended the domination of the British audio industry - just like our motorcycles and cars...

Is the same thing happening with the Chinese? There are now some blistering 'standout' designs, such as the '3Dacoustics by Shanling' SCD-200C CD spinner tested on p13. This issue is devoted to Far Eastern hi-fi, and how it compares to our own indigenous fare. On p17 our digital disc player supertest shows how British products from Naim, Arcam and Exposure can beat the best from Japan and China, but our review of CAV's AV10 integrated amplifier on p38 shows just how impressive native Chinese designs can be.

Musical Fidelity's X-PRE v3/X-P200 pre-power tested on p40 offers stunning value, thanks partly to its Taiwanese manufacture... so on p34 we look at why many British hi-fi brands are moving production to China. Factor in Cambridge Audio's superb London designed, Shenzen-built 640T Digital Radio tuner on p48, Dynavector of Japan's quirky ADP3 analogue surround processor on p46, and a look at how Denon and Arcam do AV receivers so differently (AVR2805 and AVR300 respectively) on p50, and this issue is a veritable Oriental express!

On a more Caledonian note, if you like Linn Products then you'll love the company's new Akurate 242 loudspeakers - true high end powerhouses that make music sing. Read about them on p62 - or better still, why not attend the forthcoming Linn event at the Proud Galleries in London on Saturday October 16th (10am-4pm). This will be a great chance to hear a brilliant Linn multichannel system at full tilt, and have a drink and a bite to eat with yours truly and Linn's Ivor Tiefenbrun and the Hi-Fi World and Linn teams. If you want to attend this special event, just click on www.linn.co.uk and register, or email linnrent@hi-fi-world.co.uk and let us know. See you there!

David Price

how we test the products:

- **Hi-Fi World** has its own advanced test laboratory and acoustically treated listening room.
- **Hi-Fi World** has a dedicated in-house team of experienced listeners. We review thoroughly by extensive auditioning, rather than by quick-fire group listening tests.
- **Hi-Fi World**'s engineering team designs a wide range of products in-house. No other hi-fi magazine is so expert and dedicated.

WORLD VERDICTS:

As a rule we only review products we find interesting, so don't expect too many low scores. Likewise, five globe awards will be few and far between because there's only one superlative product of its type. The £ sign denotes great value for money.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Sample Products</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£</td>
<td>Keenly priced.</td>
<td>Neat and well built.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Seriously flawed.</td>
<td>Machine or product that in no way compares to its category.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediocre</td>
<td>Unremarkable.</td>
<td>Product that doesn't separate it from the crowd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Worth auditioning.</td>
<td>Product that's above average and does a credible job.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Extremely capable.</td>
<td>Awardwinning product.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding</td>
<td>Simply the best.</td>
<td>Breathtaking product, the best in its field.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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SHENZHEN SURPRISE 13
This is the first UK review of the brand new '3Dacoustics by Shanling' SCD-T200C stereo SACD player – one of China’s most outstanding hi-fi separates to date!

SUPERTEST 17
Today’s mid-price CD player market is no longer the exclusive preserve of the British and the Japanese – now, Chinese made products have entered the fray. Dominic Todd compares the best from Exposure, Inca Design, Arcam, Sony and Naim.

CHINESE WHISPERS 34
David Price visits Beijing to see the Chinese hi-fi scene for himself, talks to Marantz’s Ken Ishiwata about his personal experiences, and interviews Cambridge Audio’s James Johnson-Flint about being a British company manufacturing in China.

BRAND NEW, HEAVY 38
Dominic Todd auditions the monster A10 tube/solid-state hybrid integrated amplifier from a Chinese company you’ll be seeing a lot more of in future – CAV.

CLASS A-CT 40
Musical Fidelity’s brand new X-PRE v3 preamp and X-P200 power amplifier sport the legend ‘Built in Taiwan’ on the back panel. David Price finds the combo offers a blend of performance and value that this British brand is famous for...

CHINESE WAY 43
Consonance’s M400S monobloc power amplifier is a beautifully styled Chinese tube design, but can it deliver the sonic goods? Stewart Wennen finds out.

SOUND AFFECTS 46
In the complicated world of digital surround sound, it’s fascinating to discover something completely different from Japan - Dynavector’s Adp-3 Super Stereo Adapter. Channa Vithana listens in.

AZUR BET? 48
Cambridge Audio is a British brand made in China. Can this ‘golden blend’ of western design and far eastern manufacture make the new 640T DAB tuner prevail? Dominic Todd finds out, and compares it to another Anglo-Chinese classic, NAD’s seminal 4020.

TWO TRIBES 50
Noel Keywood compares two very different mid-price AV receivers - from the east we have Japan’s Denon AVR2805 and from the west Britain’s Arcam AVR-300...

LIGHT ENTERTAINMENT 56
At just over £10,000, ELP’s LT-2XRC is the most remarkable turntable we’ve ever seen - not least because it uses a five-laser pickup to read the disc, CD-style, instead of a conventional arm and cartridge! In the second of a two part feature, Noel Keywood gives it a full technical appraisal.

FIRST CLASS 60
Noel Keywood enjoys the luxury of life with Elac’s new 310.2 JET standmounting speakers.

RIGHT ON 62
Linn’s Akurate 242 loudspeakers are just the thing for those wanting a serious high end floorstander, says David Price...

SOUNDBITES 11
This month, Walker Audio’s Super Silver treatment and Pure’s Evoke-1 XT DAB portable go under the microscope.
Apple's new Airport Express/Airtunes gets a full review from Patrick Cleasby.

Announcing the Linn Multichannel AV Experience 2004.

Win a Naim Nait Si integrated amplifier in this month's super competition!

These days, MiniDisc appears on the wane, but there once was a time when this beloved Japanese format looked all-pervasive. David Price goes back to the future with Sony's small but perfectly formed MDS-J300ES.

Spare yourself the frenzied riot as you struggle with the hordes to claim the last copy of Hi-Fi World in the newsagent - Subscribe today!

Solder in one hand, glue in the other; satisfy your creative urges with a World Audio kit!

A comprehensive selection of titles covering audio, valve amplifiers, loudspeakers, solid state electronics and more.

Look before you leap, or alternatively listen before you buy. These are the people to talk to.

Words of wisdom from the team...

The perfect mix - excellent coffee, a comfortable sofa, and someone who really knows how to guide you through the world of hi-fi.

Brilliant designs that have stood the test of time, listed.

Not a call to the spiritual, but a list of manufacturers detailing who makes what, and how to get in touch.

Our fave raves - the latest and greatest from the world of contemporary hi-fi.

The team get to grips with your comments and queries from hi-fi land...

The place to find classic audio components.
Avant Premiere Plus

The new Mordaunt-Short Avant Premiere Plus system is a complete Home Cinema loudspeaker package offering outstanding sonic reproduction from unobtrusive enclosures.

The individual components combine to deliver a seriously impressive listening experience redefining expectations from speaker systems of this size and price point.

Avant Premiere Plus. Where size is no compromise.

www.mordaunt-short.co.uk
MICRO MART

Elac’s new 301 Micro Monitors and Sub 303 ESP II combine to form a very high quality compact sub-sat system in any number of guises. The 301s cost £198 each, and boast a wide dispersion ringdome tweeter with waveguide, 80mm long-throw woofer with alloy sandwich cone, audiophile crossover with integrated high-pass filter, full magnetic shielding and an extruded aluminium cabinet with metal grille. The £499 303 Sub is a compact high mass design with a powerful 150 watts amplifier, 180 mm long-throw woofer with alloy sandwich cone, and continuously adjustable crossover with level controls. A 2.1 system costs £897, right up to Elac’s 7.1 Cinema System package for £1597. Call 0800 652 5002 or click on www.elac.com for information.

SMALL TALK

Denon beware: TEAC’s new Reference Series 250 CD/DAB RDS Receiver Model CR-H250 which, when partnered with the new TEAC LS-H250 2-way Speakers, makes a complete CD/DAB Micro System for just £300. The receiver is available separately for £230 and the speakers can be purchased separately for £80. Call 01923 819630 or point your browser at www.teac.co.uk for more.

808 STATE

Meridian Audio Ltd. has announced the release of the 808 CD player, a special Limited Edition to mark the 20th anniversary of the release of Meridian’s first CD player, and the world’s first audiophile CD player, the MCD. The 808 Signature Reference Compact Disc Player is hand-signed by Meridian designers and co-founders Allen Boothroyd and Bob Stuart, and claims to offer the highest quality CD replay of any of the two dozen CD players produced by the company over the last two decades. Like the 800, the 808 uses a multi-speed DVD-ROM drive to recover data from the disc. Once the digital data stream has been recovered from the disc, three powerful on-board digital signal processing (DSP) chips take over, each with a capability of an impressive 150 MIPS (million instructions per second). One of them up-samples the digital information from the 44.1 kHz, 16-bit signal of conventional CD to 24 bits, and to a sample rate of 176.4 kHz. This signal is fed to the latest DVD-Audio quality delta-sigma digital to analogue converters to drive the analogue outputs, while a digital signal at 88.2 kHz sampling is supplied to the digital outputs. The 808 employs a triple buffering system to minimise jitter. The buffers, and the digital electronics as a whole, are driven by a new design of high-stability clocking system, which further reduces jitter to below 90 picoseconds. In addition to its capabilities as a CD player, the 808 is optionally available with preamplifier capability, in the form of the 808i, which can act as the heart of superb stereo system, offering full built-in stereo preamplifier functionality including the ability to handle six stereo analogue inputs, three digital coaxial S/PDIF inputs and two Toslink optical digital inputs. The 808 can thus drive Meridian DSP Loudspeakers directly or supply analogue or digital signals to an external amplifier or processor. The unit will ship in early September, with a UK recommended retail price of £7195 inc VAT (808 player version) or £8250 inc VAT for the 808i preamplifier version. See www.meridian-audio.com for more.

DUAL DISC ARRIVES

It’s official – Dual Disc is coming! The four major labels, along with DVD-Audio proponents Silverline Records, have given a briefing to North American retailers to the effect that the full US market launch of Dual Disc will take place during the fourth quarter of 2004 (i.e. now!) However www.dualdisc.com is still inscrutably saying no more than “coming soon”... At the time of writing, there have been no announcements of firm release dates from any of the majors, although Silverline has indicated that many of its better titles will be out in Dual Disc form in two batches before the end of the year. Attempts to obtain clarification on European launch plans from the majors and Silverline’s UK distributors Essential have only elicited ‘can’t say, won’t say’ responses thus far. However it would be a fair bet that the announced Silverline Dual Discs will reach our shores before long. Until we either see some of these discs or obtain more specific details of their content we cannot highlight to you which ones risk being less ‘audiophile’ than their DVD-Audio equivalents, but ironically, although Silverline have recently started to include high resolution stereo tracks on some titles, the Dual Disc versions may well have to drop them again [see p80]!
A-CLASS
Musical Fidelity announces the new A5 24bit, 192kHz upsampling CD Player. The root of its design is the Nu-Vista 3D CD player, but MF claims to have exceeded its performance in every area thanks to the latest generation of DACs and filters. The mu-Vista (6112) tube also appears, and there's brand new styling with custom-made extrusions. The A5 CD will be in a limited edition of 1500 pieces, at £1,499 inc VAT.

The matching, identically priced new AS super integrated amplifier is said to follow in the footsteps of the Nu-Vista M3 and Nu-Vista 300. The company claims no sonic fingerprint, low distortion over a wide bandwidth achieved with low feedback, substantial reserves of power, current and stability and ultra quiet mechanical and electronic operation. At 250W RMS per channel and 75 amps unlimited peak, the AS can deliver a proper dynamic range without clipping. For details, click on at www.musicalfidelity.co.uk.

PRE-POSSESSING
Those great champions of affordable hi-fi, Cambridge Audio, have added not one but two new phono stages to their superb budget separates line-up. The Azur series 540P and 640P phono pre-amplifiers are claimed to deliver exceptional phono performance at the price. The £40 Azur 540P — for use with moving magnet cartridges — embraces a new proprietary short path circuit design, utilising high grade, low-noise transistors normally associated with far more expensive equipment, audio-grade poly caps for the RIAA filter section, and includes an integrated subsonic filter which removes low frequency energy. The Azur 640P (£70) embraces improved amplification circuitry to provide even lower distortion, and along with its MM function also incorporates a higher gain stage for compatibility with high-end, Moving Coil cartridges. In addition, the 640P employs multi-parallel capacitors — from respected manufacturer Evox — to achieve exceptional RIAA accuracy of only 0.3dB up to a staggering 50kHz, while the subsonic filter can be bypassed. Both units have gold plated input connectors and come complete with external power supplies to reduce electronic noise interference to sensitive circuitry. Completing the packages are exceptionally solid enclosures, replete with vibration absorbing chassis and thick extruded aluminium front panels. For more information, click on www.cambridgeaudio.co.uk.

SUB-MISSION
Very probably the most strikingly individual subwoofers yet devised come from O'heocha Design. Its two new active Isobaric subwoofers, the DSW-1000i (£2,950) and DSW-600i (£2,800), boast stainless steel and aluminium construction, Isobaric loading, rigid 11 inch aluminium coned drive units, a 300 watt amplifier (200 watt in the 600i) and a slim profile with a striking mirror-finish. Designed to be exhibited as functional art, rather than shamefully cloaked in veneer and hidden, the DSW 1000i is the top of the O'heocha Subwoofer range. The key element is that in this stunning design, form really follows function and the 1000i deliver fast tuneful bass down to a gut-wrenching 15Hz! Designed for slightly smaller rooms, the DSW 600i is identical to the 1000i apart from 400mm lopped off the top and a less powerful amplifier. For details, call 0035 391 506 970 or click on www.oheocha.com.

DON'T PANIC!
BBC Radio 4 has just re-launched Douglas Adams' classic adventure game to mark the long-awaited return of 'The Hitchhiker's Guide To The Galaxy'. The 20th anniversary edition of Hitchhiker Adventure Game is an online adaptation of the text adventure, written by Douglas Adams, made fiendish by the fact that it abuses and lies to you... Adams described it as "the first game to move beyond being 'user friendly'; it's actually 'user insulting' and because it lies to you as well it's also 'user mendacious'." The game, developed by Radio 4 Interactive, also contains original writing by the author that very few people have ever seen and is — in Adams' words - "full of extraordinary ways of dying". Click on www.bbc.co.uk/radio4 to play.
FIVE, LIVE!

Naim’s long awaited DVD-Audio player is here. The £2,350 DVD-5 is, to say the least, an interesting alternative to its price rivals, offering an excellent stereo, rather than the usual 5.1 channel outputs as standard. It can output 5.1 analogue audio with an optional card, but Naim feels many prospective purchasers will buy the machine primarily for its high resolution (24bit/192kHz) DVD-Audio capability rather than surround sound playback, plus its obvious DVD video ability. Film fans wanting 5.1 Dolby Digital soundtracks to go with their moving pictures will have to use the rear mounted digital output to pipe AC3 to an offboard decoder, such as the one fitted to the company’s matching AV5 processor/preamplifier.

In a special preview at the Salisbury factory, Hi-Fi World was given the chance to try the new machine out. First impressions are extremely promising. Its Chinese sourced DVD transport has rather flimsy drawer loading, but this aside it’s a model of sophistication. The control layout is characteristically Naim—purposeful and never needlessly complex—as is the comprehensive on-screen display/set-up menu system. Inside, the boards are meticulously separated, with discrete CD PCB complete with its own power supply feed from a toroidal transformer (Naim rejected switch modes on sonic grounds). All video circuitry is powered down, and great attention is paid to re-clock the data going into the Burr Brown 24/192 DACs.

This shows when you listen; on 16bit it’s a smoother and more sophisticated performance than the CD5i CD player, although the latter is guttier and more commanding. DVD-Audio performance is excellent, as you’d expect, with one of the most gripping and propulsive performances we’ve heard from the format so far, thanks to the company’s traditional attention to rhythms and dynamics. The latest video chips, including Faroudja de-interlacing technology, make for superb video with smooth and crisp pictures. All in all, this machine is the obvious choice for Naim owners wishing to add DVD (of the Audio and Video variety) capability, but should also win newcomers to the brand. For more information, click on www.naim-audio.com and watch this space for a full review...

MOVING PICTURES

Vieta’s new £149.99 CDV-50D in-dash DVD player is touted as being one of the very first in-car units to feature DivX (an advanced compression technology that allows users to compress video to fit entire movies onto cheap CD-R discs. DivX programmes are available for Mac and Windows from www.divx.com). It also features On-Screen Displays, 3 video outputs to feed three LCD screens, Aux input 1 with audio for game consoles, Aux input 2 video for rear-view camera, an optical digital audio output for 5.1 sound, an analogue stereo audio output and infra-red remote control—all in a standard DIN size to fit neatly into any dashboard. Call 01494 723 444 or click on www.vieta-uk.com for details.

next issue

December’s Hi-Fi World examines new and interesting ways of listening to and recording music. We put digital music portables from Apple, Rio, Archos and iRiver against each other, and look at Medio’s innovative hi-fi PC. We test Sony’s new MZ-NH700 Hi-MD portable, Etymotic’s innovative ER-4P in-ear headphones and Apogee’s nifty MiniMe and MiniDAC digital converters. Back to more mainstream matters, and we’ve a host of goodies from Nottingham Analogue’s latest SpaceDek to Denon’s new SpaceDek to Denon’s new DVD-3910 and Musical Fidelity’s KW500 monster integrated.

You’ll not find a more diverse and far reaching read - reserve your copy of Hi-Fi World now!
Amplifon is proving to be a huge success both with reviewers and customers alike - we are delighted! Now made in the EC (a warm welcome to our Polish neighbours is in order), this range of three models, all superbly built, all featuring automatic biasing, and all with large, wide bandwidth toroidal output transformers suitable for 4 or 8 Ohms, offer superb value for money. Sound quality is reminiscent of the best classic designs of the past, but modern circuit techniques and transformers give an authority of presentation and power reserve often lacking in older designs. Truly modern classics!

The Jadis Orchestra Reference (left) from France, at £1699. Output of 40W/ch using KT90s, and even featuring that long missed attribute, tone controls - my, takes me back!

The Consonance M100S (right), £1595, is proving to be a reviewer’s favourite, offering a delicacy which is a speciality of the 300B output valve, giving here 25W/channel.

For people who prefer the authentic Star Trek look, the Shanling STP80 (left) fits the bill perfectly! With superb build quality, remote control, digital level indicator, 35W/ch output, all for a mere £1295. Oh, it sounds good too, by the way.

The Audiovalve Assistent 20 (yes, it is spelt like that) is a little gem from Germany, with a very musical performance - sweet as a nut, we say. 30W/ch output, in a neat chassis, for £1600.

The Musical Fidelity Trivista DAC: We have secured some of the last remaining UK stock of this brilliant device. An utter bargain for £1200 - and, as they say, once it’s gone, it’s gone! Don’t delay - pick up the phone now.

Cawsey may not be the best known cable (others spend more on advertising) but it’s quite possibly the best sounding. We have been selling these Australian made silver interconnects for several years and can recommend them without reservation. From £250 to £900 per metre set.

Slinkylinks are solid silver air dielectric cables with the latest bullet plugs, fantastic sound at an amazingly low price: £195 for a 1.2m set!

www.walrus.co.uk
WALKER AUDIO
SUPER SILVER
TREATMENT

Regular readers will know how highly Hi-Fi World rates Kontak, which at under £20 a bottle is the best value system tweak we’ve ever tried. At £52, Walker Audio’s SST would appear expensive by comparison, but this isn’t quite comparing like to like. In truth, this stuff is less about cleaning your connections, and more about augmenting them. Designed to treat power cables, valves and interconnects, SST is essentially pure silver (the best conductor) held in a carrier fluid - actually ultra-pure, thin, long micron-sized silver flake suspended in an organic fluid for its dielectric characteristics. It’s such a good conductor that it can short out RCA phono plugs, so only half of the male end (centre pin) should be treated, and the inside of the female end left untreated to prevent precisely this happening. Very small amounts are the order of the day. SST can also treat speaker plugs, IEC mains cables and even valve pins. It works brilliantly - so much so that it’s a rather shocking thought to realise that, if not treated with SST, the system is working with one hand tied behind its back.

SST does precisely what Kontak does, but takes it to a higher level - you get a dramatic smoothing of the sound, yet it opens out the whole recorded acoustic. It brings obviously more depth and space, along with detail, yet it’s all presented in a less forced way than before treatment. In much the same way as a car with a bigger engine doesn’t have to work so hard, so the treated system is stronger, more dynamic and musical - yet more relaxed too. There’s an obvious stripping away of grain and clearing of the mist. This is pricey stuff, but the results are completely disproportionate to spending £52 anywhere else in your system - and it must be used sparingly if it is to work at all, so should last a long time. Superb.

PURE DIGITAL
EVOKE-1 XT DAB
DIGITAL RADIO

Some two years after the original EVOKE-1 portable, a design that has become the world’s best selling digital radio no less, Pure Digital has enhanced it with a number of detail improvements to keep its position safe against the onslaught from the likes of Panasonic. The most obvious change is the radiused edges to the wooden casework, which gives it a more sophisticated look. Then there’s the choice of maple or cherry finishes; the latter again making it stand out from the often plasticky looking (and feeling) competition. There’s the same easy to read white on blue display with adjustable brightness, a countdown timer, a radio and tone alarm and - here’s the rub - the promise of ‘greatly improved audio performance via a new custom designed speaker and active filters’. The new 3" speaker, complete with bass port, and Frontier Chorus FS1010 chipset does indeed sweeten the sound; which is stronger, more powerful and richer in tone. True, there will always be hi-fi purists who say a bass port is never a real improvement, but with a small portable asked to ‘drive’ real rooms, it works. The £99 EVOKE-1 XT can be upgraded to stereo with the optional XT-1 add-on speaker - a nice touch. The same six station presets, headphone socket and stereo line-out are retained, along with the excellent user interface (station select by name; scrolling display which shows track info, news and sports results). The pearlescent white front still looks as fresh as the unit sounds. If DAB is your thing, this is the best portable, if not then buy a Tivoli!
The perfect match!
The best high-end hi-fi system money can buy includes top quality cables. 5 year guarantee.

JVC AX-SD1 GD With the AX-SD1 GD you will experience sound quality like never before, simply out of this world! Since JVC started in 1927 this is the best pure amplifier they have ever made.

SONY SCD-XA3000ES European Audio Player of the year 2004-05. An all-rounder that plays all kinds of music equally well and defines the best available sound quality in this price range.

High-End Pioneer loudspeakers S-H810 Looking for great audio speakers? Well look no further! Pioneer speakers are number one in terms of performance and versatility. This innovative 4 way speaker pair features a frequency range of up to 100kHz for perfect high frequency treble reproduction from a SACD source.

These are just some of the examples of the special products we have in stock. Unique Sound & Vision are delighted to provide our customers high-end sound for less money. How? To find out and experience something you've never experienced before phone now to arrange an appointment.

10 WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR SBLS

1) A Biamp option
2) Hand matched components
3) Jensen paper and foil inductors
4) Audyn capacitors
5) High performance PCB
6) Aluminium standalone housing
7) Silver plated OFC internal cabling
8) Sorbothane PCB mountings
9) Oak cone feet
10) Caddock resistors

The new biampable Audio42 passive Crossover - ten easy ways to improve your SBLS all in one go.

For more information www.audio42.com

Unique Sound & Vision
Bringing you closer to the musical truth
Tel: 020 7272 0922 Fax: 020 7272 4665

LaserVinyl

test drive “the audio equivalent of an Aston Martin Vanquish V12”

David Price, editor of Hi-Fi World

book a private listening session on-line

www.laser-vinyl.com
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David Price is delighted by the new '3Dacoustics by Shanling SCD-T200C' stereo SACD player.

If the average British hi-fi enthusiast was asked to name a Chinese hi-fi brand, the chances are that — if they could at all — it would be Shanling. It's no secret that this magazine, and others, have been impressed by the company's CD player, which has created something of a myth for itself amongst those in the know. Well, with this in mind, we were very happy to listen to the brand new SCD-T200C SACD spinner...

Brand new, you say? Well, it's true that Shanling has made a T200 for many months now, but this isn't the same. Essentially, the official UK importers, Real Hi-Fi, have had problems with people bringing in 'grey imports', bought direct from non-official resellers in China. These units have no UK warranty, and often have inappropriate power transformers for this country. To wit, Real Hi-Fi has commissioned Shanling to make a specially upgraded version — which is fully UK warranted — that claims even better sound due to myriad modifications. This way, buyers can be sure they're getting the 'real deal', rather than some second-hand warranty return that's been around three provinces in China and had four mains transformers in it already. Okay, well I'm exaggerating for effect, but you get my gist...

There's no denying how visually arresting this silver disc spinner is. In fact, aside from some ultra high end Japanese exotica (Esoteric P0, Denon DCD-As10, Sony CDP-R1/DAS-R1), I've seen few digital disc players that even come close in the sense of occasion they create when you switch them on. Essentially, it's a large, brushed aluminium box, into which is set a centrally mounted, top loading SACD transport. Behind these, rather like the engine in a Ferrari F360, sits a row of four tubes, and behind that four transformers. The disc transport cover is Perspex lit by a cobalt blue light, and each valve has two circular Perspex discs around it, acting as a cage. The accent lighting throws across to these too, so when switched on, and used in low light, the Shanling glows even bluer than the inside of a Volkswagen Golf...

Personally, I'm not completely convinced about this aesthetic; but then again if I think about some of the seventies Jap stuff I've had (Pioneer SA-9800, m'lad') then I guess I can't complain. Anyway, in front, we have a relatively modest fluorescent (blue, naturally) display, and two LEDs (go figure which colour) to denote CD or SACD operation. Some parts of the machine are picked out in gold, which looks tasteful, and the control buttons on the top front feel decent too. Overall, it's an interesting design that certainly stands out from the crowd, but contrast this to its closest Japanese rival — Sony's SCD-XA9000ES, and the Shanling's finish seems ever so slightly 'home made'. It has more of the feel of an expensive kit, whereas the Sony boasts an exquisite, hewn-from-solid, 'camera' finish.

In truth, this is precisely what the Shanling is. The exigencies of Chinese manufacturing are such that investment in massive, high capacity presses, tools and robots (which explains the Sony's finish) simply isn't worth it; labour is cheap, and people do much of the bolting, screwing and gluing manually. The obverse of this is
that, because the Shanling could never come from a Japanese giant, there’s room for some fascinating design touches which Sony for one would never try. To wit, the rear panel, which has five cheap looking gold plated sockets – one for digital coaxial out (no TOSLINK – you’d never see a Jap machine without one of these!), one pair of RCA phono ‘direct outs’ and one pair of RCA phono ‘tube outs’ (more of which later…)

The SCD-T200 is great to use. As anyone who’s lived with the original Philips CD100 or Marantz CD63, or latterly Rega Planet, will tell you, there’s a lot to be said for top loading CD transports. I don’t know if this is because I’m from the last generation who grew up with vinyl (as a child, rather than a wannabe DJ teenager!), but there’s something extremely satisfying about placing a disc on a platter (oh well, a spindly thing, to be accurate). To further remind me of modern life with my Michell turntable, you then have to place the clamp (sorry, ‘puck’) on top – and then close the ‘lid’ before play can commence.

Still, the latter is a minimalist affair, and so you can see the disc spin round in front of your very eyes. As digital disc spinners go, it’s a veritable riot of the senses...

SOUND QUALITY

So, how did the great Shanling perform? The first and most fundamental thing is whether it’s running CD or SACD (in two channel mode only, remember), and second whether you’ve opted for the ‘direct out’ or the ‘tube out’. The latter is what any purchaser will first be confronted with when he or she has to connect it up to their hi-fi. I found the two outputs quite dramatically revealing as a rival Naim might be.

The differences between the two aren’t exactly the stuff of surprises. The direct out is more, erm, direct sounding – whereas the tube out sounds, erm, warm and euphonic and well, you can guess the rest. Essentially then, the Shanling gives you two players in one, and you can choose the type of coloration that you prefer – cool or warm. With this in mind, my subjective listening tests were a sort of before and after…

I’ll make no bones about this – in direct mode, the Shanling sounds quite similar to Sony’s SCD- XA3000ES. This is a brilliant £600 machine that surprised all of us with its excellent CD sound. This machine is quite similar to the £1,600 SCD- XA9000ES, which (if you read our super tests) has just surprised Dominic Todd with its smoothness and sweetness… What I’m getting at is that the Shanling has the ‘house sound’ of Sony’s latest generation of SACD players, on both CD and SACD. This is no bad thing, of course.

Simply Red’s ‘Love Me All Around the World’ on CD proved spacious, smooth and sweet. Bass isn’t the strongest I’ve heard (try Sony’s CDP-X77ES for real CD bass), but is decently rich and warm and it stops and starts when it should do. True, it’s not up to a Naim CD5i running an external PSU (which is quite similarly priced to the Shanling), lacking those lightning attack transients, but it is never less than ‘conscientious’. It doesn’t simply make a token booming noise and then give up. Moving up to the midband, and we have a wide and expansive soundstage, with lots of detail and a more three dimensional sound that either of the Sonys. Whereas the Jap players can sound a tad ‘foggy’, the Shanling seems to have better insight, but again it’s not as relentlessly revealing as a rival Naim might be. Move up and you get a good, warm and spacious treble, with a touch of silk but the slight sense of clanginess you get from solid-state analogue...
**3D ACOUSTICS ‒ THE CHANGES**

What with Sony championing SACD, it comes as no surprise that most Super Audio Compact Disc spinners of all brands contain lots of Sony bits inside ‒ and the Shanling SCD-T200 is no different. It uses the latest Sony KWM-234AAA drive, but instead of the Sony CXD2752R SACD decoding chip, 3D Acoustics have specified a proprietary Sony CXD2752R SACD decoding chip, 3D Acoustics ‒ THE CHANGES

Further along the data path lies a Burr-Brown access times' as one of its benefits. Further Acoustics have specified a proprietary Acoustics have specified a proprietary... 3D ACOUSTICS — THE CHANGES

The chassis is now aluminium rather than stainless-steel, and there's a subtle fascia-mounted '3DAcoustics' badge to denote the use of 240V transformers along with all the other aforementioned mods.

output stages.

Marvin Gaye's 'Midnight Love' on SACD showed just how good this machine can sound with a fine recording. All the subtlety of 'Sexual Healing' was there to behold, those early eighties analogue keyboards and drum machines, that taut but rich bass guitar, wonderfully creamy rhythm guitar work and Marvin's uniquely silky vocals. This album can sound very ordinary on most digital disc players, but comes alive with vibrant textures on the best, and the Shanling SCD-T200 was precisely this.

In absolute terms, it's not as good as Musical Fidelity's Tri-Vista SACD player ‒ the best of the breed I've heard to date, and so it should be at £4,000! Neither does it comprehensively outclass the sub £2,000 Marantz machines, but it's very, very good indeed. No, the real difference is when you switch to its tube-aspirated output stage...

My NS1000Ms tell me how clattery my reference Quad 909 power amp is whenever I switch it on. It's not the Quad's fault, as it's a far cheaper product than the Yams were really ever designed for, but there's definitely a bit of grey mush there in the midband that seems to mysteriously disappear when you put the 909 into the 989 electrostatic loudspeakers, or when you plug a big hitting power amp into the NS1000Ms. Interestingly though, switching to the tube out from the Shanling subtly rebalanced the whole system, using the Quad's slight solid-state 'edginess' as a virtue rather than a vice ‒ suddenly, it was giving a welcome degree of bite to what was now a very, very mellow digital disc player ‒ vinylphiles think 1974 Linn/ Grace/ Supex! Moving back to the Simply Red track, and the soundstage was at once wider, deeper and less explicit. Instruments appeared to hover in their approximate area, rather than exhibit pin-point location in the mix. Yet as the whole canvas was larger, the bigger brush strokes suited the mood perfectly. The music took on a more relaxed, yet more emotionally affecting quality. It sounded like Mick Hucknall wasn't just in the recording studio to pay for his next Lamborghini; suddenly you could tell that he really meant it. Bass was obviously looser and warmer (pure tube stuff), which slowed the song down just a tad, but that three dimensional midrange, which seemed less far-forward but more engaging nonetheless, really made up for it.

What I noticed more than anything was the machine's ability to convey backing instruments like strings with complete disregard for whatever else was happening in the mix. This gave the song a beautiful ‒ and very appropriate ‒ lifing feeling, which I have to say is something I don't normally associate with this particular recording.

SACD via the tube outputs was quite special. Just as Super Audio Compact Disc moves things out of the plane of the speakers and into the room, so the valves augmented the depth perspective still further. The Human League's 'Seconds' was electric ‒ this is a brilliant all analogue recording that's been transcribed superbly to Super Audio CD. It was both tonality faithful; sweet when it needed to be (those keyboards), sour when called upon so to be (Oakey's voice in the verses); and rhythmically true. The drum machine programming was captured with relish, the Shanling showing its deftness and insight into the song's simple but affecting rhythms. The tube outs seem to shave off a fraction of the transient speed, but the extra information 'within the envelope of the note' (timbral, textural) seem to more than redress the balance. The tube also gives slightly better dynamics, as if the player's output stage can drive your preamplifier better. Overall then, I was amazed by just how organic and un-digital this machine can sound.

**CONCLUSION**

Aside from a few small quality niggles, this is surely the best audiophile digital disc spinners at the price; it's brilliantly conceived ‒ it tries (and largely succeeds) to touch all bases a serious audiophile could possibly want. It's interestingly styled, largely superbly built, has no superfluous (but many useful) features; great operational flexibility and superb sound. Sonically, it's not quite up to the top £1,000 machines as a CD player; but it's extremely listenable all the same, and as an SACD spinner it's peerless at the price ‒ especially via the tube output stage. This machine is simply far sweeter, warmer and more analogue sounding than anything I've heard at the price; some may find it too much so, others might never be able to go back to anything else. I, for one, am in the latter camp...

**MEASURED PERFORMANCE**

Like the CD player, Shanling's SACD has both Direct and Valve outputs. High resolution impulse analysis showed the valve output stages add a small amount of low frequency boost below 500Hz so they will likely give a little added warmth or weight to the sound.

Otherwise, they imposed little restriction on bandwidth, SACD measuring -6dB down at 30kHz and -23dB at 100kHz through both outputs. The valves also add a little noise and some second harmonic distortion ‒ up to 0.25% ‒ at high levels, but make little difference below -50dB or so.

Because this player would not drive a Philips test disc I couldn't properly measure CD distortion, but a non-ideal Technics test disc suggested distortion was low. With SACD the player was very linear however, managing 1.2% at -80dB at 2% at -100dB, so it looks as if the this player is more linear all round than the CD player. There was some programme related jitter around 10kHz and above, peaking at 500ps. The Rhode & Schwarz UPL analyser returned an rms sum value of 2.6mV from an digital domain analysis to 100kHz ‒ not as low as I would hope from a serious player. This apart though, the Shanling SACD produces a fine set of results and is likely to sound pretty good in use. It's a gorgeous player to look at and use. NK
The ultimate format deserves the ultimate design

The supremacy of vinyl quality over digital is set to continue - especially with the spectacular levels of performance now available through the new Origin Live tonearms. If you are in the slightest doubt as to the ground-breaking nature of these arms and their ability to transform your turntable's performance, we suggest you investigate the reviews and arrange an audition. Shown above is the new "Linn fitting" base with built in VTA adjuster, making the arms quick and easy to fit to LP12s among others. We guarantee all arms above the Silver to outperform any other arm regardless of price or your money back.

Tonearms

Conqueror - £2500 Illustrious - £1570 Encounter - £970 Silver - £599 OL1 from - £124

Origin Live, Unit 5, 362b Spring Road, Sholing, Southampton SO19 2PB
Tel / fax: 02380 578877 E mail: info@originlive.com
www.originlive.com

There may be better value propositions around to upgrade your system but if there is I haven't heard them....A fantastic product then from Origin Live and this particular audiophiles dream review tool!"

TNT AUDIO MAGAZINE

"...the best tonearm I've heard"

HI-FI WORLD

Winner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component of 2004 award

"Simply stated, the Origin Live Illustrious tonearm / Aurora Gold turntable produce the best musical results of any turntable I've ever heard, regardless of price....It sets a new reference"

STEREO TIMES

definitive audio

Definitive Audio creates a quality of musical experience that is irresistible. We achieve this using some of the world's most splendid contraptions and by employing a value system that places musical considerations above all others.

Our inventory includes the tentastring RSL Konido amplifiers from Japan. We have the K7 Line, M7 Phono, M77 Phono, the M75 Integrated and of course the extraordinary Galoukh. We also have a range of single minded amplifier designs from, amongst others, Border Patrol, Art Audio and Buglari.

Our Austin's array of analogue treasures includes 12 choices of moving coil cartridge, the Kuzma Airline, Tripleski 8, and SME Series V tonearms. Keeping this company is an eminently selection of turntables including the Scheu range and the unequivocal SME Model 30 and Kuzma Stable Reference.

We have the complete range of Living Voice loudspeakers including the internationally celebrated Avatar OBX-R2.

More importantly we have an attitude and an intent that breathes new life, interest and fascination into your relationship with music. Call us for an informal chat or to arrange an appointment.

Sale of part exchanged and ex-demon items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sale</th>
<th>New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio Note Japan M7 line pre-amplifier with stepped attenuator volume control (fully serviced), used affordable opportunity to win the famous planet</td>
<td>£4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridian 508 - 24 bit CD player with luxurious desktop remote control</td>
<td>£1200 £2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearaudio TGC tonearm massive sonic near tracking device - virtually opportunity - spotless and as new - no box</td>
<td>£2000 £3880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Munk Systems VSM6/b loudspeaker. Dolcehere, popular thers - unusual US design with cut following - includes SHA base module</td>
<td>£3500 £5800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living Voice Avatar (1 - cherry - 12 months old, nicely spotless - lovely finish)</td>
<td>£2000 £2700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Audio PX25 - 5 watt stereo power amp - big with Lowther fans</td>
<td>£1500 £2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quad 989 Electrostatic - 2 pairs - black - boxed - excellent</td>
<td>£1800 £3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Evans Groove Plus - phonestage with external Lithos PSU</td>
<td>£2000 £2800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Evans Micro Groove Plus - moving magnet</td>
<td>£300 £500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Evans micro Groove - moving coil (197)</td>
<td>£300 £500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bugleri Mastarstut Stereo AA power-amplifier with matching pre - beefy class A solid state - ex-demon - boxed - eight&quot;</td>
<td>£1600 £3600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenel R23 bookshelf speakers - new - boxed</td>
<td>£250 £500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive 42.5 plus Hi-Cap plus 135 monos - 10 year old job lot - including rabbit droppings - giveaway</td>
<td>£1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rollsan Janos Cognacolored turntable - SME outof - firewood</td>
<td>£1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linn tonearm - designer design at designer price</td>
<td>£2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR Developmentshex Monica integrated - as new but hums - giveaway</td>
<td>£200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quad P10 tuner - no comment</td>
<td>£1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATIC SCN7 - auto mini-monitors on saucy bright finish Partington stands</td>
<td>£450 £700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Electric Mini-Max - super cute line pre-amplifier with valve rectification</td>
<td>£1500 £2800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epos ES30 Loudspeaker - substantial floorstander - some marks - giveaway</td>
<td>£880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candies Neute Reference 3.5m speaker cable with spade term - new</td>
<td>£300 £550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candies Neute Reference 1m speakeroned - new</td>
<td>£300 £550</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Traditional hi-fi lore has it that Chinese manufacture is fine for mass produced, high volume fare (supermarket DVD players, cheap PCs, etc.), but not good enough for the exacting specialist UK audio market — where the premium British brands come into their own. In this supertest, Dominic Todd put a brace of mid-priced digital disc spinners, from the UK, Japan and China, against one another — with surprising results...

Here we have a brace of mid-price machines, spanning from £600 to £2,000, from Britain, China and Japan. Counter intuitively perhaps, the cheapest is British made, and the Japanese one of the most expensive. They represent five very different ways of providing performance in the specialist hi-fi market; some are more successful than others.

The £600 Exposure 2010S is the latest incarnation of the well-received 2010 mid-price British CD player. There’s little unusual about the construction of the machine, but Exposure has gone to considerable expense in making its own transport. It’s based around a Sony laser and servo, but the mechanism, microcontroller and display are all bespoke. This shows a considerable commitment, and it’s notable that the money’s been spent precisely where you can’t see it.

Arcam’s £1,000 DV79 DVD player features simplified construction techniques that take less time to build than its predecessors, so the machine can remain competitively priced in the face of far eastern competition. It’s an awful lot of DVD player, but with no SACD playback can’t match the feature counts of Japanese rivals from Pioneer and Denon — instead it claims great things from CD replay, hence its inclusion here.

The striking looking Chinese made, British designed Inca Design Katana SE also costs £1,000, and is an esoteric blend of dramatic styling and good audiophile practice. Its low cost of manufacture enables the company to offer, what appears to be, superb value for money — but how does it perform?

Japanese design has, for the past twenty-five years, been a sign of real quality — and Sony’s £1,600 SCD-XA9000ES is no exception. It’s big, heavy, boldly designed, beautifully built and designed to impress like no other here. It represents what the Japanese have always done best: implementing the very latest technology with fastidious attention to detail, and packaging it all up in a casing that demands attention.

Naim, Exposure and Arcam are all quintessentially British brands, but the Naim CD5x/FLATCAP 2 is probably the most obviously ‘homegrown’. Minimal, iconic and unashamedly expensive, this £2,000 machine makes no pretence to value on the basis of price alone yet, in terms of sound quality should comprehensively blow the others here out of the water. Read on for our findings...
**EXPOSURE 2010S £600**

Originally a manufacturer of minimalist, specialist amplification (dubbed 'Flat Earth' for a brief period), the company made its mark in the eighties as a warmer and more beguiling alternative to Naim Audio’s (then) hard and acerbic sound. With the new 2010S CD player, Exposure has taken the decision to produce its own CD transport - a brave move because such a thing doesn’t come cheap. Although it uses a Sony pickup and servo, designing a bespoke mechanism, micro controller and display takes plenty of both time and money. The competition, which use ‘off the shelf’ designs, save money on R&D and manufacturing costs. Other features new to the 5 model are a 20% thicker case with new feet, an all new remote control, and improved fit and finish.

Given that it’s the cheapest machine here, it in no way looks or feels outclassed. It’s every bit as well made as the Inca Design, and even manages to make the Arcam look slightly flimsy by comparison! Other than the new transport, under the lid remains much as before. There’s the same toroidal transformer with separate supplies for analogue and digital. A single surface mount PCM1716 24/96 DAC is carried over, as is the, jitter reducing, high purity master clock... It doesn’t have the Inca Design’s XLR balanced outputs, but both optical and coaxial digital outputs are standard.

**SOUND QUALITY**

I was always rather fond of the original 2010, and the 2010S proved every bit as good. With Daft Punk’s ‘Voyager’ there was certainly something of a Naim-like sound about this new machine. Of all the players here, it was the one that got closest to the CD5x’s sense of rhythm and pace - an impressive feat. Because of the snappy timing, it was certainly one of the more involving players to listen to. Yet, this is no do-it-all-budget wonder, and unsurprisingly the Exposure does have its limits. Against all the other players, its sound staging did sound just a little unfocused. The Arcam, Sony and Naim, in particular, would all give instruments a more rounded balance, with a more accurate position within the soundstage.

One of the criticisms levelled at the previous 2010 was a slight lack of refinement. It was therefore with some trepidation that I put on ‘Jupiter’. I needn’t have feared. Whilst being slightly forward of balance, I never found the Exposure tiresome. I can imagine that, perhaps with brighter ‘speakers, the sound could err on the side of aggression, but the balance remains fine with more neutral components. Timing was greatly superior to the Inca Design Katana SE, for example, and the composition had a sense of spark that was second only to the Naim. Brass was reproduced well, although the stringed section wasn’t quite so well portrayed. For all their inferior timing however, the Katana and even the Arcam DV79 still produced a smoother string section with a good deal more body. As before, the Inca Design also had the slightly more accurate and slightly broader soundstage. Despite this, it was the Exposure that proved the more engaging player.

Equally enjoyable was Jennifer Warnes’ ‘Nightingale’. Although a little loose in the treble, the 2010S avoided both the hardened mid-range and rather soft bass of the Katana SE. Instead it proved, given the price, remarkably transparent and consistent in its response across the frequency range. It was by no means perfect, with both the Naim and Sony showing a good deal more insight into the recording, but it still had the measure of the Inca Design. For its price, then, the 2010S is one impressive machine.

---

**VERDICT**

Vivid pace and impressive transparency make the 2010S one of the most involving players here. Remarkable value.

**EXPOSURE**

Tel +44(0) 1273 423877
www.exposurehifi.com

**FOR**

- timing and pace
- finish and build
- bespoke transport

**AGAINST**

- slightly system dependent

---

**MEASURED PERFORMANCE**

The 2010S has a ruler flat frequency response. Looking at the analysis closely shows there’s just a slight rise toward high frequencies, suggesting the player will have a balance that seemingly emphasises treble by a small degree. This usually improves detail and speed, but may also draw attention to sibilance.

Distortion levels were very low, as was noise, resulting in a fine EIAJ dynamic range value of 111dB. With dither applied to low level signals distortion values hovered around a few percent at 80dB and lower, a fine result from quality D/A converters.

With wide channel separation and an output of exactly 2V this Exposure meets Philips standards closely. There was a little more jitter than is possible, with peaks of 30pS and an rms sum of 235pS that may detract just a little from purity.

The 2010S measured well. It should sound clear and precise. NK

**Frequency response (CD) 4Hz-21.2kHz**

- Accuracy: ±0 5 %
- Distortion (S/N): 0 001 %
- Distortion (SACD): 0 004 %
- Distortion (LDAC): 0 2 %
- Jitter: 4 3 %

---

**Dynamic range**

- Output: 2 0V
- Range: 122dB
- Noise (IEC A): 102dB
- Separation: 111dB

---

**Frequency response**

- Dynamic range: 122dB
- Noise (IEC A): 102dB
- Separation: 111dB
- Output: 2 0V
The only DVD Audio player here is, ironically, British from design to manufacture. The restrained styling is tasteful and understated, although the series of legends on the front is now boarding on the excessive. Build isn't as 'heavylight' as the Sony or as expensively engineered as the Naim, but it's perfectly good enough for a semi-universal DVD player of this price. As with the DV78, the only real let down is the tacky remote. Just as well, then, that there's the marvellous navigation system, which allows for easy operation without it!

In essence the DV79 takes the spec of the impressive DV78 (reviewed June 2004) and adds DVD-Audio, Dolby ProLogic II decoding and an HDMI link. The HDMI link is particularly impressive as it gives the Arcam one of the highest quality AV connections. It's much more flexible than similar DVI systems, but will happily "talk" to them as well. The toroidal mains transformer, 32-bit Zoran audio DSP, Wolfson-WMB740 DACs and low jitter clock all look promising.

**SOUND QUALITY**

I did rather throw the Arcam in at the deep end, but far from sinking in ignominy, it managed to keep its head well above water. One of the key questions here is whether DVD-A is better than SACD. So, armed with Mike Oldfield's 'Tubular Bells' on both formats, I tested it against the Sony. What was most striking was not actually how different the two formats sounded, but how similar! Both offered an open soundstage and allowed the music to really breathe. There was an easygoing nature to the Arcam that meant the music simply washed over the listener. It was precise too. Perhaps here the Sony was a tad more focused, but there wasn't much in it. More noticeable was the Sony's extra bass weight. Not only did it go lower, but was better controlled. The Arcam wasn't poor in this respect, just not up to the high standards of the SCD-XA9000ES.

Anyone used to standard CD would still be impressed, especially compared with rival universal DVD players. Daftpunk's, 'Voyager' was even so slightly slower and a tad more mechanical than with the Naim. Bass also wasn't quite as taut yet got closer than you might expect. Staging and Instrument positioning was really every bit as good as either the Sony or Naim. The only point where the Naim showed a demonstrable advantage was with the 'floating synth' which hovered above the mix with the Arcam, but positively bounced off the ceiling with the Naim. Nevertheless the Arcam made a fine job of separating the instruments, and showed a degree of maturity unmatched by other DVD players of this price.

Heilo's 'Jupiter' showed the DV79 to have a little more bite in the treble than the Naim! Surprisingly, the violins could just occasionally become slightly too shrill. In terms of timing and dynamic contrast, the Naim was also ahead. Yet, the DV79 could still never be described as ponderous. Ultimately the bass response was a little soft, but it still outshone anything comparable in the DVD market. Best of all, the performance was actually exciting to listen to, and rarely felt like the poor relation to the Naim or Sony.

The Arcam doesn't quite beat the Naim with CD or the Sony with SACD. But then, given the price difference, it would be churlish to expect it to. It does, however, run both close and it also has an excellent picture quality with plenty of depth and texture - a trick neither of the others can match.

**MEASURED PERFORMANCE**

| Audio frequency response with 24/192 | -80dB 4.6% 0.6% |
| DVD-A reaches 40kHz (-1dB) | -100dB 6.5% |
| measurement showed, before rolling away steadily toward 100kHz. This doesn't match the ruler flat response to 100kHz that some players achieve but it should not be of much consequence. CD reached 21kHz as usual and had Arcam's preferred slow top-end roll-off, which usefully removes the brightness of CD. |
| Distortion levels were very low with DVD-A, when measuring a 24bit signal, and CD looked good too, but the Arcam refused to play a Philips test CD with tones at sub-multiples of sample rate, so the slightly worse results of a Technics EIAJ test disc had to be used. An EIAJ dynamic range test yielded a figure of 111dB, in line with very low distortion. |
| With output at 2.2V and negligible jitter, below 20pS right across the band to 100kHz, the DV79 measures well in all areas. NK |

**VERDICT**

Excellent DVD-A and video allied to surprisingly strong CD replay makes this cracking value - and probably the best DVD spinner at its price too.

- **FOR**
  - impressive DVD-A and CD sound
  - natural picture quality
  - HDMI link

- **AGAINST**
  - tacky remote
  - dedicated CD better

**ARCAM**

(+44 (0) 1223 203203
www.arcam.co.uk

**FOR**

- impressive DVD-A and CD sound
- natural picture quality
- HDMI link

**AGAINST**

- tacky remote
- dedicated CD better
It's so easy to own a great sound system when you choose at KJ West One.

Right now we're offering a rare combination of facilities to make it easier for you to upgrade to your dream system.

Take a look at our part-exchange offers, and remember, these are our minimum, guaranteed allowances for all types of genuine hi-fi systems in excellent working condition, so it's possible that your system could be worth even more. We'll be happy to consider individual items as well ... it will cost you nothing to find out!

Then, if you decide to choose our Interest Free Credit option you could soon be enjoying your favourite music as you've never heard it before.

This exceptional offer is available through all of our branches but, please don't delay, there has to be a limit to the amount of trade-in stock we can accept so we reserve the right to end this promotion without prior notice. Call now for a valuation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYSTEM 1</th>
<th>SYSTEM 2</th>
<th>SYSTEM 3</th>
<th>SYSTEM 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARCAM CD 73 CD Plyr</td>
<td>CYRUS 6 CD Player</td>
<td>UNICO CD Plyr</td>
<td>LIND Geask CD Player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£399.00</td>
<td>£599.00</td>
<td>£1175.00</td>
<td>£1699.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAD C302BEE Amplifier</td>
<td>RONSAN Caspian Amp</td>
<td>UNICO Amplifier</td>
<td>LIND Robolift / LK 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£219.00</td>
<td>£999.00</td>
<td>£825.00</td>
<td>£1119.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUAD 11 Speakers</td>
<td>DYNAMIC 42 Spkrs</td>
<td>SONUS Concerto Spkrs</td>
<td>LIND Hulse Spkrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£378.00</td>
<td>£399.00</td>
<td>£997.00</td>
<td>£999.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal System Price</td>
<td>Normal System Price</td>
<td>TRADE-IN or DEPOSIT £600.00</td>
<td>Normal System Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£2399.00</td>
<td>£1997.00</td>
<td>TRADE-IN or DEPOSIT £600.00</td>
<td>£3317.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRADE-IN or DEPOSIT £600.00</td>
<td>TRADE-IN or DEPOSIT £600.00</td>
<td>Balance to pay £2399.00</td>
<td>TRADE-IN or DEPOSIT £667.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance to pay £779.00</td>
<td>Balance to pay £1579.00</td>
<td>36 installments of just £21.64</td>
<td>Balance to pay £2650.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 installments of just £21.64</td>
<td>36 installments of just £43.87</td>
<td>36 installments of just £73.61</td>
<td>36 installments of just £73.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Italian craftsmanship and technological excellence have created a giant-killing combination in the multi-award winning Unico CD player and 70wpc amplifier. Sonus faber's beautiful Concerto's always come alive in such illustrious company, whatever your preferred style of music, making this one of our most popular systems.

High-end home demonstrations by appointment. Please call for details.
LIKE THE NAIM, THIS IS A STANDARD CD PLAYER DEVELOPED IN THE UK, BUT IT'S BUILT IN CHINA TO REDUCE COSTS. THE ELABORATE, ALLOY, CASework GIVES THE PLAYER A FAR MORE EXPENSIVE LOOK. IT COMBINES A FAMILIAR PHILIPS VAM1202 TRANSPORT WITH THE EQUALLY UBQUITOUS BURR BROWN PCM1732 UPSAMPLING DAC. THE DAC ALSO INCLUDES, ALONG WITH THE ARCAM AND NAIM, AN HDCD FILTER. THERE ARE SOME NICE TOUCHES, EVEN ON THE BASIC MODEL. THE LID, FOR EXAMPLE, IS DAMPED, AND THE TRANSPORT IS MOUNTED ON A SOLID METAL BLOCK. AT FIRST GLANCE THIS APPEARS TO BE COPPER, BUT FURTHER INVESTIGATION SHOWS IT TO BE A MULTI-LAYERED COMPOSITE OF DIFFERENT METALS. FINALLY, A TWIN CORE POWER SUPPLY FEEDS SEPARATE SUPPLIES FOR THE ANALOGUE AND DIGITAL SECTIONS.

THE KATANA FEATURES BOTH OPTICAL AND COAXIAL DIGITAL OUTPUTS, AS WELL AS THE RATHER MORE UNUSUAL BALANCED XLR ANALOGUES. ALTHOUGH I FOUND THE PLAYER'S STYLING UNUSUAL AND ATTRACTION, I WAS LESS SURE ABOUT THE DESIGN. THE SE VERSION HAS BEEN REMOVED WITH CHOICE CAPACITORS, NEW FILTERS AND UPGRADED POWER SUPPLIES.

SOUND QUALITY

IT ONLY TOOK ABOUT TEN SECONDS OF LISTENING TO HEAR THAT THE KATANA SE WASN'T ON THE SAME LEVEL AS THE NAIM - FLATCAP 2 OR NOT. IT'S REALLY ALL DOWN TO THE TIMING. AFTER LISTENING TO DAFTPUNK'S 'Voyager' ON THE NAIRN, THE KATANA SE SIMPLY SOUNDED SLOW. THAT SAID, IT WAS STILL A MATCH FOR THE ARCAM, DESPITE ITS SLIGHTLY SOFT RESPONSES. THINGS IMPROVED IN TERMS OF STAGING - INSTRUMENT AND EFFECT PLACEMENT WAS CERTAINLY ONE UP ON THE DV79 HERE, BUT STILL NOT AT THE NAIRN'S LEVEL. I FELT THAT THE TRACK WAS REPRODUCED WITH DECENT RESOLUTION AND ACCURACY, BUT JUST NOT QUITE THE ALACRITY OF THE CONVENTIONALLY ASPIRED CD players.

JENNIFER WARNES' 'NIGHTINGALE' SHOWED UP SOMETHING OF A WEAKNESS WITH THE INCA DESIGN. ALTHOUGH NOT ALWAYS NOTICEABLE WITH OTHER MUSIC, THIS RECORDING EXPOSED A VERY ODD HARDENING OF THE UPPER-MID RANGE. IT CERTAINLY GAVE WARNES A STRIKING PRESENCE WITHIN THE ROOM YET, AT THE SAME TIME, MADE HER SOUND UNCHARACTERISTICALLY FORCED. I CAN IMAGINE THE MIDS HAVE BEEN VOICED IN THIS WAY IN ORDER TO IMPROVE THE APPARENT PROJECTION OF SOUND. IN SOME SYSTEMS THIS MAY WORK QUITE WELL, BUT I'D BE WARRED IF YOUR SYSTEM IS ALREADY FORWARD IN BALANCE. BASS WAS PLEASINGLY DEEP, BUT THE SLIGHT BLOOM SUGGESTED THAT THE PLAYER WOULD BE BETTER SUITED TO LEANER ANCILLARIES. RATHER AN ODD BALANCE, THEN, AND ONE THAT ALL THE OTHER PLAYERS HERE IMPROVED UPON.


MEASURED PERFORMANCE

The Katana has a strongly rolled off high frequency response that measures -10dB at 10kHz and -4.3dB at 20kHz, enough to give it a distinctively warm sound. With high output at 2.4V it will have a small loudness advantage in A-B showroom demos. and will certainly seem smoother and more amenable.

Noise levels were unusually high our distortion analysis noise floor shows. With IEC A weighting this player returned -86dB - very high as CD goes. Although still not readily audible I must say. Distortion levels were also high here the impact is more worrying, likely adding a bit of roughness. However, the rolled down top end will mask the problem. Measured EIAJ dynamic range was a poor 99dB as a result.

Programme related jitter peaks reached 1nS and the rms level over a 100kHz analysis bandwidth in the digital domain was a high 3nS.

The Katana did not measure well. It will sound warm but both distortion and jitter will detract from its sonic composition. NK

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (CD) 4Hz-10kHz

Distortion (SINAD) 6dB 0.003%
-30dB 0.02%
-60dB 0.65%

VERDICT

DELICIOUS LOOKS, FINE BUILD AND A DECENT SOUN, BUT NOT QUITE UP WITH THE BEST OF THE REST AT ITS PRICE.

ACTIVE DISTRIBUTION
+44 (0) 1635 291357
WWW.INCadesign.com

FOR
- ESOTERIC STYLING
- SOUNDTAGING

AGAINST
- REMOTE CONTROL
- UNBALANCED
SONY SCD-XA9000ES £1,600

Although only used in a handful of other CD players (but more and more DVD universals) Sony has stuck by SACD. This third generation machine is the company’s current flagship. Unlike lowerly Sonys, this range topper is still built in Japan and weighs a mighty 16.2kg. It’s generally very well finished — although not up to the standards of ten years ago...

Key features are time delay adjustment and DSD audio transfer system (i-Link), which only works with a matching TA-DA9000ES AV receiver and the time delay is for multichannel only, meaning that neither have an effect with stereo.

The laser uses a fixed pick-up with dual beams, while twin R-core transformers provide the juice, and there is extensive screening for the analogue sections. There are no fewer than 12 DACs of which 2 per channel are used in surround mode and 6 per channel in stereo. All this is housed within a very sturdy frame and beam chassis complete with copper plating. Featurewise the Sony adds an optical and coaxial digital output to the i-Link. CD Text, auto play, index search, timer switch and a headphone socket.

SOUND QUALITY

The SCD-XA9000ES really is about as good as it gets for the money — in the context of a hybrid player, not CD only. So, being something of a jack-of-all-trades, I was surprised as to just how close it ran the Naim with conventional CD! ‘Voyager’ was reproduced with a smooth sound from both CD and SACD. The SCD-XA9000ES really is a hybrid player, not CD only.

Back to CD and Holst’s ‘Jupiter’ showed just how well Sony has matched the two formats to sound consistent. It had a similarly refined quality, which was reminiscent of its performance with SACD. That said, in this case it was no more refined than the Naim. There were still things in it, but the Naim pulled ahead ever so slightly in a number of respects, such as the quality of the timbre and the ultimate pace. Otherwise, the same focus, detail, and dynamic control made for a highly impressive performance. No matter how complex the music became, the Sony always remained firmly in control.

This an extremely well balanced and complete machine and, therefore perhaps not surprisingly, ends up sounding much more like the Naim than you might have imagined!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency response (Hz)</th>
<th>200 - 20kHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Separation (1kHz)</td>
<td>112dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise (IEC A)</td>
<td>-113dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic range (CD)</td>
<td>111dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>1.9V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VERDICT**

Hugely impressive and versatile hybrid machine, but the finest 16-bit players still have the edge with CD.

FOR
- versatility
- complete sound quality
- build quality

AGAINST
- CD-only rivals better
- basic remote
- some cost-cutting evident

**MEASURED PERFORMANCE**

With CD returning just 0.02% distortion at -60dB and SACD 0.04% SACD’s greater resolution becomes obvious at low output levels.

Where in the past Sony CD players have consistently had a ruler flat frequency response, this one shows a slight roll off at high frequencies. Sony seem to be adjusting CD to better match SACD subjectively, the latter sounding far smoother and silkier than CD ever did. Traditionally Sony CD players have sounded quite glassy in conventional stereo on the Naim. In short, the differences were subtle, but there was a seamless flow of music that was more like a good record than CD. Even with 2-channel there was no great depth, which gave the music a less forced, yet more persuasive quality. It didn’t all go the Sony’s way however. As played as the Naim was, it still sounded much more punchy and, perhaps in a cruder way, much more fun.
The Naim CD5x is a Philips VAM1202/12 transport with CD-RW playback capability. A PMD200 digital filter incorporates an HDCD decoder. Tweaks have been made to the PCBs and Naim has fitted 24-bit, dual mono Burr-Brown devices as used in the costlier CDX2 and CDS3 players. The large toroidal power transformer remains, and the BH2 capacitors and multi-layered circuit boards are typical of Naim’s attention to detail.

There isn’t much to the FLATCAP 2 at all - inside it’s rather empy with a solitary toroidal looking very lonely. Still, with selected low-noise regulators and two separate secondary windings to isolate each of the dual supplies, the resulting PSU represents a serious step-up on the CD5x’s already decent mains feed. The casing is actually made to a higher standard than the CD5x – cast side cheeks and all! Yet, despite the three entirely different construction techniques used with the Nait 5, CD5x and FLATCAP 2 they all manage to look remarkable cohesive and, of course, typically understated.

Thankfully phono sockets, as well as DIN, are now standard, although the lack of a digital output is baffling, especially for those wanting to record digitally...

**SOUND QUALITY**

This proved the best sounding CD player here; but that said, the more I listened to the hi res machines doing their stuff, the more I could hear the limitations of 16bit. A Naim wouldn’t be a Naim without a caustic, rhythmic bass and impeccable timing. True to form, this particular combo offered just that with Daft Punk’s ‘Voyager’. There was good depth of staging, although it was somewhat compressed compared to the Sony on SACD, as you might expect. Nevertheless, the Naim did make instruments sound incredibly complete, and there was a sense of realism and cohesion missing from some of the others. One surprise was the treble response - far smoother than I’ve experienced from previous Naim players. Strings could occasionally sound either a touch too smooth or slightly harsh and mechanical. I found that it couldn’t quite match the string tone of the Sony with SACD. That said, there was little wrong with either the brass timbre or the detailed percussion. There was also a super sense of control with an intensity and dynamic aplomb that none of the others could match. It certainly made for an involving listen and, despite the inferior timbre, sometimes a more beguiling one than with the hi res models.

I next chose Jennifer Warnes ‘The Nightingale’. Here the soundstage was not only deep and broad but tall too. It was with this song that the gap between SACD and CD was at its smallest. The lowest bass notes were a little light - just losing out to the Sony. It was true to the recording in not masking the slight sibilance brought about from close miking.

Overall, the Naim CD5x proved an immensely musical experience - it isn’t one of the best in terms of certain technical attributes, here, but it is, by far, the most involving. Factor in the build, styling and general kudos of this brand, and it’s a compelling proposition.

---

**MEASURED PERFORMANCE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1kHz</td>
<td>118dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20kHz</td>
<td>85dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise (IEC A)</td>
<td>-104dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic range</td>
<td>107dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>2.11V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VERDICT**

The most musical 16bit machine here by a considerable margin - if hi res is not for you, then there's no better at the price.

Naim Audio

- finish and build
- timing and control
- involving

AGAINST

- light bass
- compressed against SACD
- no digital output
For over 175 years Bösendorfer has been building high quality grand pianos. The latest generation of Bösendorfer speakers guarantee you the same audio experience and live atmosphere now at home.
To listen to Bösendorfer loudspeakers contact us for a list of authorized dealers and further information.

Distributed by

AUDUSA
Tel. 020 8241 9826
or 020 8264 0249
Fax 020 8241 0999
sales@audusa.com
www.audusa.com

World Radio History
conclusion

For all the talent shown in this test, picking a tail-end is easy. Of the players here, it's the Inca Design Katana SE that inspires the least. It is by no means a bad design, but it simply doesn't justify the extra cost over the 2010S, nor does it sufficiently eclipse the DVD playing. Arcam. On the plus side, I like the styling and there's certainly nothing wrong with the build. There were also times when the Katana did sing. In terms of staging, it was often right up there with the best, but, unfortunately, this talent didn't transfer to other aspects of sound.

The other four are more closely matched, and ranking them is a far harder task. Although it wins this test for value, the Exposure 2010S has to come fourth. It's a really super CD player, and one that most listeners will find hugely entertaining. This side of a Naim CD5i, it's probably one of the most involving CD players about. Equally impressive is the build. Smart, solid and well finished; the 2010S has a very professional and expensive feel about it — it was by no means embarrassed in this company.

Yet, perhaps even more impressively, was just how much like SACD Sony has managed to make CD sound. It certainly didn't have the same depth or focus, but often proved one of the most consistent and refined performers here. A class act.

"Fed with a decent CD, the Naim could sing a tune that - even with SACD - the Sony had no answer to..."

Arcam, Sony and Naim.

Bronze goes to Arcam. Although there were occasions when both the Inca Design and Exposure sounded better, they were few and far between. Despite the Katana SE having a broader, more densely layered, soundstage, and the 2010S the better timing, the difference wasn't all that great. In other respects, such as instrument formation, focus and consistency, the DV79 actually eclipsed its CD only rivals! Given the talent shown by the other two designs, that's pretty impressive, but when you consider that the Arcam is also a highly competent DVD player, then it's little short of amazing. It also put in a superb performance with DVD-A discs, whilst falling just short of the Sony.

The SCD-XA9000ES may have only shown small improvements over the Arcam, but they were improvements nonetheless. Given how good the DV79 is, you can understand that the Sony is really something special. Much has already been said about the Sony in these pages, and I would only second everything already written. It's a highly competent CD player, yet, as an SACD machine, can get closer to audio nirvana than any other player here. The styling may be a matter of personal taste, but the build is almost beyond reproach. Yet, perhaps even more impressively, was just how much like SACD Sony has managed to make CD sound. It certainly didn't have the same depth or focus, but often proved one of the most consistent and refined performers here. A class act.

Yet, much as I admire the Sony, the Naim is the only one here that I wouldn't think twice about writing out a personal cheque for. What we have is one of - if not the - very finest sub £2,000 CD players on the market. Where the Sony impressed, the CD5x/ FLATCAP 2 astounded by moving the game on still further. In terms of timing, timbre, focus and staging the Naim nearly always pulled ahead of the Sony. It has to be said that, "fed with a decent CD, the Naim could sing a tune that - even with SACD - the Sony had no answer to..."

Arcam, Sony and Naim.

Bronze goes to Arcam. Although there were occasions when both the Inca Design and Exposure sounded better, they were few and far between. Despite the Katana SE having a broader, more densely layered, soundstage, and the 2010S the better timing, the difference wasn't all that great. In other respects, such as instrument formation, focus and consistency, the DV79 actually eclipsed its CD only rivals! Given the talent shown by the other two designs, that's pretty impressive, but when you consider that the Arcam is also a highly competent DVD player, then it's little short of amazing. It also put in a superb performance with DVD-A discs, whilst falling just short of the Sony.

The SCD-XA9000ES may have only shown small improvements over the Arcam, but they were improvements nonetheless. Given how good the DV79 is, you can understand that the Sony is really something special. Much has already been said about the Sony in these pages, and I would only second everything already written. It's a highly competent CD player, yet, as an SACD machine, can get closer to audio nirvana than any other player here. The styling may be a matter of personal taste, but the build is almost beyond reproach. Yet, perhaps even more impressively, was just how much like SACD Sony has managed to make CD sound. It certainly didn't have the same depth or focus, but often proved one of the most consistent and refined performers here. A class act.

Yet, much as I admire the Sony, the Naim is the only one here that I wouldn't think twice about writing out a personal cheque for. What we have is one of - if not the - very finest sub £2,000 CD players on the market. Where the Sony impressed, the CD5x/ FLATCAP 2 astounded by moving the game on still further. In terms of timing, timbre, focus and staging the Naim nearly always pulled ahead of the Sony. It has to be said that, "fed with a decent CD, the Naim could sing a tune that - even with SACD - the Sony had no answer to..."
Hi-Fi World competition questions

1. What does the Naim’s casework use?
   [a] aluminium extrusions and covers
   [b] gold and silver medals
   [c] copper coins
   [d] chocolate teapots

2. What type of remote control handset is supplied?
   [a] iCOM
   [b] iPod
   [c] iTISBROKEN
   [d] iDONTKNOW

3. What does it bring to the sub £800 amplifier sector?
   [a] hitherto unknown levels of grip
   [b] previously unheard amounts of zip
   [c] grievously unseen heights of hip
   [d] err, that’s it...

4. What can’t you help thinking the Naim is, at the price?
   [a] “amazing”
   [b] “awesome”
   [c] “wicked”
   [d] “bad”

November Competition
Hi-Fi World Magazine
Unit G4 Argo House
The Park Business Centre
Kilburn Park Rd.
London NW6 5LF

CONGRATULATIONS

...to Mr. Pete Lanning of East Cowes, Isle of Wight, the winner of our August 04 competition.
A pair of R45 Revolver speakers are on their way to you!
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision stocks a wide range of Hi-Fi separates, DVD players, amplifiers, speakers, plasma screens, LCD televisions and projection systems from all the leading manufacturers.

From starter systems to custom designed multi-room and home cinema installations, our friendly staff are available in all stores to advise, demonstrate and guide you through the home entertainment jungle. If you’re interested in home entertainment and want to avoid the confusion, contact your local Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store and experience more.

0% interest free option* is available on most products.

*Written details on request. Licensed credit brokers. Minimum balance £400. Subject to status.

CUSmT INSTALLATION

Modern home entertainment doesn’t have to be intrusive.

A carefully considered installation of home cinema with distributed audio and video and easy lighting control can give you all the sound and vision performance you could ever dream of - enhancing your lifestyle and your home.

Our custom install services range from the most simple, affordable solutions to the most grandiose. We can help transform every room and every home, whatever your needs and budget.

Want to know more? Why not pay us a visit and pick up a copy of our FREE Custom Installation Guide, available now, from your local store.

DENON DVD-3910 UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYER

Replacing 2003’s all conquering DVD-2900, the new Denon DVD-3910 moves Denon further ahead with a massive performance and feature upgrade.

Using leading edge audio and video technology and heavyweight construction, this Universal player promises to deliver the highest quality picture and sound quality from your entire disc collection.

Handling both DVD-Audio and SACD, the ‘3910 will also play MP3, WMA, JPEG and Photo CD plus all varieties of DVD/CD - R and + R. It includes every digital and analogue audio/video output: HDMI, DVI, FireWire, Component, Composite and S-Video.

ARCAM DIVA AVR250 HOME CINEMA RECEIVER

Following the success of the AVR300, Arcam has introduced its smaller brother, the AVR250. As you would expect from a company with an audiophile heritage, this 7.1 channel receiver has been designed to deliver excellent audio reproduction. This is combined with connectivity and decoding modes that will satisfy even the most ardent A/V enthusiasts.

ARCAM FMJ DV29 DVD PLAYER

Arcam’s flagship award-winning FMJ DV27A DVD player has been joined by the DV29 to deliver DVD-Audio compatible HDMI. In addition to excellent video performance, the DV29 promises to deliver first-class sound quality.

**www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk**
Michell Gyro SE
Turntable / RB300 Tonearm
£1049.95

"The Gyrodec SE sounds great, combining the best sonic characteristics of rivals... Quite simply, the Michell Gyrodec SE is terrific. Nothing compares at this price point - it's well deserving another Best Buy."

CLAIM £50 TOWARDS THE GOLDRING CARTRIDGE OF YOUR CHOICE*

Pro-ject
1 Xpression Turntable (Black)
£209.95

*Compared with a £200 CD player this deck sounds remarkable. Dig out your vinyl and give the Xpression a spin.

Marantz
CD5400 CD Player
£119.95

Marantz
PM7200 Amplifier
£249.95

"This is one of the most powerful amps in its class, at 95w per channel, and it sounds it with anything from dance to big orchestral work, offering a delicious combination of poise and impact. Stick with fast, dynamic speakers such as B&W DM601 S3s or KEF's equally capable Q1s and the results will amaze."

Pure Digital
DRX702ES Analogue/DAB Tuner
£279.95

"So do you buy a digital tuner? Or an analogue one? Now you don't have to pick; just buy Pure Digital’s DRX-702ES! Whether on FM or DAB, this tuner sounds superb... The overall balance is powerful, clean and crisp, making this a fine tuner by any standards, and a superb buy given its excellent flexibility."

FREE GRADO SR60 HEADPHONES WORTH £90 WHEN YOU PURCHASE AN AMP AND CD TOGETHER FROM ONE OF THE FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS - ARCAM, CYRUS & ROKSAN*

Arcam DiVA
CD192 CD Player
£849.95

"Latest DIVA has some fresh vigour, but manages to retain its predecessor’s refinement and definition - a great listen."

Marantz
CD5400 CD Player
£119.95

Musical Fidelity
X-80 Amplifier £599.95
X-150 Amplifier £799.95
X-Ray CD Player £899.95

Musical Fidelity has unveiled two integrated amplifiers and a CD player as part of its revamped X-series. The 40 wpc, X-80 and the 80wpc X-150 amplifiers feature a dual-gang analogue volume control and high-output transistors for each channel. The X-150 also includes a high quality phono stage.

The X-Ray CD player, is the replacement for the legendary X-Ray and uses the same DAC and upsampling principles as the acclaimed Tri-Vista SACD player. From a technical standpoint, the X-Ray is equal of some of the most expensive players on the market.

Musical Fidelity has unveiled two integrated amplifiers and a CD player as part of its revamped X-series. The 40 wpc, X-80 and the 80wpc X-150 amplifiers feature a dual-gang analogue volume control and high-output transistors for each channel. The X-150 also includes a high quality phono stage.

Marantz
PM7200 Amplifier
£249.95

"This is one of the most powerful amps in its class, at 95w per channel, and it sounds it with anything from dance to big orchestral work, offering a delicious combination of poise and impact. Stick with fast, dynamic speakers such as B&W DM601 S3s or KEF's equally capable Q1s and the results will amaze."

Musical Fidelity has unveiled two integrated amplifiers and a CD player as part of its revamped X-series. The 40 wpc, X-80 and the 80wpc X-150 amplifiers feature a dual-gang analogue volume control and high-output transistors for each channel. The X-150 also includes a high quality phono stage.

The X-Ray CD player, is the replacement for the legendary X-Ray and uses the same DAC and upsampling principles as the acclaimed Tri-Vista SACD player. From a technical standpoint, the X-Ray is equal of some of the most expensive players on the market.

Pro-ject
1 Xpression Turntable (Black)
£209.95

"Compared with a £200 CD player this deck sounds remarkable. Dig out your vinyl and give the Xpression a spin.

Musical Fidelity has unveiled two integrated amplifiers and a CD player as part of its revamped X-series. The 40 wpc, X-80 and the 80wpc X-150 amplifiers feature a dual-gang analogue volume control and high-output transistors for each channel. The X-150 also includes a high quality phono stage.

The X-Ray CD player, is the replacement for the legendary X-Ray and uses the same DAC and upsampling principles as the acclaimed Tri-Vista SACD player. From a technical standpoint, the X-Ray is equal of some of the most expensive players on the market.

Musical Fidelity has unveiled two integrated amplifiers and a CD player as part of its revamped X-series. The 40 wpc, X-80 and the 80wpc X-150 amplifiers feature a dual-gang analogue volume control and high-output transistors for each channel. The X-150 also includes a high quality phono stage.

The X-Ray CD player, is the replacement for the legendary X-Ray and uses the same DAC and upsampling principles as the acclaimed Tri-Vista SACD player. From a technical standpoint, the X-Ray is equal of some of the most expensive players on the market.
Cyrus has been developing high-performance hi-fi systems for over 20 years. Today, their upgradeable, modular product range includes multi-room systems, home cinema and some of the world’s finest hi-fi systems. The new ‘VS’ preamp circuitry, incorporated in the 8vs and 8vs amplifiers, has dramatically improved their performance while the CD8 X is a heavily revised version of the CD8.

Cyrus 8vs Amplifier £799.95
CD8 X CD Player £999.95

Roksan Kandy
KD1/III CD Player £549.95
KA1/III Amplifier £649.95
"Timing and rhythm are excellent. DJ Shadow is delivered with energy and a tight bass, while at the other extreme the treble is sweet and detailed, getting the most from Wagner’s ‘Ride of the Valkyries’. The result is a breathtaking experience." - KANDY K1/III AMPLIFIER - AWARDS 2003

FREE QED CABLE WITH ALl HI-FI SPEAKER PAIRS OVER £299*

B&W DM602 S3 Speakers £299.95
"These solidly made standmounters perform well across the entire range of musical styles. Add these speakers to your hi-fi system and you’re guaranteed magnificently integrated drivers and an even tonal balance."
**Rotel 10 Series**
RA-1062 Amplifier £594.95
RCD-1072 CD Player £594.95

"At the heart of the 60-watt RA-1062 is a toroidal transformer and a power supply, which Rotel claims, helps the amp maintain performance even at high volumes... Crank up the volume and, as promised, the Rotel keeps its composure and balance... If you want a £600 integrated, be sure to audition the RA-1062."

First impressions of the RCD-1072 are excellent. This is the slickest machine in this group: the casework feels solid and the finish exceptional at the price... On its own terms it remains an enjoyable and informative CD player.

**Acoustic Energy Aelite Three Speakers £749.95**
"Acoustic Energy's new Aelite Threes weigh in at a hefty 18kg a piece, and their curved, real wood finished cabinets both look handsome and make good acoustic sense... So how do they perform... Give them a big room and position them in free space and they'll deliver great things... If you want a big sound for sensible money, don’t hesitate to audition the Aelite Threes."

**Pioneer PDR-609 CD Recorder £169.95**
"This is the third time Pioneer has won Product of the Year in the recorders section. First with the PDR-509, and then last year with the PDR-609. Features include 24-bit/96kHz digital-analogue-conversion, backed up by Pioneer’s Legato Link filtering and manual recording level controls, ideal when making compilations to standardise levels. All this means you get great copies from the Pioneer... and remarkable value."

**B&W 704 Speakers £1399.95**
The 704 speakers are part of B&W’s new 700 series. These floorstanding, two-and-a-half-way, vented box speakers and are available in a variety of attractive finishes. In a recent What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision group test the 704 offered “Remarkable openness and clarity that is unrivalled at this price.”

**Linn Classik Music System £799.95**
When purchased with speakers over £299* When purchased on its own £494.95
"The Classik sounds simply marvelous... It offers the performance you'd expect from high quality separates in one lovely package - this is a very superior product."

**Denon DM31 UD-M31 CD Receiver £189.95**
When purchased with speakers over £99* When purchased on its own £199.95
"The D-M31 was exemplary, as its three What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision Awards clearly show. The D-M31 is even better, making it phenomenal value for money."

**YAMAHA MusicCAST MCX-1000 DIGITAL SERVER**
MCX-A10 £599.95
MCX 1000 £1799.95

**YAMAHA MusicCAST MCX-1000 DIGITAL SERVER BB & MCX-A10 CLIENT**

**BROADER RANGE OF PRODUCTS AVAILABLE IN STORE**

**PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.**
*ADD VALUE OFFERS - FROM RANGE AVAILABLE IN-STORE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. ADVERTISEMENT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 21/10/04, E&OE.*
**SEPARATE HI-FI SYSTEMS**

**Rotel**
RCD-02 CD Player  
RA-02 Amplifier  
**Monitor Audio**  
Bronze B2 Speakers

For this recommended Hi-Fi System we have combined Rotel's highly rated RCD-02 CD player and RA-02 amplifier with Monitor Audio's beautifully balanced Bronze B2 speakers. This package gives a powerful, fresh and vibrant sound. The compact 'B2' speakers, available in a variety of finishes, were awarded 'Best Buy' by What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision, with the sound being described as "Superb... Speakers don't get much better than the B2's".

**SYSTEM PRICE**  
£799.95  
**SAVE**  
£129

**Arcam**  
CD73T CD Player  
A65 Plus Amplifier  
**KEF**  
Q4 Speakers

Arcam and KEF both have an enviable reputation for producing great sounding kit without breaking the bank. This system shows why with a well balanced sound that's both musically involving and enjoyable. At the front of this package is Arcam's upgradeable CD73T CD player - a What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision 'Product of the Year W03'. We've coupled this with Arcam's complementary A65 Plus integrated amplifier and KEF's new Q4 floorstanding speakers featuring KEF's unique Uni-Q technology for easier room placement.

**SYSTEM PRICE**  
£999.95  
**SAVE**  
£149

**Roksan Kandy**  
KD1/11I CD Player  
KA1/111 Amplifier  
**Monitor Audio**  
Silver S6 Speakers

The combination of Roksan's Kandy MK3 CD and amplifier is, according to What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision, "Something close to the ideal visual and sonic combination" (December 2003). We have partnered these with the Silver S6 floorstanding speakers from British speaker specialists, Monitor Audio. The combination of Roksan's excellent rhythm and timing, with its tight bass and sweet detailed treble coupled with the 'S6's ability to stay unfuddled even when the music is at its most complex, makes this a remarkable system.

**SYSTEM PRICE**  
£1889.95  
**FREE SOUNDBOARD RACK WORTH £99**
WHO ARE SEVENOAKS?
Founded in 1972, Sevenoaks Sound & Vision is one of the largest and most successful hi-fi and home cinema retailers in the country.

Each Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store stocks a wide range of quality products, covering all categories of specialist home entertainment, from Hi-Fi separates and systems to DVD players, widescreen plasma televisions and projection systems, all at highly competitive prices.

Friendly staff are available in all stores to advise, demonstrate and guide you through the home entertainment jungle.

CUSTOM INSTALLATION
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision's Custom Installation Service enables the integration of a home cinema or hi-fi system into your home as neatly and seamlessly as possible. All electronics can be hidden away, speakers discreetly mounted either in the wall or ceiling and the complete system operated via remote control.

Our installation experts are fully trained to the highest standards in all areas and provide a prompt, reliable and professional service. Whether you're looking for a multi-room system, a dedicated home cinema installation with a retractable screen and built-in speakers or an integrated control or lighting system Sevenoaks Sound & Vision has a diverse range of products available to cater for all your requirements.

FREE 8 Page Custom Installation Brochure available now from your nearest store or via our website.

SEVENOAKS WEBSITE
The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website has news and information on the Sevenoaks group and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest store.

SPECIAL OFFERS
There are hundreds of special offers and stock clearance items available from our stores nationwide - many with savings of up to 50%. To view our regularly updated product lists, visit www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk and click on special offers.

PRICING POLICY
Whilst we do not claim always to be the cheapest, we try to ensure our prices are highly competitive. Take into account the expert advice, unrivalled product selection, demonstration facilities and excellent service, and you'll find the price might not look so bad after all.

In the event you can find the same products and excellent service at a lower price, please bring it to our store managers' attention. We will always endeavour to offer you the best deal.

Click on special offers to see our latest offers.
The best kept secret in British hi-fi is that much of it is no longer made here, but in China. Over the past five years or so, a number of brands have quietly closed their manufacturing plants here, and started up some eight thousand miles east — and are continuing to do so. David Price takes up the story from the People's Republic...

Even to someone who has spent much of his adult life in Tokyo, I find Beijing (Peking) an amazing place to behold. The grandeur of some of its new buildings, public spaces, hotels and shopping centres has to be seen to be believed.

Driving around the city centre in the sweltering August heat, in a shabby locally built Citroen AX taxi (its air conditioning straining to temper the forty degree heat), I am struck by the amazing conjunction of the new and the old. The National Theatre is a magnificent looking steel and glass dome, designed by the architect responsible for France's Charles de Gaulle airport. Tiananmen Square has an epic, grand air. Now packed with tourists, the famous sombre picture of Mao Tse Tung gazes across (its background recently retouched with hints of pink to give him a warmer, more friendly look.)

Nearby is The Forbidden City, which to this westerner looks nothing less than the eighth wonder of the world...

Beijing is a city very much on the ascendant. There's a feeling of confidence, self-assuredness, hope for the future (which I last sensed in Japan in 1990, just months before their 'bubble economy' famously burst). You feel like you're inside a massive economic motor, driven ever faster by the miracle of conspicuous consumption. For those not interested in paying a few RMB ('Renminbi', meaning 'people's currency') for fake Gucci bags in 'Silk Street', you can always go to one of the capital's stunning new shopping centres, eight floors of shining glass, steel and marble, to pay hundreds of US dollars for the real deal — and many do.

Bicycles are surprisingly rare these days in central Beijing; you're more likely to be run over by a locally built Audi A6, BMW 5 Series or Volkswagen Passat, complete with air con blazing and windows blacked out. The buses are a tad agricultural, but the new underground system makes the London one look like something from the Dark Ages. In the Chinese countryside, things may be simple, but many parts of Beijing are ultra-modern and state of the art — and none of this would have been possible without the country's remarkable economic liberalization.

While many Westerners (who've never been) associate China with authoritarian, martial government, the day-to-day reality of life in Beijing couldn't be more different - it's about working hard, playing hard and shopping hard. In fact, Beijing's a great place to be - the food's delicious (way better than any Chinese restaurants in Britain), the prices low (an official CD on the EMI China...
and it's slowly increasing... you can feel this in Europe too, as AV has peaked and people are moving back to two-channel. Still, affordable locally made AV packages from brands such as CAV are extremely popular. What then of China's own audio brands? A visit to one of Beijing's largest hi-fi emporiums (and with no less than thirty medium sized rooms packed with kit from all around the world, this was big) reveals a dizzying number of names I'd never heard before (Dunton, Houston, Sound Space, Elidor, Duntoaic, Original and many I had (Shanling, Consonance, CAV). The interesting thing was that, unlike Japanese mass market products, which are generally quite conservative and homogenous looking, these Chinese brands offered a great variety of shapes, sizes and designs. Fascinatingly, tubes were incredibly popular – as Shanling proves, it's very much a case of 'valves in everything' here. The quality, generally, looked very good, too. Indeed, Ken Ishiwata confides, "You'd be surprised how many local made products are sold... all these brands are completely unknown in Europe and some are of very high quality indeed! Of course, the majority of them are copies of pre-existing foreign designs, but due to the low cost of components here the manufacturers can easily upgrade the original design! This is why, very often, these copies actually perform very well."

Does China really have the resources to produce such good quality products? Ken Ishiwata thinks so. "We produce our low and mid priced receivers and DVD players here, but engineering is done by the Japanese. The reason we're here is purely cost! Unfortunately Japan is too expensive nowadays, and that's not just because of the strong Yen! Starting up here wasn't easy at all. The quality standard we were talking about was completely new for them! So, it was big cultural shock for them to discover what technical standards we had. We spent much time educating them and training them, and it's still a continuous process. From a personal point of view, I believe most Japanese people do have problems working with Chinese people because of the difference in culture and mentality. We've found that you can make very high quality products in China - even better than in the USA - provided you know exactly your own quality standard and are willing to educate the Chinese manufacturers! Made in China shouldn't always mean low price and low quality! Of course, where Japanese companies have very unique and new technologies or concepts, it may make sense to produce in Japan. Saul B. Marantz didn't think transferring production to Japan was such a bad thing in the 1970s, because he saw that high reliability! What he insisted was that the products were designed in the USA, and that's really what we're doing now – designing in house and producing in China!"

**China Factfile**

**One of the longest established civilisations in the world, with a written history of 4,000 years.**

China is most famous for inventing the compass, paper-making, gunpowder and printing, as well as grand architectural engineering projects such as The Great Wall and Grand Canal, built 2,000 years ago. Situated in eastern Asia, bordered by the Pacific in the east, the People's Republic of China (PRC) is geographically the third largest country in the world (next to Canada and Russia) with an area of 9.5 million square kilometers, one-fifteenth of the world's land mass. Its population of 1.27 billion (1999) is about 22% of the world's total. The PRC was founded in 1949, run by the Communist Party of China (CPC), and the President is Hu Jintao. Since the mid-1980s, China has followed a path of economic liberalization which has seen its economy grow at startling rates. GDP (in 1993) was $380.6 billion US.
NEW FROM MUSICAL FIDELITY.
A5 SERIES.
X SERIES ACCESSORIES. X SERIES COMPONENTS.
kW INTEGRATED, PREAMP AND POWER AMP.
M1 TURNTABLE.
HEARING IS BELIEVING.

FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST, RING 020 8900 2866 OR VISIT MUSICALFIDELITY.COM
SHOP TALK

DAVID PRICE TALKS TO CAMBRIDGE AUDIO'S JAMES JOHNSON FLINT ABOUT HIS EXPERIENCES OF MANUFACTURING HI-FI IN CHINA...

DP: When did you decide to manufacture in China?
JJF: The decision was made in the very early 1990s, making Cambridge Audio one of the first UK companies to assemble products there.

What were the reasons?
It enables us to make better products. We are able to re-invest money saved on assembly into research and development as well as project engineering in the UK.

Why did you choose the region, and the specific factory, you did?
Due to its close proximity to Hong Kong, which has great accessibility for our UK-based staff and is close to major ports. This offers fast shipping times to the EU and the States, our major markets. What's more, lots of our parts suppliers are located within driving distance. We chose the factory as it already had experience of working with Clarion and therefore was meeting the quality demands of a blue-chip company. The production equipment was already there, due to major contract with a major Western electronics firm.

What problems did you encounter when setting up?
We're always surprised by the immense customs issues that exist in China. For instance, you can't ship parts between supplier and factory without a customs contract. We are now fully aware of the customs issues and they are planned into our production schedule. In some cases it is easier to ship the unit to Hong Kong and back to our factory, than between supplier and factory! We also learnt very early on that we had to have our best people at the factory in order to ensure products met our very high expectations. If you haven't known the people for many years you just won't get the job done. Our UK R&D staff have incredibly close relationships with our project engineers in the factory. This intimate understanding overcomes any cultural differences. Good communication is the key.

Do you think there are any negative associations with the fact that AP products are manufactured in China?
The best Chinese factories are as good as, if not better, than any in Europe. Conversely, you get very poor manufacturing plants. However, with the right facility you can manufacture world-class products. Nearly every hi-fi manufacturer builds in China, or makes complete internal circuit boards in China, even if that product might be labeled 'made in the UK'.

Would there be anything the British government could do to entice you to manufacture in the UK?
Cost, quality and performance all counted against this. We'd prefer not to manufacture with a 6,000 mile gap between our R&D facility and assembly plant, but if we manufactured in the UK consumers would see a 50% rise in retail prices... There will always be a manufacturing base in the UK to handle specialist, low volume products, whereas China excels at high quality, high volume production.

DOUGLAS KNOWLES

top to bottom: tube amplifiers are all the rage with Chinese audiophiles, and prices are very low (£300 for a decent integrated); Duntonic is one of the many names we've never heard in the West, but for how long? Marantz is one of the most popular hi-fi brands in China; Focal has more presence in Beijing than in London...!
You may never have even heard of CAV, but just lifting the box is going to spark your interest. You see, at over 35kg, the A10 is not just heavy; it's technically a two-man lift. Once in place it's certainly an impressive looking beast, if not quite the last word in subtlety...

Most of the weight comes from the massive twin heatsinks, which, unlike some of the competition, are beautifully finished and look well up to the job of dispersing the heat caused by 200w per channel. Otherwise, the casing is reasonably well finished, but not without flaw. The silver top plate scratches easily and I'm not sure what Yamaha would have to say about the 'Natural Sound' legend used... The large LCD VU meter is rather fun and funky, but rather curiously, seemed to register 'max' for most of its tenure with me. Further investigation uncovered that it actually displays input level and not the RMS output as suggested by the scale!

Inside is a similar mixture of the seriously impressive with the rather more mundane or just plain bizarre. One can't help but notice the twin power transformers. As you'd expect, they run each channel individually, but the diecast capping is way beyond what I'd expect from an amp' of this price. The separate output boards are rather more conventional, but not without quirk. Quad 4700uf capacitors and 6 transistors per channel are about what I'd expect for an amp' of this power. What came as more of a surprise, however, was the valve output devices. It's not totally unheard of, but a rare feature nevertheless!

The well screened preamp section also features vacuum tubes yet, like the power amp section, doesn't appear to use components from famous parts suppliers. A balanced XLR input is standard, as are three line-level, phono inputs. There's one line out, an MM phono input and, rather curiously, an MM phono output! The socketry appears to be of good quality but, like the rest of the componentry, is unbranded.

Rather unfortunately a Loudness control is fitted, but at least this is the only token towards low-fi. Much better is the remote control. It's a solid metal handset, with an expensive feel, and even its very own, fountain pen style, red leatherette case — very kitsch...

Importers, Unique Sound & Vision [see box], have decided to price the A10 at £3,495, thereby undercutting much of the competition. Given the serious respect afforded to brands such as Musical Fidelity, Naim and EAR, this seems like a wise move. The key rival to the A10 has to be Musical Fidelity's limited edition kW500 (£4,000) combo or EAR's beguiling 864/534 (£4,156) pairing, so the CAV has a tough challenge.

SOUND QUALITY

Experience has taught me that an amplifier such as this will sound big, powerful but far from subtle. Processed pop can often sound dreadful on powerful, transistorised amplifiers. Yet given that the A10 also features valves, I was keen to see if these made any difference whilst listening to the highly processed 'Call U Sexy' by VS. Unsurprisingly, the soundstage was vast, with the music driven into the room in exactly the manner you'd expect from such a powerful amp'. Yet, what came as more of a surprise, is that it wasn't the type of ear-splitting noise that would have you pinned to the seat and reaching for the volume control. Rather, there were smooth, well-formed vocals, and a powerful bass response with just a touch of softness. It was certainly easy to hear the effect the valves were having and, by and large, I suspect that, they made for a far more engaging listen than if they hadn't been there. Although slightly soft in the bass, there's no doubt the CAV's excellent dynamic control. With Joss Stone's 'Super Duper Love', the nicely articulated vocals met backing percussion that had the sort of
control and immediacy usually associated with Naim. That said, there were details, such as the slightly softened cymbals, that ultimately meant the A10 couldn’t quite match the levels of transparency of the rivalling NAC282/ NAP200. For musical presence, the CAV was hard to beat and an easy match for the kW500, despite its lower output level...

Franz Ferdinand’s ‘Matinee’ proved rather more difficult for the A10 to master. Generally it gave a fine account of itself. There was foot tapping pace, and finely detailed percussion, well separated from the backing vocals. Yet as the song became more complex, there wasn’t quite the focus, especially in the upper-mid range, of the Naim combo. Whilst generally being well controlled, and certainly on form regarding timing, the A10 couldn’t quite match Salisbury’s finest when it came to resolution.

Switching to Classical, and Rimsky-Korsakov’s ‘Sheherazade’ appeared to suit the A10 well. The solo violin intro was exquisitely well resolved. Timbre was spot on— not too sweet, but not excessively grainy either. As with previous tracks, there was some muddle as the piece became more complex, but not massively to the listener’s detriment. Instead of noticing this, one would be far more likely to be gripped by the A10’s immense dynamic headroom.

There was an intensity and power to the music that was real edge-of-the-seat stuff, and the type of sound that only really powerful transistor amps can do. It’s true that this did come at the expense of what you might call, “fineness”, but the point here is that this particular recording is meant to be fiery and heady, and that’s exactly how the CAV presented it. Once again, the levels of pace and drive reminded me of Naim, but even the NAP200 couldn’t match the A10 for dynamic firepower. When the moment is right, this is one dramatic amp to listen to.

With a piece such as this, the A10 conveyed the music full of emotion, if not quite all the clarity of some. Back to pop and the Crash Test Dummies ‘mmm mmmm’ and the A10 wasn’t quite so happy. As with the previous violin solo the, in this case guitar, solo was beautifully resolved in a delicate and textured manner. Yet, as before, some confusion set in as the track became more complex. This time, however, it was more noticeable as a hardening of sound rather than simply part of the drama. That said, the separation and resolution were still to a high standard, just not quite up there with the best. Staging was as vast as ever, and there was excellent vocal timbre. It did, however, come as something of a surprise to find a slight lack of height to the sound stage. Again, others would do this better.

If the Crash Test Dummies had been a slight disappointment, then Carol Kidd’s ‘Nice Work If You Can Get It’ was anything but. This simple, well-recorded, lush piece suited the A10 down to the ground. The vocals had that same in the room presence that had been there with Joss Stone, but it was the backing band that really impressed. All the instruments had superb definition, accurate timbre and convincing timing. The whole song just gelled, and there was a sense of snap and rhythm to proceedings that many rivals would struggle to match.

CONCLUSION

From the styling to the sound quality, the CAV A10 is just brimming with character. Whether this is a character you’d want to live with is a personal choice, but there’s certainly plenty to recommend. The sense of rhythm and drive is easily up with the best in the class and, if you like Naim amps, you’re sure to like this. Unfortunately, that particular company’s sense of resolution isn’t quite achieved by the A10. Then again, it counters this with dynamic might that you’d usually only encounter from more expensive designs. If you’re after the ultimate in focus and separation, or would prefer to go for a steady, safe bet, design, then the A10 is not for you. Those seeking a little more thrills from their music, however, will find the CAV just the tonic.

THE COMPANY

CAV Audio (Guangzhou) Co Ltd is a large company. Surprising, because few people in the hi-fi industry here have even heard of them. Nevertheless, they boast two factories with eight production lines to produce up to 800,000 units a month. Most of the products made are ‘badge sourced’, such as the typical supermarket DVD player, but they also produce their own CAV branded equipment. Partnerships with Pioneer, JVC and French loudspeaker company Audax, along with 1,600 franchised stores across twenty countries, mean that small fry they ain’t! Esoteric specialists, Unique Sound & Vision (of JVC AX-SD161 fame) handle the UK importation and have ensured it’s fully CE approved.

VERDICT

Dynamic, fiery and yet still composed, the A10 doesn’t offer the last word in focus, but is one heck of an involving listen. Superb value for money.

CAV A10

£3,495

FOR

- pace, power, drive
- wacky VDU!
- superb value

AGAINST

- lacks ultimate focus
- music dependant
- unknown in the UK

MEASURED PERFORMANCE

The massive CAV A10 produces a little less power than expected, considering its size. However, at 200W/ into 8ohms and 320W into 4ohms it still manages very well, having plenty enough output for most rooms. In fact it’s the loudspeaker that is most threatened by the sort of power this amplifier and the Musical Fidelity kW500 produce.

Unlike the Musical Fidelity though, the CAV200 produces measurable distortion as output increases. Measuring 0.4% near full output, this would be alarming except for the fact that it is a second harmonic only, even at 10kHz. I suspect CAV have deliberately done this to make the A10 sound like - or at least similar to - a valve amp. It’s a very unusual property in solid-state amplifiers, which usually possess extended distortion harmonics unpalatable to the human ear.

In all other respects the A10 measured normally, with good bandwidth, very high sensitivity and low noise. NK. Power 200watts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>200 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD/tuner/aux</td>
<td>9Hz-48kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response</td>
<td>118 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation</td>
<td>118 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>-95dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>140mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.c. offset</td>
<td>-16/6mV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Musical Fidelity's brand new X-PRE v3 preamp and X-P200 power amplifier sport the legend 'Built in Taiwan' on the back panel. Could this be the reason behind this hot combo's exceptional quality? David Price finds it offers a blend of performance and value that this British brand is famous for.

I'll be frank. I think Musical Fidelity's new X-series components are the brand's best ever - in terms of value, styling, finish, build quality and - vitally - sound. This is evidence, as if we needed it, that foreign manufacture has not hurt the company; indeed it may have done the exact opposite. But the design is quintessentially British - and very Musical Fidelity.

The marque has never done 'me too' products. Look back to the A1 integrated amplifier, and you'll find a radically different product to its 1980s contemporaries. In many ways, it raised the game in terms of sonics and styling upon its introduction, making rivals such as Arcam's (then ageing) A60 and Audiolab's 'sensible shoes' 8000a seem positively pedestrian. This theme has continued ever since. I can't say I've loved every generation of MF kit; sometimes Mr Michaelson hasn't quite got the size, styling or sonics right. But this latest era is - by and large - quite formidable.

The X-series is, not to put too fine a point on it, pitched straight at Cyrus. This brand was head and shoulders in front of its rivals in the mid nineties, when the new generation of '3 series' separates was launched. These were small, cute, beautifully built and possessed of a warm and courly musical sound. So good were they that they rather carved a niche for 'alternative audiophile' products - half-width boxes that look great and sound no less good. The X-series from MF takes this particular baton and runs with it, and the X-PRE v3 and X-P200 are its greatest exponents.

The new preamplifier has a similar circuit to the original Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista preamp but implemented with solid state. The company claims it has extraordinary overload margins, low distortion, low noise and a wide bandwidth. Listening bears this out, while one look at this compact (218x96x339mm, 5.8kg) box proves how well finished it is. The black painted alloy casing has more fins than the Mika Hakkinen fan club, while the silver brushed metal fascia is a model of ergonomic (and aesthetic) excellence. There's a power on/off button, two source selection buttons (for four sources) and a large volume control with a deliciously silky action (duplicated on the plasticky remote control). Round the back, there's three line level inputs, one MM phono input, a tape out and pre out - plus the usual IEC mains in. So well finished and sleekly designed, even in isolation the X-PRE v3 is a lovely thing to behold.

The X-P200 is touted as 'a high performance power amp in a modest package'. MF claims 2x 120W RMS [see MEASURED PERFORMANCE], and this doubles when bridged to become, allegedly, a 250W RMS monobloc. When bridged, each X-P200 is said to consume up to 600 Watts of AC mains - on account of its claimed 75A peak-to-peak current delivery. No delicate flower, then... It's a simple enough thing to use - there's a power on button, and, interestingly, a choice of A or B inputs. So effectively you can power the X-P200 via the matching preamp into the A inputs and pipe your CD player's variable line out into the B - thus giving greater input flexibility and the potential for better sound. Round the back, the rear panel has
corresponding RCA phono inputs for A and B, plus a pair of line level phono outputs for bi-amping. There’s a pair of loudspeaker binding posts per side: bridged mode operation is simply a matter of hooking one loudspeaker lead to the Right minus terminal, and the other to the Left plus, on both X-P200s, of course. Vital statistics are as per X-PRE v3, except its 6.1kg weight. The X-P200 looks and feels a class act.

**SOUND QUALITY**

This combo is hot - literally. Run the SOUND QUALITY terminal, and the other to the Left a pair of loudspeaker binding posts and you really grip the grain of the vocals, the squelch of the bass. Synergistic mix, After you’ve bought the MF combo is - blazing attack transients, allied to a remarkably 'un- overhung' bass shows they don't hang around.

This is the ultimate pre-power! No, of course not. There’s a slight flattening of stereo perspective - mostly coming from the preamp - in absolute terms. Switch to MF Audio’s Passive Preamplifier and you can hear it adding a gentle ray of light to upper midband, subtle solid-state clanginess and a thinning of the thickness, fat texture of much analogue recorded music. But, bearing in mind that the MF Audio costs twice as much as the Musical Fidelity, this is no bad show. Then factor in the flexibility of the preamp, its arresting styling and remote control, and the X-PRE v3 appears to do rather a lot for only half as much as one of the best preamps around.

In isolation, the X-P200 is even more capable - at its price point - than the X-PRE v3. If you want a strong, gutsy source of clean transistor power with real depth, dimensionality and dynamics, I can think of few better. It’s an extremely neutral performer - bass is taut yet strong, midband transparent and spacious, treble sweet but detailed. There’s absolutely nothing to complain about - and then when they’re bridged, they really start to romp away from the competition. The beauty of the bridging option, of course, is that you can buy one, and then save up for the other. My only note is that with very revealing loudspeakers, this combo requires deep, dark and dimensional interconnects - I found Clearer Audio’s Silver-Line Optimus interconnect (£320/m) a brilliantly synergistic mix. After you’ve bought that second X-P200, this is one to point your piggy bank at.

**VERDICT ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐**

Excellent sonics, superlative styling, top notch build and a canny upgrade path all come together to make this great pre-power combination a star.

- MF X-PRE v3 £799
- MF X-P200 Musical Fidelity C: +44 (0)20 8900 2866.
- www.musicalfidelity.co.uk

---

**NEEDLE TALK**

Shock horror - modern preamp comes complete with a moving magnet phono cartridge preamplifier! And the good news is; it's a sweetie, too. No, it’s not up to Naim's StageLine, nor does it better Trichord's Dino, but when you consider these cost up to half the price the whole preamp, it’s a very worthy addition. It’s clean, tight, musical and easily up to exploiting the best from our fave affordable MM, the Goldring 1042.

---

**MEASURED PERFORMANCE**

Each stereo power amp delivers 100W per channel into 8ohms and 170W into 4ohms, a lot for their relatively small size and reasonable weight. Pressing a front panel button switches to bridge mode, where the two channels act in 'push-pull' as it were, to deliver no less than 242W into 8ohms. So the X200 power amplifier has plenty of punch, in spite of its compact dimensions.

In conjunction with the preamp, frequency response has been tailored to suit modern sources, bandwidth stretching to 76kHz (-1dB) via the normal inputs. With high sensitivity of 190mV, low noise and good channel separation the Musical Fidelity combo will accept all sources, old and new. Distortion levels were minimal across the audio band, from low to full power output, as usual with Musical Fidelity amplifiers. The worst case figure was 0.01% at 10kHz, near to full output, a grueling test. There will be little audible coarseness from these amps.

The preamp’s phono stage was accurately equalised and reaches down to 10Hz within 1dB limits. There’s no warp filter, so warped discs will cause cone flap, but conversely LP will have extended bass.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power</th>
<th>105watts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD/tuner/aux.</td>
<td>5Hz-76kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response</td>
<td>91dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion</td>
<td>190mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>1/22mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dc offset</td>
<td>Disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response</td>
<td>10Hz-40kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation</td>
<td>81dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>-33dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion</td>
<td>0.008%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>1.7mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overload</td>
<td>85mV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

This is a neatly configured system that measures well, offering high power from a compact package. NK
Affordable High Performance
Phono Amplifier from
Trichord Research

Moving Coil
Moving Magnet
Switchable Gain
Switchable Loading
Super Regulators
Discrete Output Stage
Upgradeable Power Supply

Tel: +44 (0)1684 311600
WWW.TRICHORDRESEARCH.COM

Michell Orbe
A Symbol of precision

Michell Engineering Ltd,
2 Theobald St,
Borehamwood,
Herts, WD6 4SE

web: www.michell-engineering.co.uk
email: info@michell-engineering.co.uk
Tel: 020 8953 0771 Fax: 020 8207 4688
China's audio industry sells to two distinct markets; low cost, high volume consumer electronics and specialist, sometimes quirky, hi-fi that the Japanese — and much of the rest of the world — has overlooked. Consonance is one brand which falls very much into the latter camp; it's a tube amplifier specialist, making a whole range of valve aspirated designs with crisp, modern styling. Stewart Wennen tries the M400S monobloc power amplifiers...

Warp back five years ago, and the number of commercially available valve amplifiers could be counted on the fingers of one hand. There were — and are — a goodly amount of kits, but manufacturing tube amplification, especially affordable stuff, simply wasn’t bothered with because it was thought ‘uneconomic’. Unlike Japan, which competes with ultra high technology, robots and the like, Chinese manufacturing is deliberately labour intensive, less automated and more manual — as wages are so low. This predisposes it perfectly to tube amp making, as they demand hand soldering of passive components and intricate wire routing — more of an art than a craft. As such, Consonance is well placed to provide this kind of product, and the tube-obsessed Far Eastern specialist hi-fi scene has been a ready market.

The company is one of China’s most visible valve brands. Well distributed (in its native land) and easy to dem at dealers, it’s very much a known quantity. Better still, the products themselves are attractively styled and well finished. As for the circuit designs, well we all know that every conceivable tube amplifier topology had been refined to perfection (within the constraints of the component quality) by the time Winston Churchill crossed the floor of the House of Commons. Valve circuits aren’t exactly rocket science — the secret of a successful product lies in the execution...

On the outside at least, the M400S are indeed elegantly built and finished. The advantage of their monobloc construction is that the amplifiers are constructed on entirely separate chassis, which obviates power supply clipping which enables the amplifiers to operate with much better stereo separation. It’s a sparse, clean looking bit of kit — no controls are to be found on the wooden front panels, instead all are sited on the rear of the amplifier. There’s a power toggle switch, plus one negative and two taps from the output transformer for 4 ohm and 8 ohm loudspeakers respectively. The output terminals are of good quality. There is also a signal input via a gold plated phono socket. Mains power is delivered through the usual IEC socket. User adjustable bias is achieved by plugging the DVM into the top mounted sockets and reading the value, which should be 0.4 volts. On the test units this figure needed slight adjustment - after all China is on the other side of our planet! Sited in the front panel is a single blue power LED.

Inside, it seems that component choice has been achieved to strict budgetary requirements, as the major components are from the bulk catalogues of the major Chinese supply houses. Unfortunately, the output transformers are toroids,
announcing the

Linn Multichannel AV Experience 2004!

Here's your chance to attend one of the greatest hi-fi events of the year! Linn Products, in association with Hi-Fi World magazine, proudly present the Linn Multichannel AV Experience 2004 at the Proud Galleries, 10 Greenland Street, Camden, London, N1 (the venue is just around the corner from Camden Town tube station).

Following on from the hugely successful Linn/Hi-Fi World LP12 vs. CD12 event of 2001, we're delighted to bring you a second special event, providing a spectacular multichannel music experience!

This will be a unique opportunity to hear one of the very best multichannel hi-fi systems ever made, in the comfortable surroundings of Proud Galleries. The set-up comprises the Linn Unidisk 1.1, Linn Kisto System Control and Linn Artikulat Multi-Channel Loudspeaker System - the very first UK public preview of the latter.

It will be your chance to hear what an ultra high end, state-of-the-art multichannel music system can really do with DVD-Audio, SACD and Compact Disc sources. You'll be able to compare and contrast the system's two-channel performance with its surround sound capability, and decide for yourself how much multichannel 'brings to the party'!

And more importantly perhaps, you'll be able to relax and enjoy some great music - including Beck, Barber, Clapton, Coltrane, Eminem, Gabriel, Linn Records, Mozart, Pink Floyd, Talking Heads, Who and Led Zeppelin (and much, much more) - in the congenial company of the Linn and Hi-Fi World teams.

The last Linn/Hi-Fi World event was a tremendous success - lots of fun was had by all as Linn staff including Ivor Tiefenbrun and Brian Morris, and the Hi-Fi World team including Noel Keywood and David Price, chatted informally with the 500 invited guests on matters analogue, digital, stereo, multichannel and more - over drinks and sandwiches. This time round, we hope to repeat the successful formula, and to take a closer look at multichannel too...

If you'd like to attend this unique event, all you have to do is send your name, address, telephone number and/or email address on a postcard (or email: linnevent@hi-fiworld.co.uk) to: Linn Event, Hi-Fi World magazine, Unit G4, Argo House, Kilburn Park Rd., London NW6 5LF. Due to the limited space, we can't guarantee you a place - tickets will be issued on a first come, first served basis, so we advise you to get writing now!

DATE: SATURDAY OCTOBER 16, 10am to 4pm
PLACE: PROUD GALLERIES 10 Greenland Street, Camden, London N1
The M400s proved as smooth and warm as you'd expect from a tube amplifier, giving a far from unpleasant sound 'chesty' than usual, confirming my concerns about the M400's neutrality. Later that evening I listened for a couple of hours to Smooth FM to some progressive jazz which I enjoyed thoroughly - this is where these amps excel.

CONCLUSION
Consonance's M400s monoblocs are pleasingly styled, well screwed together power amplifiers all right - they look very good and are subtle enough to sit behind a pair of floorstanding loudspeakers as they have very small footprints. The sound quality is pleasing with middle of the road music at moderate volumes, but they're really not powerful enough to drive even quite sensitive loudspeakers to high levels, especially with rock music. They're vague in the midband, and offer middling bass grip, which means that with classical music the recorded acoustic can sound vague. I'm not sure they offer particularly great value, unless you really like their styling or have very efficient horn loudspeakers and/or gentle music tastes. Worth auditioning certainly, but you'll have to make sure they're right for you.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE

Using two EL34s in push-pull, with fixed bias, the Consonance aims to get as much power as possible from a simple and inexpensive arrangement - and achieves it by delivering no less than 28W into 8 ohms before clipping in Ultra Linear mode, but there is a price to be paid. Distortion levels were very high, no less than 0.5%, even at 1W output - not a good sign. Valve amps should be linear at low levels, but the Consonance was not in Ultra Linear or Triode mode; there was little difference between them. Except output power, which dropped to 12W. Distortion matched into 8 ohms, the 4ohm tap was happier feeding 8ohms I found; this amplifier isn't happy with low loading, making it unsuitable for modern 8ohm loudspeakers that dip to 4ohms.

Noise was low, but so was gain, input sensitivity measuring 0.7V. Bandwidth was good though, at 7Hz-54kHz with no h.f. peaking.

VERDICT
Soft, beguiling sound and neat styling will please some, but more clarity and grip is needed for universal appeal.

CONSONANCE M400S
MONOBLOC £1,295

Alium Audio +44 (0)1273 325901
www.aliuamudio.com
There's also a very good set of instructions - being a model of succinct clarity with good annotated drawings and set-up guide.

It works by linking with your existing stereo amplification and then outputting to a pair of sub speakers. Dynavector states that even a modest hi-fi can be used. Consequently I chose to review the Adp-3 in its simplest form, which should give the widest indication of its abilities in standard stereo hi-fi systems. A relatively low cost Rotel RA1060 amplifier (£600) with switchable A+B speaker outputs was used for ease of speaker connection, and switching 'before and after' comparisons. A Densen Beat-400XS CD player was used, with Dynaudio Audience 52s (4 Ohm) front loudspeakers and Revolver R33s (8 Ohm) as subs.

I used Kimber 4tc speaker cable from speaker output A of the Rotel to the Dynaudio front speakers and 4tc from speaker output B of the Rotel into the rear of the Adp-3. Then Kimber 8tc from the Adp-3 to the Revolver subs. The front Dynaudio speakers were placed as normal (2.4m apart) with the Revolver subs facing forward towards them just ahead of my seating position. The subs were placed a little higher and a little more spaced out (3.4m) than the fronts. However Dynavector maintains that the Adp-3 is not fussy in placement and that small sub speakers can also be wall-mounted or placed on bookshelves. Further experimentation by angling up, down and sideways in relation to the main speakers is also mentioned, but I preferred the Revolver subs firing in a straight line with a distance of 2m from the front Dynaudios. At the rear of the Adp-3 for this connection I set the speaker toggle switch to high and the input toggle to speaker.
Once the speakers are connected, you can switch on. On the front at the left is an on/off switch with a green LED above to indicate operation. Unlike the cheaper Adp-2's blank visage, there are 3 controls on the Adp-3 front panel. I set the volume knob on the right to lowest and the mode-switch on the left to 2. In the middle is a small polarity switch to reverse the polarity of subs against the front speakers and a red LED for overload. The mode switch has three options, each tailored to an acoustics: mode 1 for rock and jazz for smaller intimate spaces, mode 2 for classical for larger rooms and mode 3 for church music for large halls.

**SOUND QUALITY**

I started the music at a slightly lower than normal volume from the Rotel, subsequently increasing the Adp-3 volume to determine the amount of influence from the Super Stereo. I preferred mode 1 and polarity off for the listening sessions with Adp-3 volume at the 1 o'clock position - however, different CDs required re-adjusting the Adp-3 volume...

I started with modern classical composer Jocelyn Pook's atmospheric 'Flood' album and used track 2; 'Migrations' with its eastern flavoured strings and huge drum track, which provides a dynamic reference. Played through straight into the front Dynaudios revealed nimble timing and fulsome bass. I then switched to the Adp-3 and it was instantly disconcerting! Gone was the apparent nimbleness and attack of the straight stereo, which left me initially disappointed. However, listening further with the Adp-3 switched on revealed a much finer separation of instruments and it was an absolute peach with vocals and strings. The vocals were less monochromatic, revealing in a larger sonic hue. Switching back to standard stereo actually was more of a shock than switching to Adp-3 in the first place. The scale was dramatically reduced, the vocals were coarse and the whole musical structure was ironically diffuse and less interesting. Back to Adp-3 and the nimble timing was there all along, it was my perception of a different acoustic that influenced my first reactions. I now realised that I had acclimatised to the Adp-3!

Next I tried the Nigel Kennedy and the Kroke Band CD, with superb results from the first track 'Ajde Jano' sung by Natacha Atlas. This is a very upbeat track combining the traditional Polish folk arrangements of the Kroke Band with Nigel's mercurial violin playing and the pan-cultural Natacha's beautiful vocals. The Adp-3 showed its superiority over standard stereo immediately by getting a real grip on this track, taking every element and creating a superb ambience to the music's ebb and flow.

Dynavector says that the Adp-3 can improve poor or historic recordings, so on to two murky but dynamic recordings with Tracy Chapman's 'Let It Rain' and Ry Cooder and Manuel Galban's 'Mambo Sinuendo'. Playing the ironically titled 'Happy' by Chapman through standard stereo showcased a very forlorn and shut in vocal. It had some odd shifting effects in the music's structure, where drums and guitar were present but appeared separated as if in different planes when they should be gelling as a whole. The Adp-3 made improved sense of Chapman's vocal, once again revealing increased musical colour over standard, while the music itself gained a fluid and expansive quality previously missing. Her voice no longer sounded like she had a cold but still retained the plaintive theme of the song. The same transformation occurred with the Cooder/ Galban disc that usually sounds plain odd, where instruments are being projected back - instead now becoming far more dynamic, with better overall resolution and instrumental texture - just plain damn enjoyable!

**CONCLUSION**

The Dynavector Adp-3 is not the same as just adding two extra speakers or even a digital 'surround sound' processor. It enhances stereo - ironically making more sense than just using straight two-speaker stereo by providing higher resolution, deeper bass and really natural separation of instruments to give them real breathing space. Therefore music is not stuck in, compressed or unsatisfying, especially with the reproduction of strings, lead guitar/violin and female vocal which I usually find disappointing. It is an ideal evolution for those who don't want five or seven speakers plus subwoofers, while also remaining unconvinced by the efficacy of 'surround sound'. In this context, with small sub-speakers, it provides a cost-effective upgrade to a modest hi-fi system in place of purchasing extra speakers and amplifiers and a processor. Superb.

---

**CRIPES!**

I have two minor criticisms. One, I would like to see that nice dark-copper coloured front plate as a continuous piece across the top of the casing which would improve its aesthetic. Two, full remote control for the functions, because different CDs required varying amounts of Super Stereo to sound at their best requiring some changing of settings.

**MEASURED PERFORMANCE**

The Dynavector is a stereo amplifier, preceded by a lot of signal processing. Dynavector say little about what this unit is attempting to achieve, only that it is patented. Frequency response measurement showed a regular set of troughs and peaks, as our noise analysis shows. This is very similar to the comb filtering you get from rear wall reflections, being caused by summing direct and reflected sound. Time delay introduces phase differences that sum and cancel, giving a result similar to that generated by this processing unit. The effect occurs at low frequencies, as it did on this unit. As the unit drives a pair of small loudspeakers facing the front ones it looks like the Dynavector attempts to overcome local room reflections with artificially generated ones that give a sense of a different acoustic. It may well be that the cues inject a sense of spaciousness without the sort of artificial echo we hear from Hall mode in surround-sound processors, for example. I suspect the Dynavector will work in larger, well damped rooms better than sparsely furnished small ones.

- **Power**: 32 watts
- **CD/tuner/aux. Frequency response**: 8Hz-35kHz
- **Distortion**: 0.01%
- **Frequency response**: Peak (-5dB)

---

**VERDICT**

This esoteric and unusual product won't suit all, but is ideal for those wishing to give their two channel stereo systems real fillip.

**DYNAVECTOR SUPER STEREO**

**ADAPTER DV SS ADP-3 £1,995**

Dynavector Super Stereo

**C +44 (1202) 767873**

www.webonetel.com/—dynavector/

**FOR**

- Tangible Stereo Sound.
- Flexibility Allows Upgrades.
- Discrete, Build, Finish.

**AGAINST**

- No remote

**MADE IN JAPAN?**

Don't get confused: Dynavector Japan manufactures Super Stereo products, along with its famous and fine range of phono cartridges and tonearms - but it is separate to Dynavector amplifiers, which are designed and manufactured in Australia and New Zealand.
Thirty years ago, Cambridge Audio was designing and building innovative ‘mid price’ products in England. These days, it’s part of the Audio Partnership empire and manufactures in China. This is one of the secrets of its success, and the new Azur 640T tuner promises to repeat the formula. But this ‘golden blend’ of British design and Far Eastern manufacture isn’t a new idea, as its 1970s progenitor - NAD’s seminal 4020 tuner — shows...

If anything, the Cambridge Azur 640T is just a little late. When the coverage of Digital Audio Broadcasting was around 60-70%, a year or so ago, a combined DAB/FM tuner made sense. These days, coverage is widespread and most counties even have their local stations transmitted digitally. Yet, a tuner such as this could still make sense for the connoisseur. Even though Radio 3 generally transmits at 192 kbps, it’s still not a patch on analogue FM. Hence with a dual format tuner, FM is there for best, with DAB providing background music and a wider range of stations such as BBC 6 and 7.

The Azur’s casework looks predictable enough (some folk ‘in the know’ could even tell you which Chinese factory it was made in, just by looking at it — Ed.), but is none the worse for it. Likewise, the ubiquitous remote makes another appearance, and still proves a joy. Things become less predictable, however, when you lift the lid. Rather than consisting of two separate tuners, the Cambridge actually processes the analogue signal in the digital domain. Rather than altering the sonic balance per se, processing and sorting IF demodulation digitally is designed to boost weaker signals. A Texas Instruments chip handles the DAB signal, with a Wolfson WM8716 24/196 DAC handling the transfer back to analogue. Cambridge’s NCT (Natural Contour Technology) is a user adjustable filter that allows the sound to be sharpened or softened. It sounds rather gimmicky, but has worked well on previous Cambridge tuners. Finally, all this is powered by a small transformer power supply. Nothing wrong with that, you might think, except that this one is covered by a large, circular, copper shield, to make it look like a toroidal. Very sneaky!

Rivals are few and far between, but the key opposition has to come from Sony, with their new ST-SDB900, combined DAB/FM unit. At £200, it matches the 640T’s price exactly. Pure’s DRX-702ES is a nice bit of kit, but at £330, a bit off the pace here. If you’re quite happy with FM, then you might still be able to snap up a Cambridge T500. At £180, it offered the sort of staging and transparency usually associated with tuners costing twice the price.

SOUND QUALITY
Any tuner offering both DAB and FM is going to face the inevitable comparison between formats. Thus, Radio Times in hand, I switched on to a Radio 3 lunchtime Proms concert. Cutting straight to the chase, FM gave categorically the better sound.
NAD 4020

The Cambridge Azur 640T is far from being the first tuner of UK design and for eastern manufacture. It's actually a reality that many companies, including Cambridge, have followed for some time now. Perhaps the first tuner to follow this approach was NAD's 4026. Now twenty-five years old, the 4020 was designed to offer a true audiophile performance at a bargain basement price. As with the matching, and hugely successful, NAD 3020, the design was carried out in the UK, and the manufacturing in Taiwan.

Unlike the Azur, however, the 4020 looked dated the day it was released. At a time when most rivals boasted digital displays, it stuck by a large 'slide rule' tuning scale, that dominated the front panel. Elsewhere there was a tuning dial, mono and muting switch-es, band selection and that, along with the power button, was your lot. Yet despite, or more likely because, of its simplicity the 4020 actually remains quite a tactile tuner to use. The flywheel-loaded dial allows for both rapid frequency sweeps, and accurate fine-tuning. The 'traffic light' tuning system is a joy to use, and it does make you wonder why we ever needed the synthesiser chip in the first place...

Although Long Wave was never available, the Medium Wave reception is very good. The sound is presentable enough, with a refreshing absence of the usual whistles and hums. AM, however, can never hope to get even close to matching FM, and the 4020 is no different. Contemporary hi-fi magazines usually praised the NAD for its open sound stage, decent imaging, good bass and fair depth of sound. Less good was the slightly hissy background noise, which generally measured as only just being satisfactory. Likewise, the sensitivity only ever measured as 'sufficient'.

Nonetheless, even with less than glowing measurements, the NAD's beautifully beguiling nature meant that it managed to get itself raved about by both reviewers and dealers alike. Much is the same today. Listening to a 4020 reveals a sound stage on the warmer side of neutral, but with surprising focus and transparency. After listening to a more modern, synthesised digital, tuner, you'll find it's like sitting in front of a huge real fire against a compact gas one; perhaps not as efficient, and a little crackly, but with a great deal more warmth and character! Even put against the super new Azur 640T, on FM it amazes.

There was less background noise with DAB, but every other measure went FM's way. With DAB the strings sounded more mechanical and less open. Neither was the projection of sound or dynamic response as good with DAB. That said, by DAB standards, the performance was fine. Timbre was fairly accurate, and there was reasonable insight into the recording. Switch to FM, though, and the piece became far more involving. As good as the FM performance was, however, it's worth noting that the analogue only Cambridge T500 gives a more expansive and transparent sound still. Back to DAB and, at least with Radio 3, I found the NCT filter best left in the "off" position.

Switching to the pop station, Core, actually suited the 640T far better. The Scissor Sisters 'Laura' was playing at the time, and compared favourably with my CD copy. There was a surprisingly deep bass response, with a jolly, bouncy nature that's characteristic of previous Cambridge DAB designs. It may not have offered the sharpest of timing, but it did at least inject some life and vitality into the sound. By the standards of DAB, depth of sound and separation were good, although the brass could have done with a tad more bite. Yet, for once, this could be achieved by setting the NCT to 'lively'. Vocal response was fairly realistic, and the performance as a whole, quite credible. Against the CD the effects of compression were noticeable, but it remained enjoyable enough and, thanks to that vibrant bass quality, more appealing at times.

Switching to Radio 6, I was lucky enough to catch The Blue Nile's 'Days Of Our Lives'. Here I was quite impressed at how well the 640T managed to capture the sparse, hypnotic acoustic. There was also good vocal texture, and fine staging. Whilst, again not being the most acute, bass had a warm and rounded quality that suited the song well. A quick listen to the analogue, Trent FM, showed that, when it came to Pop, there was a less noticeable difference between DAB and FM. The sound was more fluent, although actually leaner in terms of bass. There was still the same bouncy timing, yet the more open sound stage did just give FM the edge.

Whilst I initially had concerns about Cambridge Audio's timing for this product, the more I used the 640T, the more it made sense. You can take it as read that, as with the rest of the Azur range, the 640T is a copper bottomed bargain, and probably the best tuner under £200. With DAB, there's still no other rival that gets close. With FM, however, the story is slightly different.

Ironically, it is Cambridge's own T500 that really shows the 640T up. Yet the 640T was never designed as an uncompromising FM only tuner in the first place. It still actually sounds mighty good, and would still have the measure of a Denon TU260L! So, as compromises go, this really is a superbly judged machine. Think of it as one of the best budget DABs around, with a decent FM tuner thrown in for free, and you won't find better.

VERDICT

A classic combination of build, value, styling and performance makes this the new budget tuner to beat.

Cambridge Audio

640T

- £249.95

Audio Partnership PLC:

+44 (0) 207 940 2240

www.cambridge-audio.co.uk

FOR

- class best DAB

- decent FM too

- that remote, again...

AGAINST

- restrictions of DAB

- FM-only T500 better

"think of it as one of the best budget DABs around, with a decent FM tuner thrown in..."
A/V receivers haven't traditionally enjoyed a great hi-fi reputation, but the advent of high resolution digital has stirred a demand for a new type of multichannel machine that does more than simply punch out powerful action movie soundtracks. Here, Noel Keywood compares two very different approaches; from the east we have Japan's Denon AVR2805 and from the west Britain's Arcam AVR-300...

Surrond-sound receivers have traditionally been the realm of large Japanese manufacturers, thanks to licensing and manufacturing costs, and Denon makes them better than most. So what happens when a British hi-fi specialist like Arcam moves into Nipponese 'territorial waters', so to speak?

Well, Huntingdon has made a surprisingly different job of something I'd imagined was unlikely to be open to interpretation. Not in outline are they different, since the Arcam's AVR-300 uses much the same basic processing schemes and approach to signal handling as the Denon, but in style, feel, appearance and sound. The Denon costs £700, and with its welter of facilities and hefty power output offers apparently stunning value for money — classic Japanese territory. The Arcam, by contrast, costs £1,300 and sports considerably fewer features, appreciably lower power and an altogether less glitzy design. Again though, this all appeals to British specialist audio buyers, who'll happily do without any of this is the reward is in sound...

Both receivers have seven channels of amplification, but Denon's AVR-2805 has nine pairs of loudspeaker outputs, possessing an extra switched front pair. You have to bear in mind that as loudspeakers sink in impedance toward four ohms, this is going to place a heavy load on the amp if both rooms run simultaneously. But A/V receivers run 'close to the wind', relying on thermal sensing and overload protection to survive the many possibilities for abuse. So it's interesting that whilst Denon's AVR-2805 can supply 136W per channel against Arcam's 85W, the Arcam has considerably more heatsinking and twin cooling fans (which remain off until needed). So whilst the Arcam delivers less peak power than the Denon, it will manage higher overall output levels for longer before overheating. If sound is to match that of a good CD player, then the receiver's onboard D/A's must be good. This is the importance of AL24 Processing used by Denon in the AVR-2805; it reduces distortion on low level digital signals. Measurement showed it worked well, reducing distortion at -60dB and below. The Denon also had wider band and more linear A/D convertors than the Arcam, but if CD is connected digitally (DVD-A and SACD must be connected via separate multi-channel analogue inputs) then A/D quality isn't much of an issue except with LP and tuner.

The Denon has a phono stage, unlike the Arcam, but it is of average quality. Receivers like this are a mass of connection options. I was surprised Denon don't fit loudspeaker terminals that double as 4mm sockets, as do their on their new budget receiver. Arcam do however, making hooking up easier. I connected up KEF Q Series loudspeakers and a Denon DVD-3900 to feed in CD digitally and DVD-A and SACD through analogue connection. A VHF/FM aerial feed is also needed, and Arcam and Denon both supply a simple loop aerial for Medium Wave reception. With its neat fluorescent blue display panel and sculpted fascia the Arcam looks smartest, especially when switched on. But underneath the hood the Arcam looks better built, with rows of neat green pcbs and some quality components.

The on-screen set-up menus for both the Arcam and Denon were much the same and the set-up procedure similar, with one exception: the Denon will set itself up using a small microphone they supply. By this I mean it sets loudspeaker output levels, delay times and even equalisation to correct room or loudspeaker response errors. Sounds great and it's doubtless a good selling point — but beware. Whilst sensitivity and delay time adjustments are made accurately, in practice you may still need to modify them. I usually reduce Centre channel output to avoid dominance and listening to what sounds like Mono - an ironic problem to plague a technology that's meant to improve upon stereo! And frequency response equalisation is rarely worth having in a half-decent system. Most loudspeakers are pretty flat nowadays, even budget shelf mounters. And you can't satisfactorily correct time domain room problems in the frequency domain by juggling with frequency response using what amounts to a crude graphic equaliser.

Whilst Arcam don't provide automatic set up with the AVR300 it does have the ability to trim frequency response of each loudspeaker using the tone controls. Here, Arcam similarly note that it's best to first try and cure perceived response imbalances by first re-
positioning the loudspeakers. Only then should a little trim be used to apply small amounts of correction.

So, auto-set up isn't the panacea you might hope for; in practice the results are usually subjectively gross.

Manual set-up is the way to go; both Arcam and Denon supply an onboard noise generator for loudspeaker identification and adjustment and this is a very useful tool. If the Centre speaker then dominates because surround-sound mixing engineers like to cram lead guitar, drums and vocals into the Centre channel, then you have to pull it back by ear to give a satisfactory sense of balance across the sound stage.

SOUND QUALITY

Having set up the Arcam I plugged in an optical digital connection from the DVD player and span a CD. The contrast between this receiver and what I have become used to was striking. It lacks the brightness of Japanese designs, including Denon's AVR-2805. Instead, strings took on a warm tone and stage depth fell back nicely to give an expansive sound stage in which instruments had a sense of body and there was a warm atmosphere that fell easily on the ear. At the same time there was no compromise either in detail or clarity; this wasn't a warm, muffled sound. Vocals were nicely defined on the sound stage, very clearly presented and projected beautifully. Film dialogue I've become well acquainted with was crisply delivered, had just slightly clearer enunciation but was well balanced tonally. By this I mean that, in particular, sibilance didn't take on the prominence it had with the Denon, or most receivers for that matter. As modern loudspeakers are brightly balanced, especially when they use metal dome tweeters, it's useful to have something in the replay chain that can calm things down a bit and this the AVR300 did well. Tonal balance isn't only strength, also there's a good sense of cohesiveness, plenty of believable body in the sound and, last but not least, firm bass. It is in fact this receiver's generous but nicely resolved low frequency balance that gives it so much heft. I won't move into descriptions of explosions, nor of the extra might of a Merlin, suffice it to say that the AVR300 is great with film soundtracks, where its particular qualities are quite noticeable.

This character folds though into DVD-A and SACD replay, even though this bypasses much of the internal processing through the Multi-Channel or DVD-A input as Arcam somewhat oddly call it. A disc like The Corrs 'In Blue', which I've thought of as overly bright 24/96 DVD-A, sounded normally balanced through the AVR300; the difference was startling. There was great resolution of depth and an easy delivery that was relaxing to listen to. Since I rather like surround-sound, but feel its potential is currently under-exploited, the AVR300 did a nice job of confirming my suspicions and showing just how entertaining it can be. Let's face it, five channels of 24/96 should sound pretty good. Spinning SACD I felt there was slightly less of the gap I normally hear against DVD-A, the Arcam less well resolving its smoother flow from DVD-A. But this receiver ably demonstrated its power with Stravinsky's Firebird Suite, kettle drum shaking my windows vigorously. As always with surround, but more so with the Arcam, there's no strain running at high volume with so many speakers to take the load.

The VHF tuner was smooth as a nut too, as measurement suggested. I ran it from a large roof aerial to get into full quieting and couldn't hear a trace of noise on Radio 3, which was delivered with a fine sense of depth and atmosphere. Radio 2 programming highlighted the AVR300's full but firm bass. There was again the smooth, cohesive presence and not a trace of
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sharpeness or spit - impressive and a good display of the quality of VHF/FM when done well.

Automatic set-up on the Denon, which uses a test tone sequence through a microphone, correctly assessed my room conditions, except through a microphone, which uses a test tone sequence when done well. 

The emphasis here I would attribute to component quality, which is perfectly understandable, giving its price, which is half that of the Arcam. Whilst the Denon differs little from its Japanese rivals in this regard, their timbral or textural qualities.

Although the midband was clear enough and supported vocals and instruments well, the spectrum extremes that had an artificial presence. It drew attention to their lacklustre quality and robbed the Denon of the sense of subjective balance it deserves. CD replay was as smooth as I'd expect from Denon's AL24 converters, and in contrast to the Arcam I'll wager sounded a little pristine. With all its strengths it detected just a hint of wininess in the Arcam, a smidgen of grain in the sound perhaps, when compared directly to the Denon.

I was surprised to get similar results from the VHF/FM tuner, since its frequency response has been tilted to soften the sound. Yet all the same I was again constantly aware of the hiss of sibilance, with speech in particular. A live Radio 2 chat programme was punctuated by it to a degree that was irritating. Otherwise, quality from VHF/FM was as high as usual when a strong signal is available. Rock programme had plenty of bottom end kick, radio from the AVR2805's sounding much the same in basic character as other sources.

Having become used to the sound of Japanese A/V receivers, the Arcam AVR300 underlines how much it detracts from what 24/96 has to offer. The midband seemed sandwiched between the prominent highs and a reasonably generous low frequency end that brought good heft to keyboard and bass guitar alike, if not any special resolution of

**VERDICT**

Skilful all-rounder with strong build and staggering flexibility at the price. Crisp and spacy sound can seem bright at times. Fantastic value for money.

**ARCAM AVR300** £1299.95

**ARCAM** ++44 (0) 1223 203200

www.arcam.co.uk

**VERDICT**

Sensible feature set, sophisticated styling and superb sound quality make this a brilliant audiophile bargain.

**ARCAM AVR2805** £699.95

**DENON AVR-2805** £749.95

Denon UK

**VERDICT**

Fantastic value for money. and spy sound can seem bright at times. Great build and fine build. Yet this review shows — unsurprisingly perhaps — that spending the extra on a British product, blazed for British sensibilities, is well worthwhile for British ears.
MiniDisc was a quintessentially Japanese format - small, 'hi tech', super versatile and ultra convenient - and with the MDS-J3000ES, Sony made the machine to match the medium, thinks David Price.

In 2004, MiniDisc seems an anachronism. Despite Sony's recent attempt to breathe new life into the format with Hi-MD, this mobile music carrier is floundering. What the world wants now, it seems, is the Apple iPod - in both its full strength and 'mini' varieties. And why not?

Although physically slightly larger than the latest MD portables, the iPod mini gives you the chance to carry thousands of songs around. To replicate this, you'd have to have vast quantities of MiniDiscs spilling out of your pockets. The iPod also offers a superior compression system (AAC), backwards compatibility (MP3) and the option of better sound (Apple Lossless). Add the fact that it's just about the most fashionable 'gadget' since the original Sony Walkman and you can see why MD is fading fast.

It was not always thus. Back in 1997, the format seemed to be really cooking. After an impossibly slow gestation period of five years, in which hi-fi hacks moaned about its miserable sound and high prices, Sony had finally got the balance right. The product was the MDS-JE500, whose conjunction of a low, low price with dramatically improved sound suddenly seemed to let the format's undeniable strengths shine through. The magic numbers were £299 and CXD265OR - the cost and number of the IC that it introduced, respectively. That magic chip was the first to use ATRAC 4, Sony's codec that moved the sound from cold and mechanical to warm and musical at a stroke. It was nothing less than a new dawn for MiniDisc.

The result was a series of rave reviews all around the world. By '97, the world was still using cassette as its recording medium (it seems amazing that as recently as then we were still using analogue recording!), but suddenly here was cheap digital recording, with a brilliant random access operating system (lest we forget, we were still 'fast forwarding and rewinding back then) and - wow - automatic digital music copying from CD! Buyers of the original MDS-JE500 couldn't understand why it hadn't taken over the world, so myriad were its talents...

This machine ushered in the format's first and only lease of life, and now the battle had been won, it was time to showcase the wonderful 'lifestyle' aspect of the format. Suddenly, Sony was putting out a vast range of personals, portables and hi-fi machines. At first, the company sneakily fitted the old ATRAC 3.5 chip to its non-hi-fi machines (after all, stocks of this magic silicon button were predictably low), so it really paid to check the spec-sheets to see if the CXD265OR was present or not. But as the year passed, more and more thus-equipped machines surfaced, the most beautiful of which was surely the MDS-J3000ES.

Announced in October 1996 at the Japan Audio Fair and retailing for ¥77,000 in its home country, this super mini took a long time to hit the UK (Sony UK is always very conservative about what it brings in), but eventually made it to British buyers for the princely sum of £599.95. Essentially, it was a rehoused MDS-JE500, complete with a fancier RM-D10M remote control and a few useful functional enhancements. UK buyers obviously didn't think much of all this, and preferred to pocket that additional £300 thank you very much - but for the extra money, Sony had ended up making one of its nicest ever MiniDisc machines.

Housed in a gold-coloured aluminium alloy case measuring 280x92.5x80mm, this 'half width'
Wow and flutter: less than 0.001% W- Peak

THD < . 003% (digital), < . 005% (analog),

SPECIFICATIONS [QUOTED]

Dynamic Range: > 98dB (digital), > 94dB (analog),

Sonically. the MDS-J3000ES impresses. It isn't the best sounding MiniDisc machine ever, and a good way behind the full size MDS-JA20ES version, but it still sounds musical and engaging with great smoothness and accuracy.

The greatest criticism is of its tonal dryness and tendency to be a tad 'polite' - but you can always put it through a modern upsampling DAC like Musical Fidelity's Trivista 21 if you possess such a thing. It sports a good A-D convertor too, making fine sounding recordings from vinyl, tape or FM radio a real possibility.

Compared to all but the very best hi-fi terms at least, can justly be thought an object of beauty.

Hidden beneath that pretty brushed aluminium fascia panel is a welter of features, some of which are only accessible via the remote control. The Current Pulse DAC has a sampling rate converter, while there's a data buffer giving a two second 'time machine' function. Sony's R-Core transformer was the J3000's only sonic enhancement over its J5000 cousin. Round the back, there was a connector for Sony's optional controller/timer, which presented a full size (well, nearly) keyboard for easy titling. Still, Sony's titling was always uncommonly fuss-free (compared to rival MD manufacturers), so it was unsurprisingly overlooked by most buyers.

Connections totalled two TOSLINK optical digital inputs and one coaxial, and a single optical digital out, plus RCA phono analogue line ins and outs and a 6.3mm headphone jack.

In use, a nicer MiniDisc machine you could not find. It's brilliantly simple and clutter free front panel (by Japanese standards, at least!) makes it a joy to live with. The eject function is very swift and exudes quality. All the minor controls feel great to the touch, although the small buttons aren't the easiest to use for large fingers. The display is superb, with Sony's 'Music Calendar' telling you how many tracks you've got on the disc at a glance.

MINIDISC: THE FACTS

MINIDISC began in 1986 and involved the bringing together of a number of different technologies (and a wealth of patents). A single 2.5" square 140MB MD holds a CD's worth of music, compressed by a factor of live by Sony's Adaptive Transform Acoustic Coding system (ATRAC). This is a perceptual coding system, a data reduction technique that attempts to encode only the information audible to the human perceptual system. (This is also the principle behind the Philips Digital Compact Cassette PASC compression - ostensibly the same as MP3, Dolby Labs AC-3 compression, and Bell Labs' Perceptual Audio Coding algorithm.) The disc itself is a variation on conventional magneto-optical recording in which data is recorded using a semiconductor laser at high power together with a magnetic head. As the disc sweeps past the laser, a tiny area on the MD's magnetic recording layer is heated to 180 degrees C while the field of the magnetic head in contact with the other side of the disc is switched back and forth to write a date pattern. When the area the head has magnetised moves away from the laser spot it cools to become 'cast' in a string of N and S magnetic regions on the disc. spaced 60 millionths of a centimetre apart, and corresponding to the stream of bits being recorded. Playback is accomplished using the same laser at lower power, the MD optics detecting these polarisation differences to reconstruct the recorded bitstream.

The ATRAC compression system has been improved immensely since the first Sony MZ-1 MiniDisc recorder. ATRAC was noisy, with obvious compression and lossy artefacts. ATRAC 2 greatly improved on this, taking away all those strange whistles and chirps, but was hardly a satisfying listen. ATRAC 3 improved to 24/16-bits for word and coefficient length (previously, it had been entirely 16-bit), whereas 3.5 added an input width of 20-bits. In truth, this is the first truly listenable incarnation of the codec, and on the high end machines didn't sound half bad. It wasn't until ATRAC 4 arrived that MD became a consistently good sounding format - thanks to processing entirely in 24-bits with an input width of 20-bits. ATRAC 4.5 arrived on the high end MIDS-JA50ES, and then ATRAC DSP type-R, which offered a slightly cleaner treble and more air and space. Little has really improved since this, as Sony has dedicated itself to squeezing more music onto MD rather than better sounding music. The result is MD LP (and derivatives) which give huge recording times, but poor sound only suitable for speech. ATRAC 3 lives on as Sony's MP3 rival - no one seems convinced, especially when compared to Apple's AAC.

For a penny, you're in for a pound!
Playing an LP by firing a laser beam at its sidewalls is a pretty radical idea. Not only is it technically complex, but it also offers a way to hear what has really been cut into an LP without modification by the playback system, something that promises much. A laser turntable seems the only way to find out just what LP really does hold right out at the limit. Will the amount of high frequency detail read by a laser be far greater than that from the best stylus? Will it far surpass CD? A laser turntable promises to answer such questions - and many more - for there are numerous other complicating factors in conventional LP replay, especially RIAA correction, dynamic wow and what have you, only a laser turntable can avoid.

It's long been known that the stylus of a cartridge pushes dirt aside as it traverses the groove. A laser doesn't. Instead, it reads dirt, giving rise to some fierce crackles and pops, as well as a constant background burble. Records need a lot of cleaning to minimise this and I suspect it will always be a problem with the ELP. Back in 1986 an incredibly kind person at EMI gave me an almost complete set of brand new factory sample Beatles LPs that, deliberately, I have hardly ever played. These were the perfect way to judge this turntable - even the only way it could be argued. For it has a forensic precision and a dry sound that lacks the sweet openness of a pickup cartridge.

What you have to bear in mind here is that the two are very, very different. A coil of wire, especially a small one as in an MC cartridge, is an almost perfect signal source. Just wave a magnet in front of it and - presto - you get a signal, unmodified and uncoloured by transistor, or valve for that matter. I was amused to see a pickup cartridge suggested as a test source for a super low noise IC recently, the very latest in solid-state technology no less, with an apparently archaic signal generator feeding it. A coil of wire holds the input down to ground and provides no input offset current. Which reinforces the point that a pickup cartridge is in many respects, near perfect as a source. So, subjectively, a cartridge isn't quite the technological pushover one might expect.

By way of contrast, the ELP laser turntable, like a CD player, has solid-state circuits working from optical transducers. You could liken it to a CD player in fact; the basic flavour of its sound is similar. It is not strong on fluidity or sweetness and there's an evenness to the soundstage not common with LP played by rock-in-a-groove method. This turntable is almost diametrically opposed in its characteristics to a pickup cartridge feeding a valve phono stage.

So much for the flavour, but what of the noise and the music itself? Background pops and a little burble were audible when playing virtually new, virgin Beatles LPs, but it wasn't intrusive. And did I hear the Beatles like no one has ever heard them before? Possibly. There was superb resolution of high frequency detail; Paul McCartney's singing 'Your Mother Should Know' has never sounded so lucid, accompanied by beautifully clear harmonies from the rest of the band, with the finest of treble being delivered. It wasn't quite the quantum leap over CD I might have hoped for, but it was a useful step up. Since this is a 1967 recording perhaps I was expecting too much, but I found much the same across a range of LPs, including modern ones. I was impressed rather...
MEASURED PERFORMANCE

The measured frequency response of this turntable was surprisingly flat considering the variability of LP and the difficulty of cutting modulation in a groove accurately to meet specific time constants.

ELP warn of the potential invalidity of response tests, due they feel to prior groove damage from pickup cartridges. However, I have found in the past, using Shure's clever Two Speed technique, that most test LPs are inherently inaccurate, even undamaged. Then JVC released a disc cut at high speed, said to be super accurate - TRS1007. The Two Speed technique confirmed JVC's claims and I, like most cartridge manufacturers, use it for frequency response measurement.

Testing the ELP with TRS1007 I was amazed at just how flat this test disc and the ELP are in conjunction. From 16Hz to 16kHz variation in response flatness is no more than 0.5dB - as good as CD for heaven's sake! The ELP is -1.5dB down at 12Hz and 20kHz but this is not especially consequential subjectively.

What is important is the trend of the response curve, which tilts up slightly toward high frequencies, explaining why the ELP has a brighter sound than an arm/cartridge transducer, with less deep bass. There is none of the lift at low frequencies caused by arm/cartridge resonance, which adds power to bass, nor the slow roll down of highs introduced by generator losses which warms the midband. Nor is there any peak from tip mass resonance, which can blur and colour treble. You get instead, a smooth, even response that - tilt apart - is fundamentally accurate, and this explains the ELPs uncoloured sound, as well as its delivery of detail.

Although the ELP is truly accurate and revealing of LP, the lift in output toward high frequencies makes it sound quite different to a pickup cartridge, and subjectively isn't entirely favourable to me. High frequency emphasis accentuates both noise and distortion from LP, if there is be error, the one we get from a cartridge - bass lift and a little treble loss - is something different; the ELP is clean enough in its signal recovery. The +5dB or so lift at around 10kHz this introduces spills up into the audio band to subly but perceptibly boost very low frequencies below 30Hz, adding both warmth and weight to the sound. Like all good analogue systems the LP disgraces itself gracefully, in such a way that an improved system like this turntable cannot.

Whilst a traditional arm and cartridge arrangement can deliver bass that's more supple and muscular, the amount of detail this turntable teased out of Sting's vocals was superb, and filigree detail at high frequencies bettered CD. There's also a sense of precision timing not normally associated with the LP, likely due to lack of dynamic wow. All the same I couldn't get the breathtaking speed and awesome dynamics of a Garrard 401 handling 12in singles like John Lydon and Africa Bambaataa's 'World Destruction'.

The ELP delivers a dry, uncoloured and accurate sound from LP that truly shows what the medium was always capable of. It lacks the magic of cartridge and valve, that's for sure, but it also lacks the colour. It's a highly complex player that's for sure and, if you've got invaluable LPs, perhaps a necessity - assuming you have pockets deep enough...

VERDICT

Nothing less than a seminal technological and manufacturing achievement.

ELP LT-2XRC £10,500
Laser Vinyl Ltd.
www.laser-vinyl.com
www.laserturntable.com

MEASURED PERFORMANCE

Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz
Channel separation 30dB
Tracking ability (300Hz)
lateral 90μm
vertical 45μm
(later 1kHz) 16cms/sec.
Distortion (45μm)
lateral 1%
vertical 1.5%

than entranced.

Tonally, the ELP differs most noticeably from other turntables in its rather dry and slightly light bass. It took an LP like 'Synchronicity' from the Police, known for its solid baselines, to get the bass cones moving. 'Wrapped Around Your Finger' had a satisfying sense of body to it, plus a good feeling of rhythmic drive. The difference in bass quality almost certainly arises from the lack of low frequency emphasis caused by arm resonance that colours LP reproduction. The +5dB or so lift at around 10Hz this introduces spills up into the audio band to subly but perceptibly boost very low frequencies below 30Hz, adding both warmth and weight to the sound. Like all good analogue systems the LP disgraces itself gracefully, in such a way that an improved system like this turntable cannot.
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So what's new in 'speakers? Not a lot, many of you tell us, and I wouldn't disagree. But although we don't have any attractive new technologies, we still have plenty of old ones worth pushing a little harder, and the ribbon tweeter is one of them. Alongside electrostatic loudspeakers it's one of the best ways I know of getting past the limitations of today's conventional loudspeakers. Okay, it's only a tweeter, but to my ears at least a really good tweeter makes quite a significant contribution to sound quality. Elac think so too. Earnted by a small JET tweeter, it's now reached JET III status. This was sufficient reason for the company to re-launch their baby 310 loudspeaker, now the 310.2 JET. Which in turn was a fine excuse for me to re-acquaint myself with the delights of Elac's ribbon, adorning a high quality miniature. When most baby loudspeakers are also budget loudspeakers a design like this has little competition. So how good can a small 'speaker get? Elac are proud of their origins and their plant in Kiel, Germany. Upholders of 'Finest, German Engineering' as they put it, I couldn't disagree. The 310.2 cabinet is beautifully made from an extruded aluminium section, with a smooth, gloss lacquered silver finish. The optional stand is a complex affair, again beautifully made and finished. Cables can be hidden in the hollow central pillar. This can also be sand filled and the base spiked. I bolted the speaker to the stand and spiked it to the floor. Sturdy gold plated rear terminals accept bi-wiring as usual. I'm not sure buying a small loudspeaker and mounting it on a large stand makes much sense, since the whole assembly takes up as much space as a floorstander. But people can make their own mind up on this; a wall bracket is available or the speakers can be shelf mounted. The only difficulty here is their 270mm depth; in practice, to accommodate rear connecting plugs a 12in shelf is needed. This is a two-way reflex with a rear port, so the port also needs a little space to avoid chuffing sounds. Wall mounting compromises apparent sound stage precision and depth a little, but I suspect buyers for a miniature like this will be prepared to make small sacrifices in areas like this for gains elsewhere, especially in small size and lack of intrusiveness within the home. Elac make the point that a set of 301.2 JETs on wall stands are a good idea for high quality surround-sound. The JET II tweeter is complemented by a small 115mm inverted aluminium cone bass unit of 4ohms impedance, meaning this is really a 4ohm loudspeaker. It's no problem with solid-state amps, but valve amps will need to be set to 4ohms. Another small point worth bearing in mind is that AV receivers use little heatsinking. A brace of five or six 4ohm loudspeakers like this driven hard in surround-sound - say in a large room - will certainly lead to overheating. I drove the Elacs from a Naim NAC282/ NAP200, a Denon PMA-1500 RII and my tuned up World Audio Design 300B, without feedback as usual. All did a good job but the Naim was most appropriate, being persuasive at low frequencies, but nice and dark with highs, which suited the Jet tweeter's slight prominence. The 310.2, like many really small loudspeakers, needs a bit of pushing to bring it to life, an area where Naim excels. And this isn't a loudspeaker to partner with bright amplifiers. 

**SOUND QUALITY**

Offensive treble is, for me, the bane of high fidelity. Edginess, graininess and - especially - that hard clatter that comes from digital through a hard plastic dome tweeter is an audio nightmare. Whilst companies like Focal do their darndest nowadays to convince us only their dome tweeter has overcome the problem of the breal, my ears tell me otherwise. As they did immediately I clapped my ears upon the JET ribbon tweeter of these new Elacs. Ribbon tweeters have one massive advantage: they possess no voice coil. The sound comes instead from a directly driven, lightweight ribbon and in this case the characteristic sound of a ribbon jumped out at me. A mass of super fine high frequency detail tumbled from the JETS in a manner quite unlike that from any dome. Like other ribbons I have heard they have deliver treble that all but glitters with filigree detail, yet is at the same time curiously even and unchallenging to the ear. Orchestral strings possessed the necessary tension and - especially - the soft clatter that comes from digital aurally through a dome. Elac, having spent the dosh, wish to be persuasive at low frequencies, but I'm no fan of this approach; good tweeters contribute most to a loudspeaker when they strike an empathic balance, not when they stand out to make a separate case. All the same, the Jet was no more prominent than a lot of tweeters these days - loudspeakers have just got brighter and brighter. And, apart from the enthusiasm of the designer...
inverted cone driver does a sterling job of keeping up, but the enclosure is so small it does sound a little dynamically limited and congested at times. Not in any large way, but whilst bass lines are resolved, it was with some effort when a lot of low frequency energy was being fed in. Small 'speakers commonly struggle to deliver unrestrained dynamics and the baby Elacs were no different here. They are accurate and free from colour with vocals, generally coming over as smooth and insightful, but you can't expect too much from small cones. In general tonality, the 310.2s are light and detailed, with sense of revelation at high frequencies that was best shown, I found, with SACD. Horns, interjections from the strings and prominent cymbal crashes from Prokofiev's 'Death of Tybalt' were sharply resolved, the 310.2s displaying a wonderful sense of grip upon rhythm, resolving sudden changes with little sign of overhang. They're a speedy little speaker with a tidy way of handling fast changing orchestral dynamics, without degradation. KEF XQ Ones manage much a similar performance, but not much else.

Their ability to resolve stage depth was a trifle limited, making for some image flattening in contrast to rivals like the V60s from Mission, which I ran alongside. But then the 310.2s are smaller. In truth a loudspeaker this small should be chosen for its size, because some limitations imposed by size are obvious. There's little deep bass of course.

Looked at as a high quality miniature for use in situations where anything larger would be out of place the 310.2 JETs are impressive. The ribbon tweeter is conspicuously capable and always a delight. Sad that so few manufacturers are prepared to develop components like this. Elac stand apart in their conviction that a ribbon tweeter advances the art of fidelity. The 310.2s make good use of them I feel, delivering what at times is a uniquely clean and finely detailed sound that's difficult to match.

"a mass of fine high frequency detail tumbled from the JETs in a manner quite unlike that from any dome..."
Linn's inexorable march into multichannel music continues unabated, and the company is now developing all its new products with this in mind. Long gone are the days of tweaky but characterful loudspeakers with curious drive unit configurations, excessively large (or small) boxes and legions of owners who've had to design their entire systems around them. Now, the company has a very structured range of modern monitors, sharing much technology, of which the Akurate is the latest (and greatest) exponent.

In fact, there isn't one Akurate, but four. These acoustically matched boxes can be simply configured for passive and active playback to deliver either stereo or multichannel sound for music and/or home theatre. This, the 242, is the floorstander - the 212 is the compact, the 225 the centre channel and the 221 an active servo controlled bass reinforcement design.

At £5,750, these are not affordable loudspeakers. The buyer will most likely have a very high end system, and there's a sporting chance that it's by Linn. In fact, I'd venture that many Isobarik owners may be considering precisely this design as a modern upgrade that's a tad more 'room friendly', and also better placed to 'go surround'. (I'd love to hear a 5.1 channel Isobarik based system... anyone know if such a thing exists?)

Although aesthetically pleasing, they don't look dramatic in the way, say, the (similarly priced) Quad 989 does. Linn would doubtless say this was precisely the intention. Still, build quality is - as you'd expect - excellent; superb cabinetry and a finish that makes the old Isobarik, for example, look like it was made at the bottom of a Glaswegian garden.

A 42 litre twin ported floorstander measuring 1,000x210x380mm and weighing 32kg each, the 242 boasts a bespoke adjustable loudspeaker base for optimum stability. Linn's proprietary '3K Driver Array' is fitted, comprising a 75mm soft dome midrange driver, 25mm soft dome tweeter and 15mm soft dome supertweeter - all mounted close together to provide a 'point source' (not a key design priority on the old Isobarik, bless it!). Linn claims the minimal baffle area around the tweeter and supertweeter reduces baffle effect smearing, and Linn's 'acoustically matched double-flared bass ports' (unique, mirrored, 'rifled' designs to reduce turbulence) work with a pair of 6.5 inch polymer sandwich coned bass units. Round the back, there are 5-way connectors (for each individual driver), with a +/-2dB bass lift/lower option. The clever input connector enables passive multi-amplifier operation, and simple, clear upgrade path to AKTIV operation. Cabinet options comprise Maple, Cherry, Black Ash and Rosenut finishes

**SOUND QUALITY**

Having been a long term user of the aforementioned Quad 989 electrostatic, I'd begun to develop a thesis that the more expensive speakers get, the worse all-rounders they become. Unfortunately, the Akurate 242s went and disproved it, at a stroke. Here we have a strong, open, even and powerful sounding floorstander, one which - completely unlike the Quad - succeeds through its across the board ability.

Kicking off with CD, and 4hero's 'Escape That' showed the Akurates to be engaging and challenging performers - there was none of that polite, matter of factness of the Quad 989s. These loudspeakers know what their remit is, which is to extract as much music as possible out of the partnering system. Attack transients aren't quite as lightning-fast as the Quads, but not far off, and the sound is backed up by a physicality which the 989s - for obvious reasons of physics - simply can't muster. There's real 'thwack' to the snare drums, backed up by a deep, grumbling bass that shows no sign of compression whatsoever.

Better still, the opposite end of the frequency spectrum is no less uncompressed. The Akurate 242 is, after all, a five way design complete with supertweeter. As a result, its treble is airy, spacious and nicely relaxed and fluid, yet it also has great speed and articulation. Even with the (obvious) help of Townshend Maximum supertweeters, my reference Quads fail to achieve this degree of atmosphere.

Better still, the opposite end of the frequency spectrum is no less uncompressed. The Akurate 242 is, after all, a five way design complete with supertweeter. As a result, its treble is airy, spacious and nicely relaxed and fluid, yet it also has great speed and articulation. Even with the (obvious) help of Townshend Maximum supertweeters, my reference Quads fail to achieve this degree of atmosphere.

Move back down to the midband, and the Linns are at an obvious disadvantage to the Quads (well, so are most...), but for a
conventional moving coil design. They're models of good behaviour. Perhaps it's due to the 3K array, but we have fine transparency allied to a real sense of phase coherence, which lets the soundstage project forward — and back — with particular ease. So much so that, even in fairly large rooms, the 242s offer up a commanding performance; they can drive rooms like few others, and make the Quads seem quite asthmatic by comparison.

Move to rock and the Linns are at their happiest. Yes, 'Roundabout' on DVD-A showed them to be utterly gripping. Snare drums pound out like machine guns, bass is super fast and oh-so fluid. Vocals are sonorous, without so much as a hint of tizz. The Akurates are never less than musical — like the bigger Komris.

Linn 'dryness' is there — not overwhelming so — but it's not to everyone's taste. Interestingly though, move to classical (Mahler Symphony No. 10, Simon Rattle; EMI Classics DVD-A) and this 'spry' tonality translates to 'even handedness'; it's insightful, appropriate and not distracting from the mechanics of the music... Image location is very good for a large loudspeaker, and it can hang instruments back in the mix with more precision than any other Linn loudspeaker I've heard — but it is, let's be honest here — no planar electrostatic. Here, the 989s romp off into the distance. Hit a dynamic crescendo however, and the situation reverses itself; the 242s have visceral punch that no amount of REL subwoofers can lend the Quads...

Overall, an excellent multi-purpose loudspeaker — it works superbly across a wide range of music. Although very well balanced (as Linn loudspeakers go), it's still a rocker at heart (albeit a very slick one). In a sense, it's a kind of latter day Yamaha NS1000M in temperament — it just cuts to the quick of the music. For this reason, I loved it.

**VERDICT**

Probably Linn's best balanced loudspeaker ever, brilliant power and punch allied to excellent imaging and insight. Rock fans queue here...

**Linn Akurate 242**

£5,750 (INC. STANDS)

Linn Products

C: +44 (0)141 3077777

www.linn.co.uk

**REFERENCE SYSTEM:**

Linn Uridisk 1.1 DVD universal player

Linn Kisto system controller

2 x Linn 5125 five channel power amplifiers

Linn Akurate loudspeaker system

---

**MEASURED PERFORMANCE**

Linn loudspeakers differ somewhat in conception to the mainstream. Response Kudos is not actually much of a concern, and the Akurate — which can't reflect — is. Best to stand back and take a view, though. A large diameter midrange cone makes more sense than a mitrare cone, crucially for smooth off-axis integration which in turn provides good cohesive imaging and a nicely integrated top end. It also yields good midrange speed and detail, making for clean vocals with good projection and an insightful sense. The Akurate is reasonably smooth across the midband, on and off axis, but becomes very variable higher up, where there is a tweeter and a super tweeter, no less. The punch isn't fast and the signal is very much affected.

At low frequencies the multiple bass units integrate in the far field to provide substantial bass down to 40Hz, likely with some deep bass peaking in most rooms that will add dynamic weight to the sound. Our main analysis doesn't show this, but the lower secondary axes does.

Sensitivity was (fairly) 88.3dB, helpful since measuring modes...
SINGLE ENDED PURITY

Our Parallel Single Ended (PSE) power amplifiers offer ultimate sound quality. Each monobloc has two beautifully linear 300B directly heated triodes in its output stage, producing 20 watts into an 8 ohm load. At the front of the circuit we have a 6AU6 pentode, followed by an ECC82 as the driver valve. This design uses a 5U4 rectifier valve in the power supply, in combination with a 10H choke, giving an extremely quiet supply. Both mains and output transformers are built on high quality EI pattern cores.

Feedback can be switched in or out whilst running, using a rear panel switch. Complex layered and sectioned output transformers give full output and low distortion across the audio band even without feedback, making such an option possible.

This is one of the few amplifiers in the world so good it will work without feedback - and no feedback is the preference of most buyers. It gives a spacious, relaxed and fluid sound quite unlike that of solid-state amps, all of which use feedback to correct deficiencies.

By operating linearly in feedbackless, pure Class A, single-ended mode these 300B monoblocs are as pure as it gets - and sound quality reflects the fact. Fast, clean and clear in their presentation, at the same time their purity of sound is easy on the ear.

For more power, we also offer 300B in Push-Pull (PP) form. The 300B PP monobloc shares the same look and chassis as the 300B PSE monobloc. The 300B PP kit has been created for those who prefer a bit more power. With a pair of 300Bs in push-pull configuration providing 26 watts output, they will drive most modern loudspeakers to perfection. Andy Grove's design is totally feedbackless, using a 6AU6 pentode as the input valve and a 5687 as the phase splitter. The power supply uses a Russian 5U4 for rectification. The kit is constructed by hard wiring, so some experience is required. 300B PSE owners do have the option to buy the conversion kit for £250.00 to turn their monoblocs to push-pull status. Each monobloc weighs 23kg.

For more power, we also offer 300B in Push-Pull (PP) form. The 300B PP monobloc shares the same look and chassis as the 300B PSE monobloc. The 300B PP kit has been created for those who prefer a bit more power. With a pair of 300Bs in push-pull configuration providing 26 watts output, they will drive most modern loudspeakers to perfection.

Andy Grove's design is totally feedbackless, using a 6AU6 pentode as the input valve and a 5687 as the phase splitter. The power supply uses a Russian 5U4 for rectification. The kit is constructed by hard wiring, so some experience is required. 300B PSE owners do have the option to buy the conversion kit for £250.00 to turn their monoblocs to push-pull status. Each monobloc weighs 23kg.

The kit is totally hard-wired; it does not use circuit boards. We can supply without valves, or with the superb Tesla 300Bs, Russian 5U4s and European 6AU6s & ECC82. Our 300B PSE kit bears an affordable price of £895.00 (UK price) excluding valves. Each monobloc weighs 23kgs (50lbs). External dimensions with valves: 25cm(w) x 38cm(d) x 22cm(h) per monobloc.

PUSH-PULL POWER

For more power, we also offer 300B in Push-Pull (PP) form. The 300B PP monobloc shares the same look and chassis as the 300B PSE monobloc. The 300B PP kit has been created for those who prefer a bit more power. With a pair of 300Bs in push-pull configuration providing 26 watts output, they will drive most modern loudspeakers to perfection. Andy Grove's design is totally feedbackless, using a 6AU6 pentode as the input valve and a 5687 as the phase splitter. The power supply uses a Russian 5U4 for rectification. The kit is constructed by hard wiring, so some experience is required. 300B PSE owners do have the option to buy the conversion kit for £250.00 to turn their monoblocs to push-pull status. Each monobloc weighs 23kg.

The PRE-II is a high quality valve pre-amplifier that will drive any power amplifier. It has a gain of x5 which, with CD, enables it to deliver a large 10V output swing. To keep the amounts of active amplification low, this pre-amp uniquely uses a line drive transformer to deliver a pure signal to the power amplifier. There are six inputs, a tape monitor and two sets of output sockets. It is powered by the external PSU-II power supply. The volume control uses high quality Alps Blue potentiometer which, with our solid, turned brass, chromed knob, gives a quality feel rarely encountered these days.

PHONO-III is a dedicated valve phono stage for MM cartridges, with MC input transformers an option. By using all-d.c. supplies from PSU-III and a case in which there is no power supply, PHONO-III gives a wonderfully pure, dimensional sound from LP, possessing a sense of life and dynamism quite different to solid-state preamps.

Finally, PSU-II is a power supply unit that feeds both the PRE-II and PHONO-III. Keeping the power supply separate removes hum, often the bane of valves.

Power Supply Unit (PSU-II) £205.00
Pre-amplifier (PRE-II) £215.00
Phono Stage (PHONO-II) £110.00
Moving coil step-up transformer £77.00
Ke184 is an affordable, integrated valve amplifier for those who want to enjoy the valve sound, but from a simple, easy to build kit. It uses inexpensive EL84 output valves, known for their sweet sound, in conventional push-pull arrangement to provide 15 watts into an 8 ohm load. The output transformers are our own quality Ultra Linear design. Up front, the circuit employs an ECF80 input/phase splitter valve, which contributes to Ke184’s extremely smooth sound. The amplifier has very low hum and for simplicity it is built on a printed circuit board. A strong steel chassis is fronted by a 3mm anodised front panel and attractive brushed aluminium effect knobs. There are five line level inputs, plus one monitor input, with a tape output included, all controlled from the front panel.

The amplifier has very low hum and for simplicity it is built on a printed circuit board. A strong steel chassis is fronted by a 3mm anodised front panel and attractive brushed aluminium effect knobs. There are five line level inputs, plus one monitor input, with a tape output included, all controlled from the front panel.

The amplifier has very low hum and for simplicity it is built on a printed circuit board. A strong steel chassis is fronted by a 3mm anodised front panel and attractive brushed aluminium effect knobs. There are five line level inputs, plus one monitor input, with a tape output included, all controlled from the front panel.

At the rear is a mains switch/IEC power input, earth post, phono sockets, and 4mm banana sockets for loudspeakers. The Ke184 will highlight all the intricacies and depth of detail in your favourite recordings whilst retaining a warmth and fullness that is almost exclusive to pure valve amps and is rare at this price point.

Ke184 weighs 10kg. External dimensions with valves are 300mm(w) x 270mm(d) x 150mm(h).

Our 6550 series amplifiers are built around the rugged 6550 beam tetrode that’s popular in America. This valve is widely available at a good price. Producing no less than 40 watts into an 8 ohm load (available in a 4 ohm version if required) our 6550 is a power house, since valve watts always sound louder than transistor watts!

The difference between our 6550 and most others is that we use valve rectification (5U4) and a choke pi filter, for a power supply that is quiet and free from solid-state hardness. This is a true high-end design from Andy Grove, hard wired. It is a cut above the many other 6550s, with enough power to drive most loudspeakers, including insensitive electrostatics for example. 6550 combines high power with a top-end smoothness of sound, yet doesn’t cost the earth to run, as the valves are inexpensive and have a long life.

The amplifier weighs 19kg. Dimensions are 390mm(w) x 330mm(d) x 190mm(h) with valves, or 220mm(h) with cage.

KIT6550 - An integrated amplifier with line inputs and volume control. Accepts CD, tuner, tape etc., but not LP.

KAT6550 - A power amplifier for use with a separate pre-amp. Paired with PRE II and PHONO II (+ PSU11), can provide LP reproduction.

The HD83 headphone amplifier is a beautifully simple design using Mullard ECL83 valves, a triode and power pentode housed in the same envelope. It works directly from any source, be it CD, tape, tuner etc., or from an amplifier’s tape out or pre-amp out sockets. The circuit uses high specification E11 output transformers that will drive any headphone load from 16 ohms to over 300 ohms depending on how the secondaries are wired up.

The HD83 is a pure Class A single-ended design with the power pentode wired up in triode configuration for added sonic purity, and it is as quiet as a mouse. Treble has the crispness of the best solid-state, but with the tonal resolution and delicacy associated with valves. Bass is punchy and controlled without becoming artificial.

External dimensions 18cm(w) x 30cm(h) x 8cm (h) weight 4kg.
**MAINS TRANSFORMERS & CHOICES**

**KIT650/KAT650 mains transformers**
- 2 inch stack, 130mm(h)x120mm(w)x135mm(l) drop through fitting with zinc cap.
- Secondary: 425V-0V-425V, 350mA, 0V-5V, 6A, 3.15V-0V-3.15V, 9A. Suitable for 120V & 240V operation.

**KEL84 mains transformers**
- 1.5 inch stack, 90mm(h)x80mm(w)x95mm(d) drop through fitting with zinc cap.
- Secondary: 0V-240V 300mA, 3.15V-0V-3.15V, 5.5A, suitable for 120/240V operation.

**KIT34/KAT34/KIT650/KAT650 choke**
- 1.25 inch stack, 65mm(h)x105mm(w) with fitting holes x 60mm(d), clamp fitting, 2.5 H, 350mA

**300B PSE mains E/I transformer**
- 130mm(h)x95mm(w)x115mm(d).
- Primary-Secondary, 8K with 12.5% UL taps - Secondary 8ohm, max output 8.5Watts.

**KECL82 mains transformers**
- 1.25inch stack, 65mm(h)x105mm(w) with fixing.
- Secondary: 0V-185V, 200mA, 0V-6.3V, 3.5A. Suitable for 110V/120V/220V/230V operation. Good for low power amp, solid state rectification achieves a HT of 240Vac. Could be used for ECL82 PP/PSE stereo amp.

**HD83 mains toroidal transformer**
- 80mm dia. x 35mm(h). Secondary: 0V-6.3V, 3.5A.
- Suitable for 120/240V operation.

**HD83 E/I single ended output transformer**
- 80mm(w)x35mm(d)x70mm(h) clamp fitting. 15H, 20mA

**KEL84 E/I choke**
- 0.5 inch stack, 40mm(h)x35mm(d)x70mm(w).
- Secondary: 0V-5V, 1.2A, 0V-4V, 2A x4. Suitable for a valve rectified, dc heater (2A3), dc regulated heater(input valve) stereo 2A3 PSE/PP amplifier.

**KECL82 E/I push-pull output transformer**
- 165V, 75mA/3.15V-0V-3.15V, 1A, suitable for 120/240V operation. Good for numerous low output pentode valves in push-pull configuration.

**KECL82 PP output transformer**
- ECL82 push-pull output linear. 1 inch stack, on a 29 size lamination.
- 0V-185V, 200mA, 0V-6.3V, 3.5A. Good for numerous low output pentode valves in push-pull configuration.

**PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS**
- KIT88/KAT88 E/I push-pull output transformer: 80mm(w)x95mm(l)x100mm(h).
- Pre-II E/I driver transformer: 80mm(w)x60mm(l)x65mm(h).

**OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS**

Hi-Fi World in Malaysia at Millennium Hi-Fi & Av. Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Hi-Fi World is now distributed through good bookshops and newstands in Malaysia. For back issues, general enquiries and advertising, contact Simon Chang at Millennium Hi-Fi & Av.

Also available are products by World Audio Design, Michell, Ingrid, Lowther and ReThun loudspeakers.

**Millennium Hi-Fi & Av.**
500-1-3 First Floor, Wisma Indah (Shen Court), Jalan Tun Razak 50400 K.L.

Tel: 603 9283 8171 fax: 603 9281 3762
137 Jalan Pendekar 2, Taman Skudai Baru, 81300 Skudai, Johor DT
Tel: 06 524 3171 fax: 06 524 7645

e-mail: info@millennium-audio.com
These expert kits, not for the inexperienced. We cannot be held responsible for any errors arising from the construction of these kits.

### Amplifier Kits Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORDER NO.</th>
<th>QTY UK</th>
<th>OVERSEAS (exc. vat &amp; carriage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kec182 (8 ohm)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£195.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A3PSE with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pls specify)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£570.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A3PSE without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pls specify)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£470.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kit6550 with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pls specify)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£580.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kit6550 with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pls specify)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£450.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kit6550 without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pls specify)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£615.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kit6550 without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pls specify)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£485.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kit34 with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pls specify)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£480.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kit34 without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pls specify)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£415.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kit34 with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pls specify)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£515.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kit34 without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pls specify)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£450.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ke84 with valves (8 ohm)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£298.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ke84 without valves (8 ohm)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£268.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSU</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£205.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE-11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£215.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHON II</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£110.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAS II</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£235.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step ups transformers for MC use with PHON II</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>£90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD83 with valves</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£195.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300BPSE with valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pls specify)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£179.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300BPSE without valves (4ohm or 8ohm, pls specify)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£895.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300BP with valves (6 ohm)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£1917.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300BP without valves (6 ohm)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£895.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Parts Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORDER NO.</th>
<th>QTY UK</th>
<th>OVERSEAS (exc. vat &amp; carriage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2A3 mains transformer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£115.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6550 mains transformer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 mains transformer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ke84 mains transformer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD83 mains transformer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSUI mains transformer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300B mains transformer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£115.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300BPSE - chokes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300BPSE - choke</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300B choke</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A3 PSE choke</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSU - II - choke</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6550 choke</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£130.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 - O/P T (pair)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£130.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 output transformer (4ohm or 8ohm)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A3 PSE output transformer (4ohm or 8ohm)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£130.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD83 output (multiload secondary)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£110.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE-II - driver transformer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300BPSE output transformer (4ohm or 8ohm)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£110.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300BP transformer (6ohm)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£110.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300BP output transformer (4ohm or 8ohm)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£110.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ke84 PCB</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ke84 PCB</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ke84 PCB</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£52.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ke84 PCB</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD83 PCB</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSUI PCB</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE-II - PCB</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHON II PCB</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tag board</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPS 50K dual potentiometer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPS 100K dual potentiometer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ke184 output transformer (10K or 50K)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCR 22.5uf 440Vdc polyprop. Cap</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jensen 0.47uf 630V, aluminium foil</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety covers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>£25.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### To Order

**phone 01245 450651**

or visit our website

[www.worldaudiodesign.com](http://www.worldaudiodesign.com)

e-mail: sales@worldaudiodesign.com

product demos by appointment only

Unit 6, Rumsey Row, W ripple, Chelmsford, Essex CM1 3YA.

Prices were correct at time of print, 01/01/04 they are subject to change.

If you wish for a built item, please phone for a quote / Valves included except where otherwise stated.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>P&amp;P (UK)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>High-end Audio Equipment</strong></td>
<td>by Electoror</td>
<td>Code No. 1390</td>
<td>£16.95</td>
<td>£2.50 P&amp;P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Radio Valve Instruments</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Code No. 1830</td>
<td>£15.95</td>
<td>£2.50 P&amp;P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inside the Vacuum Tube</strong></td>
<td>by John F. Ritter</td>
<td>Code No. 1640</td>
<td>£8.00</td>
<td>£2.00 P&amp;P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GEC Audio Tube Data</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Code No. 1850</td>
<td>£16.95</td>
<td>£2.00 P&amp;P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Best of Audio Electronic Projects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Code No. 1430</td>
<td>£12.95</td>
<td>£2.00 P&amp;P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fundamentals of Radio-Valve Technique</strong></td>
<td>by J. Delah</td>
<td>Code No. 1630</td>
<td>£11.50</td>
<td>£2.50 P&amp;P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Mullard Valve Catalogue</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Code No. 1310</td>
<td>£12.50</td>
<td>£2.00 P&amp;P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thebeginer's Guide to Valve Design</strong></td>
<td>by Bruce Rosenbitt</td>
<td>Code No. 1650</td>
<td>£13.50</td>
<td>£2.50 P&amp;P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Audio Measurements**

- Famous compendium of measurement and test techniques for audio reproduction equipment. This book includes discussion of all instruments needed.

- Covers ams, transformers, preamps, summables, converters, cairdges, tone recorders.

- Paperback, 220pp Code No. 1310

- Price £13.50 + £2.50 P&P (UK)

**Understanding Hi-Fi Circuits**

- Originally published in 1957. Discusses all aspects of amplifiers, pre-amplifiers and equalizer circuits, will written easy to understand.

- The author does concentrate on valve circuits, no transistor here.

- Paperback, 220pp Code No. 1230

- Price £13.50 + £2.00 P&P (UK)

**Vacuum Tube Amplifiers**

- By Valley and Widmark

- This book is a well known reference valve test book and is assembled from pieces by ten knowledgeable authors. An absolute bible when it comes to tube electronics.

- Paperback, 220pp Code No. 1770

- Price £19.95 + £2.50 P&P (UK)

**Fundamentals of Radio-Valve Technique**

- This is part of the philips technical series written in 1947. This was one of the most authoritative and comprehensive treatments of the nature and function of the vacuum tube. 536pp, paperback

- Code No. 1630

- £12.50 + £2.50 P&P (UK)

**Glass Audio Projects - 17 Vacuum Tube Designs**

- This book features 17 valve project designed and tested by some of the best authors out there. Designs such as a 300B push-pull amp, a 33 power amp a 6250 single ended, a 308 parallel grid, a 6SL7 phased pair, a 70V KT88 push-pull amp, a 2AX3 single ended amp to name a few. All information is provided so most projects can be built.

- Paperback, 220pp Code No. 1770

- Price £19.95 + £2.50 P&P (UK)

**RCA Receiving Tube Manual**

- Technical Series RC14

- This manual covers RCA's commercial valve line up as it was in 1940. The manual covers all aspects of the manufacturing, inspection, application, valve testing and then a larger section giving some cut down and plenty of data on numbers such as G4, G6, G7, G9.

- Paperback, 220pp Code No. 1800

- £13.50 + £2.00 P&P (UK)

**The Williamson Amplifier**

- by D.T.N. Williamson

- Offers practical advice on how to build and set up the amplifier for best results.

- Paperback, 220pp Code No. 1640

- £9.50 + £1.00 P&P (UK)
ORDER 4 BOOKS & OVER & PAY ONLY £7.00 FOR P&P (UK ONLY)

Manuale Hi-Fi audio Schematics 2nd
This book is dedicated to all makers and to Hi-Fi tube engineers. With a wealth of circuit diagrams from some of the best valve amplifiers, pre-amplifiers and phono equipment producers in the world. Including: Audio Research, Aiken, Conrad Johnson, Art Audio, Luminar, Carver, Dynaco, Electronique, Leak, Matchfield, Marantz, Quad, Rafford, Quick Silver, Harman/Kardon, YTL and Western Electric. Will worth the money.
320pp Paperback Code No.1720 £44.00 + £ 4.00 P&P (UK)

Getting the most out of Vacuum Tubes
by Robert & Turner
From the core, 'Types and causes of tube failures, what to expect from tubes, testing methods and all about tube maintenance programs.' This book is intended to offer explanations of why tubes fail and what to do about it. Discourses on capacitive and degenerative failures. selecting tubes and tube types and testing and predicting tube performance.
168pp Paperback Code No.1710 £13.95 + £2.00 P&P (UK)

Modern High-End Valve Amplifiers Based on Toroidal Output Transformers
by Menno van der Weer
Explains the whys and wherefores of toroidal output transformers at various technical levels. Discussed extensively within this book are design for amplifiers from 10 to 100 watts. Finally, the author gives some attention to a number of special valve amplifiers, and to the theory and practice of negative feedback.
250pp Hardback Code No. 1670 £24.95 + £3.30 P&P (UK)

First in High Fidelity
The Products and History of H. J. Leak & Co. Ltd.
by Steven Spicer
This is the unique and comprehensive story about one of the world’s best hightidelity audio companies. Contained are 300 pictures. one of the world's best high-fidelity audio companies
£19.95 + £ 3.50 pfp (UK)
Code no.1740

Sylvania Technical Manual
by Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
This 13th edition contains data on more than 3300 electron tubes and semiconductor devices. Reprinted here without the TV picture tube section. this manual contains detailed information on Sylvania’s devices including charts and diagrams. A master index is found in the front of the book for reference.
516pp Paperback Code No. 1700 £11.95 + £3.00 UK pp

ORDER ON-LINE
www.worldaudiodesign.com

LOUDSPEAKER BOOKS

Testing Loudspeakers+ by Joe D’Appolito
Joe D’Appolito, loudspeaker designer and consultant, has written the definitive text on testing loudspeakers. Dr. D’Appolito brings his expertise to the subject and provides you with a hands-on discussion of testing drivers and systems. He brings you the theory and physics behind loudspeaker testing in this volume.
Paperback Code No. 1580 £14.95 + £ 3.00 P&P (UK)

Horn Loudspeaker Design by Joe D’Appolito
This book offers up-to-date design information for the home constructor. It uses modern Thiele-Small theory and parameters.
280pp. 8/12" x 11 1/2" Paperback Code No. 1090 £29.50 + £ 4.00 P&P (UK)

Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design and Construction by Ronald Wagner
Step by step guide to the design and construction of a full range electrostatic loudspeaker, including basic operating principles. Strongly recommended for those wanting to build, repair and/or restore, or who are just interested in electrostatics.
240pp 7" x 9 5/8" Paperback Code No. 1000 £16.95 + £ 3.35 P&P (UK)

Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
A collection of the 35 best speaker articles published in the Audio Amateur throughout the 1970s. This book is a quick reference guide to building a wide range of speakers. It is a rich source of theory, practice and ideas.
135pp 8/12" x 11" Paperback Code No. 1350 £14.95 + £ 2.50 P&P (UK)

The Loudspeaker Design Cookbook, 6th Edition
by Vance Dickason
The best seller offers up-to-date design information for the home constructor. It uses modern Thiele-Small theory and parameters.
280pp. 8/12" x 11 1/2" Paperback Code No. 1090 £29.50 + £ 4.00 P&P (UK)

Valve Amplifiers: The Why and How of Good Reproduction by G.A. Briggs
An easy to understand book on building loudspeakers, using empirical techniques that pre-date computer analysis. Strongly recommended for beginners.
160pp 8/12" x 11 1/2" Paperback Code No. 1070 £10.95 + £ 2.00 P&P (UK)

Modern High-End Valve Amplifiers Based on Toroidal Output Transformers
by Menno van der Weer
Explains the whys and wherefores of toroidal output transformers at various technical levels. Discussed extensively within this book are design for amplifiers from 10 to 100 watts. Finally, the author gives some attention to a number of special valve amplifiers, and to the theory and practice of negative feedback.
250pp Hardback Code No. 1670 £24.95 + £3.30 P&P (UK)

Using Thiele-Small parameters clearly, it does just about everything that pre-date computer analysis. Strongly recommended for beginners.

TO ORDER
phone 01245 450651 or visit our website
www.worldaudiodesign.com

product demos available by appointment
Unit 6, Rumsey Row, Writtle, Chelmsford
Essex CM1 3YA.
This is a comprehensive directory of Hi-Fi Dealers throughout the UK and Ireland.
selected combination of the astonishing and award winning
Avantgarde loudspeakers and the highly regarded and hand-built in
Britain Art Audio valve amplification.
Hi-Fi has never sounded or looked this good! Also EAT Valves. Please call
anytime for an informal daytime or evening demonstration in Kensington, West London.

LANCASHIRE
Orpheus Audio. See our main entry under Cheshire.

MIDDLESEX
RIVERSIDE HI-FI 422 Richmond Road, East Twickenham, Middlesex,
TW1 2EB.
Tel: 020 8892 7613 Fax: 020 8892 7749.
free credit and delivery & install
Wilkins, Focal-JM Lab, Monitor Audio,
to Friday 10.00 to 5.30. Saturday 10.00
projectors and much more. We offer
Quadraspire, Sim2, Optoma & Sanyo
Yamaha, Harman Kardon, Bowers &
www.acoustica.co.uk. Tel 01785
and Kriesel, Mission, Mirage, NAD,
5.30.
Commercial installations. AccessNisa,
ruin order available. Subject to
Midlands. Opening hours are Tuesday
Finance available. Subject to
Finance available. Subject to
Finance available. Subject to
Finance available. Subject to
Finance available. Subject to
Finance available. Subject to
bills and credit cards. Open
10am-5.30pm Mon- Sat.

OXFORDSHIRE
OVERTURE HI-FI 3 Church Lane, Banbury, Oxon OX16 8LR. Tel (01295)
272158. Email sales@overture.co.uk
Website: www.overture.co.uk
Arcam, Bose, Denon, KEF Linn Products, Miller and
Knievel, Mission, Mirage, NAD,
Naim Audio, Spendor, Yamaha. For sensible unbiased advice, call
Oxfordshire’s audio experts. Superb
demo facilities. No appts. necessary.
Home Cinema, Plasma TV, Projectors,
Lutron Lighting, Multi Room
and Commercial installations. Access/Visa,
instant credit. Mon-Fri 10-6, Sat 9am-
5.30.

STAFFORDSHIRE
ACOUSTICA 114 Wolverhampton Rd, Stafford ST17 4AH.
www.acoustica.co.uk. Tel 01785
258216. All the best in Hi-Fi & Home
Cinema from Naim Audio, Arcam, Rega,
Rotel,NAD, Sudio, Tube Technology,
Yamaha, Harman Kardon, Bowers &
Wilkins, Focal-JM Lab, Monitor Audio,
Ruark, Mission, KEF KHT, REL
Quadraspire, Sim2, Optoma & Sanyo
projectors and much more. We offer
free demonstration facilities, interest
free credit and delivery & install
systems throughout Staffordshire & the
Midlands. Opening hours are Tuesday
to Friday 10.00 to 5.30, Saturday 10.00
until 5.00.

SUFFOLK
AUDIO IMAGES 128 London Road North, Lowestoft, Suffolk, NR32 1HB
Tel: 01502 582853. Arcam, Acuros,
Castle, Rotel, Moth, Triangle, QTA,
Sugden, Denon, Yamaha, Mirage, M & K,
Definitive, Musical Fidelity, plus the
credible Rothwell range. Refreshingly
different selection. Dem Room,
Professional AV installer’s from budget to
high end. Full credit facilities. 9.30 to
5.30 Mon & Sat – 9.30 to 6.00 Tues to
Fri.

WEST MIDLANDS
SOUND CINERGY 37 High Street, Aldridge. 01922 457926. Tues-Sat 10 -
5.30. AE, Arcam, Chord Co., Creek,
Harman Kardon, Infinity, Linn, Loewe,
Marantz, NAD, Project, PUR E, REL,
Tannoy, van den Hul.
www.soundc Jeremy.co.uk
http://www.soundc Jeremy.co.uk
WILTSHIRE
SALISBURY HI-FI LTD 15 Catherine Street, Salisbury, Wiltshire
SP1 2DF. Tel (01722) 322 169/330841.
Arcam, B&W, Celestion, Denon, KEF,
Marantz, Meridian, Mission, Musical
Fidelity, NAD, Opera, Pioneer, Ruark,
Tannoy, Yamaha, 2 Dem rooms. Friendly,
relaxed atmosphere. Professional
advice. Home demo available. Service
department. Free installation. Home
trial facilities. Access, Visa, Amex.
Interest free credit. Instant credit. Open
Mon-Sat 9.5-30.

YORKSHIRE (EAST)
THE AUDIO ROOM 2 George Street, Heckon, Hull, HU12 8JH.
tel 01482 891375.
www.theaudirooms.co.uk
The Norths premier hi fi dealer. stunning
showrooms and dedicated listening
room. authorised agents for: Linn, Naim,
Krell, Audio Research, Cyrus,
Sugden, Rega, Ayre Acoustics, Mark
Levinson, Pathos, Unison Research, B&W,
ProAc, Focal JMLab, Spendor, Sonus Faber,
Martin Logan and others. Home
demonstrations and credit facilities
available. Open Mon - Sat, 9am -
6pm. The Norths friendliest hi fi dealer.

YORKSHIRE (SOUTH)
The HI-FI STUDIOS Hi-Fi – Home Cinema – Custom
Installation Tel: Doncaster
01302 727274 or 01302 725550.
E-mail: info@thestudios.freeserve.co.uk
Web Site: www.thestudios.co.uk
Musical Fidelity, Electrocompaniet,
ProAc, PMC, JMLab, Ruark, Castle,
TEAC, Unison Research, Monitor
Audio, Audio Physic, Primare, Harbeth,
NAD, Michael Turnerables, Nottingham
Analoge Studios, Audio Analogue,
Living Voice, DensiB, Celestion, KEF,
Opera, Trichord Research, Nordost,
Stands Unique, Ortofon, Project,
Goldring, REL, Denon, TAG McLaren,
Rotel, Yamaha, Proceed – plus many
more. Viewing & Demonstration by
appointment in a unique setting.
Home trials and installation. Card
facilities and 0% available. Please
phone for more information. BADA.
CEDIA.

YORKSHIRE (WEST)
PREMIER AUDIO - now demonstrating - Room 1: DCS Elgar,
Purcell & Verdi Transports, Plinius CD
Lad & 250 Power, Verity Fidelio & Sonus
Faber Speakers, Siltech Cables, Isotek
Sub Station, BDA Equipment Stands
Room 2: Audio Aero, Audio Synthesis,
Kora Pre & Power, Pink Triangle
CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics
Speakers, Arcici Equipment Stand,
Isotek Sub Station P5 Audio Synthesis,
Audio Physics, Audio Aero. Absolute
Sounds, DCS, Kora, Plinius, Siltech,
Arcici, BDA, Pink Triangle, Avid
Turntable, Project, Ortofon, Van den
Hul, Mirage. PX welcome Home
demonstration good selection of
Sifand. We are 10mins J39 - M1
10mins J30 M62 Tel: Wakefield 01924
255045 - Colin Grundy.

AUDIO REPUBLIC, 78 Otley Road, Leeds 0113 2177294,
www.audio-republic.co.uk for the very
best in quality hifi in West Yorkshire
and beyond, our relaxed and
professional approach stems from over 10
years experience in designing and
installing high quality music systems.
We believe the following offer
outstanding results: Naim Audio, Rega
Research, Dynavector Systems
(amplifiers and cartridges)Totent
Acoustic, Conrad Johnson, Sugden,
ProAc, Spendor, Shannon, JMLab,
TEAC, Nottingham Analogue, Kazuma,
Living Voice, Hutter Furniture, Benz
Cartridges, Cardas Cables,
Quadraspire, Chord Cables, Custom
Design, Alphanson Designs. Choice of
shop or home demonstrations, open
Tues - Sat 9.30am to 5.30 pm, most
credit cards welcome. Please phone for
a chat and directions.

WALES
ACTON GATE AUDIO 4 Ruabon Road, Wrexham, North Wales, Tel
01978 364500. See our main ad
under Cheshire.

VINYL/RECORD MAIL ORDER
DIVERSE VINYL 10 Charles Street. Newport, NP20 1UJ.
Tel/Fax: 01633 259661/256261.
Email: sales@diverse-music.co.uk
Probably the most varied and
impressive selection of brand new LPs
you’ll find anywhere: international new
releases, reissues and audiophile
products. Also UK distributor of the
Disco Anti Stat LP Cleaning Device.
probably the most varied and
impressive selection of brand new LPs
you’ll find anywhere: international new
releases, reissues and audiophile
products. Also UK distributor of the
Disco Anti Stat LP Cleaning Device.
Surround-sound has been a dominating technology for some years now as far as manufacturers are concerned, but at last people at the top are starting to step back and appraise what is happening in the marketplace - and at the bottom of the balance sheet. Video sales are booming; that's for sure. But surround-sound audio is looking like its got stuck, which hardly surprises me. The sales are there, but the profits are not. Instead, they are being made in good old stereo we are now told and, as a result, quality stereo is coming back into fashion. With manufacturers that is; I'm not sure it ever went out of fashion with buyers.

All this is likely to be great news for Hi-Fi World readers, who seem largely uninterested in competing with loudspeakers for a place in their lounge. It's the domestic intrusion that people in the industry refuse to acknowledge, as well as the absurd technical complexity. Britain in particular is a nation of homeowners for whom an elegant, well furnished lounge is a priority. In many homes there just isn't room for three front and two rear loudspeakers, nor is there much interest in installing them. Two stereo loudspeakers are enough for most people; the thought of cramming in another three is out of the question, especially with the amount of cabling this requires.

And then there's all that technology, which again doesn't seem to ring bells with a lot of people. This seems a little more curious, because there's no doubt that readers of this magazine are savvy enough about technicalities, when it interests them. But what interests hi-fi magazine readers is the pleasure they can get from music convincingly reproduced, and, by and large, the technologies of surround-sound seem at best loosely related to this aim. Neither Dolby nor dts are directly associated with good sound quality in normal high fidelity. And so it is with a lot of sound kit: ranks of patented and protected technologies, accompanied by obligatory logos that now adorn the fascias on DVD players and receivers. Even Windows is starting to appear, for heaven's sake, and this demonstrates well enough where A/V surround sound is going - mass consumer electronics...

Personally, I like surround-sound - it can be dramatic. And it is possible to install surround-sound so it takes up less room than stereo; I have done it. But it takes a lot of effort. In my case a large fireplace was removed to house a widescreen TV, together with the centre speaker on a strong shelf above it. The cables go under the floor and the rear loudspeakers - up to four of them for 7.1 surround-sound - go along a rear wall. This isn't ideal, but like everyone else I need to free as much floor area as possible and I don't have the luxury of a large spare room purely for cinema use.

When it takes so much effort to install a dedicated surround-sound system, little wonder there's so little interest in doing so... The introduction of extra channels to hoist 5.1 to 7.1 hasn't helped either I feel. The benefits are too small to outweigh the drawbacks, which are invisible to the industry but very real to the consumer. Yet more cables, more boxes and an even bigger and more complex receiver. Here again the A/V market is doing itself no favours by engaging in a simple numbers game.

It may well be that 7.1 is a Bridge Too Far for surround-sound. Anyone savvy enough to consider getting a full 5.1 system will be aware that it's already been superseded - or so it might seem - by 7.1. It took the CE business just a few years to decide 6.1 then 7.1 were far better than original 5.1, destabilising confidence in the basic 5.1 surround-sound format. What comes next people may well ask themselves? It was DVD's ability to provide theatre surround-sound that started the surround-sound ball rolling and the world's Consumer Electronics companies soon got caught up in a feeding frenzy. If people everywhere were willing to buy into surround-sound it would be the most fantastic sales lead manufacturing boom ever, but it ain't happening.

Cost cut Home Cinema systems are selling, but they are not making anyone a useful profit. So they are not worth selling! It's very easy to give something away, not so easy to make a living doing it. Most low cost electronics is sourced from China, even when it carries a Japanese brand name, so the big Japanese names are starting to look hard again at quality stereo. The problem with stereo is that it's a mature technology that's getting ever more difficult to advance. All the same there's still leeway here to move technology forward and produce attractive products people want to buy.

As emphasis drifts back to stereo, I can't help feeling a little more thought and imagination is needed to produce products that deliver the quality people want to buy, and are willing to pay for.
Thirty years back, if you'd been in the market for a Honda, Kawasaki, Suzuki or Yamaha motorcycle, it would have been made in Japan. Now though, the likes of Honda and Yamaha build their budget bikes in Southern Europe, and it shows...

Take, for example, the quality of the paint finish on the new Spanish-built Honda CB500; it's alright, but look at the lustrous shine on the Japanese VFR800's tank and you can really see how much better it's done in Japan. The cycle parts, frame, welding, chrome plating, enamelling and rubber fittings all tell the same story — only 'made in Japan' is a copper-bottomed guarantee of the best quality.

Likewise, look at Sony Corporation, which manufactures its audio-visual wares all around the world these days. Its CD portables are made in Malaysia, but for the company's high end hi-fi — such as the CDP-XA9000ES tested in this issue — the only place to guarantee superlative levels of fit and finish is Japan. MiniDisc is another fine example — so important is the format to the Japanese giant that the only place it manufactures its MD portables (which require extremely high tolerances) is — that's right, you've guessed it, Japan.

Interestingly then, that back in the early 1970s, Japanese products were dismissed as 'jap crap'. With thirty years of hindsight, there is absolutely nothing to bear this out, save the nasty, snub, conceit of those who wielded the term. 'Made in Japan' went on to become something the whole world wanted, and on the back of that, the country went from being wrecked, broken and exhausted immediately after World War II to the world's second largest economy with the world's highest ever property prices in the space of thirty years.

It shouldn’t have escaped your notice that this issue looks at Chinese manufactured hi-fi. Now, before I visited Beijing in August, even I — as one who takes pride in his open-minded, anti-xenophobic world view — couldn't help but feel ever so slightly snippy about both the quality and design of this country's audio products.

This, I suspect, is because until now I'd subconsciously equated Chinese stuff with £30 'supermarket special' DVD players, conveniently forgetting that thirty years back, Japan used to make precisely this sort of stuff by the tonne — cheap radios, cameras, tape recorders and eight tracks for mass consumption. At precisely the same time — the mid seventies — however, companies like Sony,Technics, Nakamichi and Pioneer were gearing up to make some of the best high end audio the world has ever seen, using the low cost of labour and the low value of the Yen to deliver some breathtaking bits of kit.

Seems to me that the same thing's happening in China now, too... I think that this vast country's audio industry is about where Japan's was in around 1972. Now as then, a number of large European and American consumer electronics names had already moved manufacturing from their own countries to the new 'Asian Tiger'. Now as then, this 'Asian Tiger's economy was growing at nearly 10% per annum (a startling figure). Now as then, the native hi-fi companies started by doing OEM and then subsequently good — if not particularly distinguished — copies of existing audio separates. And now, as then, some brands leaped ahead of the game by designing their own kit, and showing— in some cases — an extremely original — approach, too.

Chinese hi-fi can be divided into three categories. First, in the case of Cambridge Audio, it's 'British made in China' — just as NAD's famous 3020 amplifier was designed here in 1978 and made in Taiwan. Nothing new there, then. Second, there's a mass of weird and wonderful brands making — let's be frank here — copies of existing products, often using their OEM experience ('have factory, will dabble'). These are beginning to appear on these shores, by a process of 'audio osmosis' (the passing of products from a weaker to a stronger market) simply because they're cheap. Thirdly, there are quintessentially Chinese brands, like Shanling, which are both very well engineered, impressively built and like nothing Japan Inc. would ever dream of doing. They're really tweaky, niche products with loads of character (which is sometimes a tad brash for conservative British tastes).

It's these which really interest me.Anyone who's used an Apple PowerBook, G5 or iPOD mini will know the stunning levels of quality Chinese factories are capable of, and owners of Shanling digital disc spinners can appreciate all those clever little audiophile touches (separate tube output stage, bundled audiophile power lead, quality headphone output, swish remote control). Combine the two and Chinese hi-fi brands soon could be doing to the Japanese what the Japanese did to the British motorcycle industry some thirty years ago...
When your hobby becomes your job, and you find that rather than your enthusiasm growing, it can actually wane. Still, as I recently found out, the situation can work the other way too. A good friend of mine has recently left the hi-fi retail industry to pursue an entirely different career. He always was a bit of a hi-fi enthusiast but selling products all day long dampened his enthusiasm. Now he’s no longer connected with the business, he’s got his enthusiasm back, and it’s quite infectious. Over a drink the other day, the subject of upgrading and tweaking arose and, more specifically, the subjects of upgrading and tweaking. After having just bought both the, genuinely effective, Ringmat and Starmats he’s now a true convert to the odd bit of tweakery. Nothing wrong with that I thought. At least it’s a more expensive tweak that will have limited effect on his type of system.

The system, incidentally, consists of a Cambridge Azur 640A and 640C, Pro-ject Xpression, and Mordaunt Short 906 ‘speakers. I reckoned that for the same money, a series of tweaks could be made that would have a far greater combined effect than the mains block. Of course, the moment I opened my mouth, I knew that I’d be asked for the exact whys and wherefores. The challenge was on...

Although I would generally spend an even amount on hi-fi components, there’s certainly something to be said for the classic ‘80s adage of ‘garbage in, garbage out’. With this in mind, the first focus of attention had to be the turntable.

Tweak number one, and absolutely critical to a turntable, is the set-up and support. The turntable was currently situated on a cabinet along with the other components, which, due to resonances, is never ideal. Fortunately he had a concrete floor, so the obvious solution was to mount the deck on a separate table. Had the floor been of the suspended variety, incidentally, then I would have recommended wall mounting, especially for a non-suspended deck such as the Xpression. On a sound per pound basis, bargains come little sweeter than the IKEA LACK side table. It is unbelievably cheap at £8, comes in all sorts of colourful hues and sounds better than some dedicated designs costing ten times as much.

So, that leaves £192. The next tweak would cost a lot more, but be well worthwhile. As fine as the Ortofon OM10 is as a budget cartridge, it can be a little jagged around the edges. As he had a Project phono box with Moving Coil compatibility I suggested trying the Ortofon MC15 Super II. Now, whilst many hacks will tell you not to bother with MC unless you’re spending at least £300, I’ve always been of the opinion that MC is generally worth going for as soon as possible, even from the £100 mark. For my money, the extra refinement and subtlety of sound is worth the trade off for the sense of “excitement” you get with the more expensive MMs. Of course I’m generalising here, but the MC15 is a sweet little needle, and actually suited the system extremely well.

With just £42 it was time to look at other cheapo options. Amazingly, although he’d always told customers to fill their stands and ‘speakers with sand or lead shot, he’d never actually done it himself. The 906s have a sealed cavity and so, at the cost of about £3, they were duly filled with sand. Two important things to note here. The first is always to use a dry sand; we found something called ‘bird sand’ did the job just fine here. The second piece of advice is to mix in pieces of polystyrene. Simply attack the nearest piece of errant packaging with a cheese grater and, bingo, polystyrene shreds which will prevent the sand from sinking and settling.

With around £40 left the final tweak had to be the good old contact clean. When cleaning contacts, the best results come from pure hard graft. Cleaning not only the ‘speaker, phono and mains sockets, but also the fuse clips, cartridge pins and internal ‘speaker connections can pay dividends. Be careful what you use, as some solutions appear to have no, or even a negative, effect upon sound quality. Personally I rate both Kontak (£15 a bottle) and van den Hul “The Solution” (£25). We used Kontak, and after an hour or so of toil, the work paid off. With absolutely everything that connects, coated, the sound stage opened up noticeably and there was a great deal more detail evident.

The combined effects had brought about a more refined sound with superior integration due, no doubt, to the cartridge. There was greater detail, a broader sound stage and superior bass timing. Better than a mains cleaner? I would be amazed if the combined effect of the smaller tweaks weren’t. In case you were wondering what happened to the final £20 - well, it came in very handy down the pub later.
o it feels like a final roll of the dice for the DVD-Audio format. It's now a year since Warners declared that they would be adopting a form of dual sided flipper disc to combat the perceived advantages of the single inventory hybrid SACD in the market place. With what is now called 'Dual Disc' about to launch before the end of the year in the US and early next year over here, has it all come too late to rescue MLP surround on the standard Digital Versatile Disc? Some industry PRs obviously think so, noting that their manufacturers are dropping universal player capabilities from their DVD machines, and posing questions such as, "the death of high resolution audio - will we miss it?"

The time it has taken to iron out the various issues around Dual Disc has definitely not done DVD-Audio based high resolution sales any favours. If it is next to impossible to find any new and interesting material, all but the most enthusiastic potential purchasers will tend to get frustrated and bored, and may not even be there when Warners (and the other companies) want to sell them some Dual Discs.

The hiatus has allowed even companies such as DTS, who had started to migrate towards DVD-Audio, to have second thoughts. They are certainly not interested in getting on board with Dual Disc, regarding it as a flawed format. Some even have been moved to state that they don't really care about DVD-Audio as DTS on a CD or DVD-Video is plenty good enough.

Quite sensibly, more than one DTS representative has expressed the view that they, and the public at large, do not like flippers. After all, barring the region 1 'Terminator 2' and 'Men In Black', how many DVD-18s has anyone seen? DVD-10s aren't that common. The model which has taken hold in the music and movie market of having DVDs/DVD9 or twin DVD9 double packs might tend to suggest that DTS have got it right by releasing projects such as BT's 'Monster' soundtrack and the forthcoming Porcupine Tree album as more practical pairings of a DVD-Audio for the home and a CD for the car. Even Warners seem likely to go this route for some prestige titles such as the fabled 'Running On Empty' DVD-Audio from Jackson Browne. Its producer states that it is 'too special' to be cut down to fit into one side of a dual disc and is most likely to see the day (please?) in the double pack format.

The delay has also given industry-types and commentators enough time to assess all of the downsides to the new bastardised format, and the feeling of positivity following a relatively successful market test has been forgotten. Take these comments from the manager of a band with a real interest in bringing surround titles to market: "We will have absolutely nothing to do with the Dual Disc, it is a lame transitional technology destined for failure, it is cheap and stupid". Strong words indeed, but not really if you consider that the CD side is non-Redbook standard and only holds 53 minutes (Phillips will not put the CD brand on it), and the DVD side is a cheap DVD-5, which is useless. Add to that the fact that between 12-15% are being returned as defective, and you have a piece of crap transitional technology that will end up turning off more people than on. In response to my query on that cited running time, he said, "There's 60 minutes possible, 53 minutes with copy protection. Still a piece of junk Don't get me wrong - if they could create a proper 'dual disc' that had a multilayer DVD-9 on one side, and an industry standard CD, then it would be a great idea. Until then, it's crap and destined for the dustbin of history..."

This guy does not mince his words, and there are plenty others out there of a similar mind. So there are a number of issues which appear to make the high resolution surround market even more confusing for the average punter, and more irritating for the audiophile than the standard format war bifurcation. Not least among them is the fact that Sony's Dual Discs will only contain lossy surround audio in the DVD-Video format. Thankfully, standard DVD-Audio will continue to exist, even if it is just in the form of 24/192 stereo discs from the likes of High Resolution Music and Classic Records, but probably in the aforementioned double pack model too. DVD-Audio lovers can always content themselves with the fact that MLP is in the spec for HD-DVD! But what about Blu-ray? Let's save that one for another day shall we?}

---

Ed. [Surely shome mistakke? — Ed.]
With Bill Nelson about to go on his first tour with a full band for many years, and EMI making much of Be Bop Deluxe's catalogue available again in remastered form, Patrick Cleasby spoke to him about this year's big project...

Bill Nelson is one of this country's legendary guitar innovators, constantly generating new work, but unusually 2004 seems to have become a year predominantly taken up with retrospective activity. Bill and I spoke the day before he was about to start rehearsals for his October UK tour. "It has been very hectic getting the tour set up. I started back in January, just planning it and deciding how we go about it. There are a lot of things which go with the tour besides the actual playing bit - there are a couple of new albums which we're exclusively doing for the tour, and a 24 page glossy program - there's a lot of peripheral stuff which needs taking care of, so it's been quite intense. Plus it's a long show, it's almost three hours divided into three sections, and one of those sections is a film which I've made specially for the tour."

I asked Bill which came first, the idea of doing the retrospective tour, or EMI kicking off another round of Best Of and remasters: "Well they jumped on the bandwagon really. Basically I did a solo tour last year, just playing solo guitar pieces, which was quite successful, and for the last two years I put a one-off band together for a fan convention called Nelsonica. The band was made up of friends of mine and we just had a lot of fun with it, doing a short set with a mixture of different kinds of music. I thought it might be worth taking that out on the road, but because it's a seven piece band, there's a hell of a lot of expense involved. Sound on Sound magazine very generously came in with some sponsorship money to help us put the tour together. EMI heard about it and decided to do these reissues, so the tour came first really."

Having thoroughly enjoyed the exemplary remastering of the new Be Bop Deluxe compilation 'Postcards From The Future' myself, I asked Bill what he thought, and whether he had heard the remastered albums (basically everything except 'Sunburst Finish' which is still on catalogue). "I haven't heard the individual albums. I've heard the compilation. I am not sure who's done them but the compilation sounds very good. I had no hand in the remastering process, they just did that off their own bat. It certainly sounds a lot better than some of the previous reissues."

Does Bill believe in the whole remastering process - audiophile heaven or sales-driven scam? "Well, you know, if you're the kind of person who is into the fine detail. It can go so many ways with digital, because the spin you can put on things ends up being a matter of personal taste. I suspect that there is a certain amount of trying to make more money out of it, otherwise they wouldn't put it out at all!"

I expressed my belief that it is useful to get a band like Be Bop Deluxe across to a new generation: "It's ironic when you see people like The Darkness doing so well and I keep hearing bits of Be Bop Deluxe in that. When I was going through the material for the tour I tried to think about practical things like what's going to be easier for the band to get to grips with. The band's a mixture of people who've had experience and those who've only had home recording experience. It's got an edge - it's almost like when Be Bop started out - we weren't completely seasoned and we still had things to learn and this band is rather like that. I think that will make it quite exciting because it will have the freshness that a band which is too slick and too polished loses.

eventually, The tour isn't just about Be Bop Deluxe material - it's covering thirty years of work - but I was surprised listening back to those tracks how much they do still hold up, because it's not stuff I've paid a lot of attention to these last twenty years..."

I feel obliged to ask if Bill has
paid any attention to DVD-A or SACD yet? "I haven't done yet, no. Ironically all through the years my hi-fi system has always been way behind my studio system - my home studio is all digital and I can do 5.1 up there if I chose to do."

I wanted to know if the 5.1 on the Flashlight Dreams and Fleeting Shadows DVD Bill did with David Singleton at DGM was discrete mixed or treated, I suspected the latter, but some pleasing rear channel action had been achieved: "It was actually treated because there were no master tapes or multi-tracks. A lot of that instrumental material I had recorded on old 16 track or even 8 track. Once I'd got a mix of something I'd use the tape again! What we did was we took the CDs and fed them through various processors - Eventide harmonizers and so on - to get the surround sound thing happening. It's quite interesting - when I went back and listened to the same material in stereo it sounded really small in comparison! I would like to develop more of the video side with sound. "I'm doing three solo sets during the tours, a different one on different nights, and I've put together video for each of those sets. Then there's the little film I've made about Be Bop Deluxe, which is actually old cine footage from 1977 of the band in the south of France recording the final album. I bounced that to digital and into the computer and made a little half hour feature.

I asked what Bill felt about the democratising effect of all this really powerful technology being available to anyone with a semi-decent computer these days? "Well, it's got its good side and it's got its down side. If you put that kind of facility in the hands of people with no imagination and very little talent you're just going to get loads of things out there which aren't very good and probably wouldn't have been made otherwise..."

Bill recently posted a vehement condemnation of the lack of real adventure in modern music on his website diary - I wondered whether the music industry has got worse and whether it really did feel less corporate in the seventies, "I think we've been going through a bad patch these last few years, not just from the point of view of the music, but from the point of view of the people who deal with putting records in front of people - it's got to be such a corporate thing and people don't dare take risks because their jobs are at stake. I think the accounting end of it was always there - at the end of the day they were looking at figures on paper to see how many people were buying the records, but there was a period, a kind of golden age, when the people on the shop floor who were actually signing bands, the A&R staff, were given a lot more freedom and were trusted. Some of those guys had good taste and would take risks. They would sign artists who weren't particularly mainstream but might cross over and they took a chance with them. Now I think it's become delineated, so itemised and formulated. Market research is very high science now, everything is targeted and I don't think it takes into account the fact that people are quite flexible in their taste and they buy all kinds of music, and also people of a certain age actually still like to listen hard to music and we want something we can get our teeth into."

I note that both artists and consumers seem to stick with music so much longer these days, and ask if Bill intends to carry on pursuing music until he drops... "I'm passionate about music, I love music. It's brought meaning to my life, and it's helped me understand myself, and sometimes people tell me it's brought meaning to their lives and it's helped them to focus on certain things in their lives as well. That seems to me to be worth doing, and I can't think of anything else I could do which would be that satisfying. I am hoping that this little tour will at least make a few people aware of what I'm doing. I am getting to that age now where a bit of recognition wouldn't go amiss, you know!" (Bill laughs).
What is this thing called Airtunes? If you’ve been paying attention to the advance references we have made for the last couple of months you may have some idea, but to recap: the essence of this wonderful concept is the ability to listen your iTunes music library, be it PC or Mac, WAV or AIF, MP3 or AAC, bought or ripped, anywhere in your house where you have powered speakers or a hi-fi system!

How is this achieved? Well, you may know that Apple were at the forefront of wireless networking (Wi-Fi) many years ago. Their name for the 802.11b (11mbps) wireless standard was Airport, and more recently they have moved up to the more recent and much faster 802.11g (54mbps) standard, labelled Airport Extreme by Cupertino. The new Airport Express is merely a cut down version of the usual base station. What these do is attach to your fast internet connection and make it available wirelessly to any Wi-Fi computer on your home network. The Express adds the ingenious ability to output ‘Airtunes’ passed across from an iTunes client. Technically this happens by taking whatever format happens to be sitting in the iTunes library and encodes it into Apple Lossless format on the fly, then encrypting it for transmission. The reverse process happens at the Airport Express end of things, reconstructing the audio bitstream for conversion to analogue, or passing out as S/PDIF.

The really cunning part is that Apple’s engineers have been careful enough to ensure that if that PCM stream is not audio, but lossy multi-channel wrapped as PCM, that information is preserved and remains decodable on the target amplifier (providing you use the digital connection and the amp has decoding capabilities of course). More on these claims later! What this means is that DTS and Dolby Digital can be passed — Apple must have an eye on a future where this technology will be employed for DVD-Video wireless transport at some stage...

There really isn’t that much in the by-now-familiar clamshell Airport Express box. The manual is admirably clear, and there are two CD-ROMs in case you need them. If you do not run iTunes or have not kept your copy up-to-date you will have to install 4.6 either over the net or using the supplied CD. The good news for the networking averse is that whether you are PC or Mac, as long as you have a set-up which meets the requirements, you can basically use Airport Express straight out of the box. Trust me, I have tried both platforms, and if all you need is a two-point network of iTunes playing into Airport Express, plug and play and you’re away. Integrating into an existing Wi-Fi network will definitely require installation of the specific Airport Express software, and is outside the scope of this review.

The unit itself is like an oversized Apple iPod or iBook wall wart, (and like them the UK plug is separate but locks snugly onto the corner of the unit). It is only distinguished by a single LED on its visible edge, and three ports on the underside. These
**SPECIFICATIONS**

**WEIGHT:** 6.7 ounces

**SIZE:** 3.7 x 2.95 x 1.12 inches

**RANGE:** 50 feet for 802.11g, 150 feet for 802.11b

**PC SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:** PC with a Wi-Fi-certified IEEE 802.11b or 802.11g wireless card, Windows 2000 or XP

**MAC SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:** Mac with an AirPort Extreme Card or AirPort Card, OSX Panther (10.3) recommended

include the usual Cat5 port for connection to your router or ADSL modem, and a USB port for the attachment of a printer which can be shared between client computers using Apple's zero-config Rendezvous technology. But let's face it, how many audiophile users are going to have a printer or even their main internet connection behind their hi-fi? I don't intend to consider the non-audio capabilities of the device - what we're interested in is the third, innocuous looking port: a simple 3.5mm one which doubles as analogue stereo and S/PDIF output. But don’t forget that if you are lucky enough to have either an iPod mini or a 4G with USB2.0 charging capability, the USB port here will feed it!

Options include a travel power pack, which is the same one sold for iPods, and a kit of Monster Cable both sold by Apple for £29. If you have used fixed 3.5mm optical jacks with MiniDisc Walkmans or the adapters which came with Terratec soundcards and Cambridge optical cables these will serve just as well, and of course if you're going in analogue any 3.5mm stereo to phono pair lead will do.

**SOUNDING OUT**

Obviously my initial test was Apple-based. I had to get an Airport Extreme card for my G4 iBook with 640MB of memory. The OS was at 10.3.5 level, and the Airport support was the established 3.4 level. The card was fitted under the keyboard with ridiculous ease and I plugged the Airport Express into the wall, and into the amplifier (the usual Denon AVC-A1SR) using S/PDIF. Once iTunes was fired up there was a new button in the bottom left edge of the window pane, containing that default base station name, and a few new options in the preferences. Select the base station, press play and deeply satisfying bass was emitted from the Monitor Audio GR20s as Bloc Party's ‘Little Thoughts’ stormed out in old-school indie style - nice! It may not be quite equal playing the CD on a serious bespoke transport, but it's damn close. Unfortunately the analogue output is not so stellar, but you can’t have everything...

To be fair to those of you who haven’t seen the light yet, I also tested using my usual PC laptop set-up - an ageing Dell Inspiron 7500 PIII 600MHz with 256MB of memory, loaded with Windows XP Pro SP1. I borrowed a PCMCIA Lucent 802.11b card, and joy-of-joys it was immediately detected by the OS, and picked up the wireless network at full strength. A quick iTunes update to 4.6 gave me exactly the same interface changes as on the Mac, and playback was equally immediate and glitch free, even at the lower 11 Mbps bandwidth. (Although remember that there is less headroom to achieve internet downloads etc. over the same connection which Airtunes is using compared with Airport Extreme, which is much more robust)

Both systems have a slight lag after pressing play - as the iTunes info window shows, for these couple of seconds the base station is being contacted (and the buffering/streaming process is being initiated).

Of course this is all fine if you want to bring your work laptop into the living room and flip between tracks. But if your library is on a Power Mac in an office how do you control things? Apple high-ups have teasingly intimated that there is more to come, but in the meantime you could do worse than getting yourself a Bluetooth phone which is compatible with the ingenious third-party Mac program Sailing Clicker and a Bluetooth adapter with enough range to cover the house. You then have control over iTunes and much more besides...

All this was so ridiculously easy that I decided to challenge myself by attempting to verify those lossy surround transport claims. There is a real trick to this and the secrets are contained in an Apple knowledge base article. Basically we are only talking wrapped WAV files here, not AC3, DTS or .CPT files, and you must use maximum volume within iTunes, and defeat all EQs, crossovers and enhancements. Then and only then will the surround bitstream be untouched and decodable. It really works! There is however, a considerable downside. Testing reveals that for some reason only 44.1kHz wrapped WAV files will pass. Although straight 16/48 audio works, 48kHz DTS or Dolby Digital WAV files do not. Maybe this is to discourage DVD ripping. (DVD-Video spec files are almost always 48KHz, and never 44.1kHz), but at least if you have DTS CDs you can now rip them and playlist them! They even work if they have been losslessly compressed, but only 10% compression is achieved, rather than the usual 50%-odd...

There is obviously work to do to correct these surround oversights (?) and to come up with a suitably jaw-droppingly clever remote control method, but if this is what Apple’s financial muscle and technical nous can now deliver with a v1.0 product, rest assured that whatever happens next will be equally if not more exciting. Thankfully they have even managed to get this one available in sufficient numbers. Who needs media centre computers or jukebox servers if your existing set up can play flawlessly digital as easily as this for £99?

---

**VERDICT**

Brilliant. Apple continues to innovate with style and class - what will they think of next?

**APPLE AIRPORT EXPRESS/AIRTUNES**

£99

£44 (0)800 039 1010

APPLE UK

www.apple.com/uk/airportexpress/

**FOR**

- lossless transport
- surround possibilities
- iPod charging

**AGAINST**

- lacklustre D-A
- remote needed
- err, that's it!
DAVID BOWIE
HEATHEN
(NON-HYBRID SACD: STEREO AND MULTI-CHANNEL DSD)

This month our four discs all ably demonstrate that the twin benefits of high resolution and surround sound can make listening to any type of music more involving and enjoyable. Both SACDs also highlight the importance of having a surround evangelist on your team if you want to do this stuff well. In Bowie's case 'Heathen' marked the renewal of his creative relationship with Tony Visconti. The American is a great enthusiast for surround, and although his production career still keeps him busy with all kinds of grade A talent, he manages to find time for surround reworkings of his seventies productions such as 'Electric Warrior' and the mooted Bowie live albums. The ideal approach for new material is to produce the surround version in tandem with the stereo, although in the case of 'Heathen' it was more of an immediate follow-on; Visconti presented a demo surround mix of 'Slow Burn' to the powers that be, and got not only the commission to do the whole album, (this is often the way - it's how Greg Penny won control of Elton John's back catalogue surround projects), but also the trust which enabled him to give its successor 'Reality' the same treatment straight off the bat. Supplies of both Bowie discs have been erratic, so I have only just got hold of this one from a couple of years ago and have yet to track down the second - but on the evidence of Visconti's masterful mix here I may have to make a purchase. 'Heathen' has a densely layered sound, ideally suited to having its atmosphere and effects spread into the surrounds. You should not be feeling the need to return to the stereo version. The only shame is the disc's lack of a CD layer for easy ripping for iPod use...

DIANA KRALL
THE GIRL IN THE OTHER ROOM
(HYBRID SACD: STEREO AND MULTI-CHANNEL DSD)

Diana Krall is in that enviable position of almost inevitably selling whatever she puts out by the truckload. It must be difficult to retain the enthusiasm to produce more strong work - after all, once you've got the knack of this kind of sultry jazz it would be very easy to churn out more of the same. Thankfully this album has a slightly different spin on it, with left-field cover version choices, and some interesting self-penned pieces. The influence of her recent marriage to Elvis Costello is also of interest, particularly given that one of those covers is an excellent version of 'Almost Blue', a song rapidly working its way to standard status with Alison Moyet also torching it up recently.

The other notable cover is less successful - for this listener taking on Joni is ill advised (die Counting Crows, die!) - and the 'Black Crow' here adds little to an unimpeachable original. Conversely the moody autobiographical piano ballads which close the album represent a pleasant change to Krall's habitual style, and are obviously rooted in the 'Blue' period work of the senior Canadian songstress. The recording is excellent - unlike Costello's 'North' where the wonderful Peter Erskine's drums are hidden away in Kevin Killen's mix, here long-time Krall engineer and mixer Al Schmitt foregrounds his swinging style gorgeously. I spoke to Schmitt earlier in the year and he described the whole process of working on Krall's records as an easygoing joy. He revealed that while Krall was not a surround listener herself at that time, she did believe in the alternate mix format. Schmitt's work here is admirable - a DSD stereo track which sounds super smooth is turned into a 'centre of the band' surround experience. Choose whichever version you like, but if you want to sample just one of Krall's SACDs this is the one most worthy of your attention.
STYX
CYCLORAMA
(DVD-AUDIO: 24/96 MULTI-CHANNEL ONLY)

In theory, being in possession of the complete recorded works of Rush and Saga as I am, (how's about that for a brave confession?!), the elaborate pomp-rock of Styx should be right up my alley. The fact is that bar over-familiarity with the dreaded 'B-word' song, somehow I never got around to checking them out seriously. On the basis of Silverline's DVD-Audio of their current album 'Cyclorama' I may be forced to backtrack twenty or thirty years and see what I was missing.

It's unlike me not to have the slightest inkling just when the band and original vocalist Dennis De Young parted ways, but I don't. At least they have retained their twin lead guitarists and part-time vocalists Tommy Shaw and James Young. These men are archetypes of the American generation who had their lives changed by seeing The Beatles on the Ed Sullivan show, and there are plentiful Beatles influences on display throughout, albeit put through the expected AOR wringer. Despite the slightly dubious Storm Thorgerson sleeve the album displays a fascinating variety and vitality: the playing and engineering are top-notch and vocal duties are shared around, all participants acquitting themselves well, including Billy Bob Thornton and Tenacious D!

Interested parties will have heard much of this before, but fans of the band, the genre, or any of the other bands mentioned here could do much, much worse than to sample this fine disc. In this age when bands just keep on going forever it is good to see some continuing to plough their particular furrow with panache, rather than becoming pastiches of their former selves.

Although there is no high resolution stereo track, (strangely there's a Dolby one, so the issue isn't lack of rights to the stereo master), the surround track spreads those guitars and lush backing vocals beautifully. Recommended.

DAR WILLIAMS
THE BEAUTY OF THE RAIN
(DVD-AUDIO: 24/88.2 STEREO 24/88.2 MULTI-CHANNEL)

I am a real sucker for introspective singer-songwriters, but although I had bought a couple of her earlier albums, in stereo Dar Williams never really grabbed me enough to make me listen frequently. As Silverline have made a couple of her more recent efforts available in DVD-Audio form a reappraisal was in order; Although comparisons are inviolate and unfair, for the uninitiated Dar could be summed up as sounding like Sarah MacLachlan performing Shawn Colvin's material, or as being in a similar ballpark to Jonatha Brooke at one moment and Jane Siberry the next. Although Dar has a fiercely loyal following and I will probably be attacked for that pat summary, lovers of the aforementioned will be on safe ground here.

I headlined the more recent album on a random basis, but its immediate predecessor 'The Green Room' is also available, with the added bonus of a short tour rehearsal video. The discs are nicely presented, with track screens bearing musician credits. On both discs the surround mix is surprisingly discrete, but retains and enhances the subtle sense of intimate involvement.

With these new discs (which are separate from their Sanctuary hook up) Silverline are once again demonstrating that more thought and consideration is being put into the conception and execution of their DVD-Audio projects, often in close collaboration with the artists. The inevitable result is that the end product is finally beginning to give the lie to that old tease 'the Pickwick of DVD-Audio'. It's a real delight to see more hi-res stereo tracks on their output That's not to say it's all good, (as a rule of thumb steer clear of anything that says 'From The Front Row — Live' on the cover — it means stereo-track-free, fake-surround-only stuff), but the sensitive contingent should order both Dar discs from www.amazon.co.uk forthwith...
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In this heavily revised section, you'll find the great and the good from audio's glorious past. Most are seminal designs which have earned their place in hi-fi history, but you'll also see some oddities which aren't classic as such, but are great used buys. The year of introduction is given, alongside the original UK launch price. Think we've overlooked something? Then write in and let us know!

**DIGITAL**

**CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CD 1986** (£1500)
Inspired Stan Curtis redesign of Philips CD 104, complete with switchable digital filter. Lean but tight and musical performer.

**CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CD 4SE 1998** (£200)
A touch soft in the treble and tonally light, but outstanding in every other respect.

**LINN KARIK III 1995** (£1775)
The final KariK was a gem. Superb transport gives a brilliantly tight, gritty dynamic sound, albeit tonally dry.

**MARANTZ CD73 1983** (£700)
A riot of gold brushed aluminium and LEDs, this distinctive machine squeezed every last ounce from its 1x4 DAC -super musical.

**SONY CDP-101 1982** (£800)
The first Japanese CD spinner was powerful and involving. Brilliant transport more than compensated for 1x2 DAC, and you even got remote control!

**SONY CDP-R1/DAS-R1 1987** (£3,000)
Sony's first two boxers was right first time. Tonally lean, but probably the most detailed and architectural sounding machine of the eighties.

**MARANTZ SA-1 2000** (£5,000)
The greatest argument for SACD. This sublime Ken Ishiwata design is utterly musically convincing with both CD and SACD, beating most audiophile CD spinners hands down.

**SONY CDP-701ES 1984** (£890)
Sony's first ever bespoke high end audioophile machine used a 1x2 DAC to provide a clinically incisive sound; supreme build quality allied to the pure unabated luxury of a paperback-sized remote control.

**YAMAHA CD-X1 1983** (£340)
Nicely built 1x2 machine with a very sharp and detailed sound; sometimes too much so. Excellent ergonomics, unlike almost every other rival of the time.

**MERIDIAN 207 1988** (£995)
Beautifully-built two-box with pre-amp stage. Very musical although not as refined as modern Bitstream gear. No digital output.

**MUSICAL FIDELITY TRIVISTA 2002** (£4000)
When playing SACDs, the sweetest, most lucid and lyrical digital disc spinner we've heard. Old school stereo, pure DSD design. CD sound is up in the £1000 class, too! Future classic.

**MERIDIAN MCD 1984** (£600)
The first British 'audiophile' machine was a sweeter, more detailed Philips CD 100. 1x4 never sounded so good, until the MCD Pro arrived a year later.

**QED DIGIT 1991** (£90)
Budget bitstream performer with tweaks aplenty. Positive PSU upgrade makes it smooth, but now past it.

**DACs**

**CAMBRIDGE AUDIO DAC MAGIC** 1995 (£99)
Good value upgrade for budget CD players with extensive facilities and detailed sonics.

**DCS ELGAR 1997** (£8500)
Extremely open and natural performer, albeit extremely pricey - superb.

**DPA LITTLE BIT 3 1996** (£299)
Rich, clean, rhythmic and punchy sound transforms budget CD players.

**PINK TRIANGLE DACAPO 1993** (£N/A)
Exquisite; the warmest and most lyrical 16bit digital audio we have ever heard. Clever plug-in digital filter modules really worked!

**COMPACT DISC TRANSPORTS**

**TEAC VRDS-TI 1994** (£600)
Warm and expansive sound made this a mid price hit. Well built, with a slick mech.

**MERIDIAN MCD 1984** (£600)
The first British 'audiophile' machine was a sweeter, more detailed Philips CD 100. 1x4 never sounded so good, until the MCD Pro arrived a year later.

**ESOTERIC P0 1997** (£8,000)
The best CD drive bar none; TEAC's Tokyo boys pushed the boat out in style. Brillantly incisive, ridiculously over engineered.

**KENWOOD 9010 1986** (£600)
The first discrete jap transport was beautifully done and responds well to re-clocking even today.

**ARISTON RD115 1972** (£94)
Modern evolution of Thorens' original belt drive paradigm. Scotland's original super-deck was warm and musical, albeit soft. Still capable of fine results today.
The beginning of the end for the British turntable industry. When vinyl was the leading source, this bought new standards of noise performance and stability to the class, plus a low friction S-shaped tonearm. Later PL112D was off the pace compared to rivals.

**PIONEER PL12D [1973] £36**

Simple high quality engineering and a respectable low mass tonearm made for a brilliant budget buy. Polished, smooth and slightly bland sound.

**DUAL CS505 [1982] £75**

Simple, well engineered midweight with soft, sweet sound and reasonable tonearms. Good spares and servicing support even today from specialists.

**GOLDRING LENCO 88/89 [1963] £15.65**

Simple, well engineered midweight with soft, sweet sound and reasonable tonearms. Good spares and servicing support even today from specialists.

**TECHNICS SP10 [1973] £400**

Seminal Japanese engineering. Sonics depend on plinths, but a well mounted SP10II will give any model a hard time, especially in respect of bass power and midband accuracy.

**MARANTZ TT1000 [1978] £N/A**

Beautiful seventies high end belt drive with sweet and clean sound. Rare in Europe, but big in Japan.

**MICHELL GYRODEC [1981] £599**

Thanks to its stunning visuals, this bold design wasn't accorded the respect it deserved until recently. Early examples sound cold and mechanical, but now right on the pace. Clean, solid and architectural sound.

**REGA PLANAR 3 [1978] £99**

Brilliantly simple but clean and musical performer, complete with Acos-derived S-shape tonearm. 1993 saw the arrival of the RB300, which added detail at the expense of warmth. Superb budget buy.

**GARRARD 301/401 [1953] £199**

Heavy metal - tremendously strong and articulate with only a veiled treble to let it down. In many respects, better than the seventies 'superdecks' that succeeded it.

**TECHNICS EPA-501 [1979] £N/A**

Popular partner for late seventies Technics motor units. Nice build and Titanium Nitride tube tried to be all things to all men, and failed. Charming nonetheless, with a warm and inoffensive sound.

**TECHNICS SPIO [1973] £400**

Super tight and clean sound, with excellent transients. Less musical than the Sondek, but more neutral. Sagging plinth top-plates make them a dubious used buy.

**ROKSAN XERXES [1984] £550**

Supposedly the first to 'better' the LP12. Super tight and clean sound, with excellent transients. Less musical than the Sondek, but more neutral. Sagging plinth top-plates make them a dubious used buy.

**THORENS TD124 [1959] £N/A**

The template for virtually every 1970s 'superdeck', this iconic design was the only real competition for Garrard's 301. It was sweeter and more lyrical, yet lighter and less impactful in the bass.

**TOWNSHEND ROCK [1979] £N/A**

The product of academic research by the Cranfield Institute, this novel machine has an extremely clean and fluid sound. Substantially modified through the years, and capable of superb results even today.

**TRIOLO-7D [1978] £600**

'The best 'all-in-one' turntable package ever made. Trio/Kenwood threw their 'engineering best practice' book at this one with startling results. Clean, powerful and three-dimensional sound, ultimately limited by the tonearm.

**DELTec [1987] £1900**

Fast, dry and with excellent transients, this first DPA integrated is the real deal for eighties obsessives. Ridiculously punchy 80W per channel from a tiny, half-size box. Radical, cool and more than a little strange.
,**MISSION CYRUS 2 1984 (£299)**
Classic eighties minimalism combines arresting styling with clean, open, lively sound. Further upgradeable with PSX power supply.

,**MUSICAL FIDELITY A1 1985 (£350)**
Begining Class A integrated with exquisite styling: Questionable reliability.

,**CONRAD JOHNSON MOTIV MC-8 1986 (£2,500)**
Minimalist FET-based preamplifier from the Yanks. Valve specialists is brilliantly neutral and smooth with a spry, light balance in the mould of Sugden high end stuff. Something of a curio, but worthwhile nonetheless.

,**CROFT MICRO 1986 (£150)**
Budget valve pre-amp with exceptionally transparent performance.

,**LEAK POINT ONE STEREO 1958 (£ N/A)**
Good for its time, but way off the pace these days. Use of EF86 pentode valve for high gain rules out ultra performance. Not the highest-fi!

,**NAIM NAIT 1984 (£350)**
The Salisbury company came of age with this, their classic high end pre. Brilliantly fast and incisive sound that's a joy with vinyl but a tad forward for digital.

,**LECSSON AC-1 1973 (£ N/A)**
Amazing styling courtesy of Allan Boothroyd can't disguise its rather cloudy sound, but a design classic nonetheless.

,**ROGERS A75 1978 (£220)**
The prototypical Audiolab 8000A – lots of sensible facilities, a goodly power output and nice sound in one box. The later A75B and A100 versions offered improved sound and were seriously sweet and open to listen to.

,**SUGDEN CS1/PS1 1976 (£130)**
Soft sounding early Sugden combo with a plethora of facilities and filters, complete with seventies-tastic DIN socketry. A sweet and endearing performer as you'd expect, but lacking in power and poor load driving ability. So partner carefully.

,**VTI MINIMALIST-1W MONOBLOCK 1985 (£1,300)**
Vacuum Tube Logic was one of the Europe's biggest tube names in the eighties, and it shows. Rugged, professional build and finish allied to a lively and punchy sound (albeit with limited power) make them an excellent used buy.

,**SUGDEN A21 1969 (£ N/A)**
Class A transistor integrated with an eminently likeable smoothness and musicality. Quality inputs via DIN sockets.

,**CREEK CAS4040 1983 (£150)**
More musical than any budget amp before it. CAS410 loses tone controls, gains grip.

,**AUDIOLAB 8000A 1985 (£495)**
Smooth integrated with clean MM/MC phono stage and huge feature count. Extremely reliable, too. Post '93 versions a top used buy.

,**LECK STEREO 20 1958 (£31)**
Excellent workaday classic valve amplifier with decent power and drive. Surprisingly modern sounding if rebuilt sympathetically. Irrepressibly musical and fluid.

,**LECSSON MODEL 9 1997 (£8000)**
Authentic reproduction monoblocks still more than out the sonic mustards. Highly expensive and highly sought after.
The first of the current dumpers is a capable QUAD 405 I 978 [I 15]
deck the theme with greater detail and incision.

RADFORD STA25 RENAISSANCE 1986 [C977]
As the time, very possibly the least cool amplifier on the planet -- and we're not talking heat dissipation here. This reworking of Radford's original late sixties design was possessed of a wonderfully rich, old school valve sound with enough power (25W) and lots of subtlety.

QUAD II 1952 [£222]
The all-time classic valve amplifier, with a deliciously fluid and lyrical voice. In other respects though, it sounds hopelessly dated. Low power and hard to partner properly.

QUAD 405 1978 [£115]
The first of the current dumpers is a capable design with smooth, effortless power and a decently musical sound. 606 and 707 continue the theme with greater detail and incision.

PIONEER TX-9500 1976 [£295]
Another of the seminal classic solid-state designs. Boasts the usual high end jap package of fine sound, brilliant sensitivity and superb build.

LEAK TROUGHLINE 1956 [£25]
Series I an interesting ornament but limited to 88-100MHz only. II and III are arguably the best-sounding tuners ever.

YAMAHA CT7000 1977 [£444]
Reportedly the best of the classic jap anologies, this combines sleek ergonomics, high sensitivity and an explicit, detailed sound.

QUAD FM4 1983 [£240]
Supreme ergonomics and styling allied to a pleasingly lyrical sound with plenty of sweetness and detail made this one of the best tuners around upon its launch.

REVOX B760 1975 [£520]
More of a semi-pro machine than a domestic bit of kit; the Revox offers superlative measured performance although the sound isn't quite as staggering as the numbers. Fine nonetheless, and surely the most durable tuner here?

NAD 4140 1995 [£199]
Brilliant affordable digital tuner has a smooth, detailed musical sound plus sensible real-world facilities.

ROGERS T75 1977 [£125]
Superb mid-price British audiophile design, complete with understated black fascia. Fine sound in the true Rogers mould -- smooth and sweet with fine dimensionality.

SANSUI TU-9900 1976 [£300]
A flagship Japanese tuner designed to steal sales from the likes of Accuphase and Revox, it boasts superlative LF performance and an extremely smooth and lucid sound, along with very fine build and finish.

SONY ST5950 1977 [£222]
One of the first Dolby FH-equipped tuners, a format that came to nought. Still, it was Sony's most expensive tuner to date, and boasted a very good sound quality allied to brilliant ergonomics.
ANALOGUE RECORDERS

YAMAHA TC-800GL 1977 (£179)
Early classic with ski-slope styling courtesy of Mario Bellini. Middling sonics by modern standards, but cool nonetheless!

SONY WM-D6C 1985 (£290)
Single capstan transport on a par with a Swiss watch, single rec/playback head better than most Naks. Result: sublime.

AIWA XD-009 1989 (£600)
Aiwa’s Nak beater didn’t, but it wasn’t half bad nonetheless. Massive spec even included a 16x4 DAC!

NAKAMICHI CR-7E 1987 (£800)
The very best sounding Nakamichi ever – but lacks the visual drama of a Dragon.

PIONEER CTF-950 1978 (£400)
Not up to modern standards sonically, but a great symbol of the cassette deck art nonetheless.

REVOX A77 1968 (£145)
The first domestic open reel that the pros used at home. Superbly made, but tonically off the pace these days. B77 better, but couldn’t match the Japanese.

LOWTHER PM6A 1957 (£18 EACH)
This seminal full-range driver is still manufactured. High sensitivity, as fitted to many classic horn designs.

TANNAY WESTMINSTER 1985 (£4500)
Folded horn monsters which certainly sound good if you have the space. Not the last word in tauntess but can drive large rooms and image like few others.

DIGITAL RECORDERS

SONY MDS-JESSSES 2000 (£900)
The best sounding MD deck ever, thanks to awesome build and heroic ATRAC-DSP Type R coding.

AIWA XD-009 1989 (£600)
Aiwa’s Nak beater didn’t, but it wasn’t half bad nonetheless. Massive spec even included a 16x4 DAC!

PIONEER PDR-555RW 1999 (£480)
For a moment, this was the CD recorder to have. Clean and detailed.

MARANTZ DR-17 1999 (£1100)
Probably the best sounding CD recorder made; built like a brick outhouse with a true audiophile sound and HDCD compatibility.

KENWOOD DM-9090 1997 (£500)
Serious and sophisticated sound thanks to well implemented ATRAC 4.5; surprisingly musical MD recorder.

SONY TCD-B DATMAN 1996 (£599)
Super clean sound makes this an amazing portable, but fragile.

LOUDSPEAKERS

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AR18S 1978 (£125)
Yank designed, British built loudspeaker became a budget staple for many rock fans, thanks to the great speed from the paper drivers, although finesse was most definitely not their forte...

JOHNSON LS3/5A 1980 (£60)
Extremely low colouration design is amazing in some respects – articulation, stage depth, clarity – and useless in others (both frequency extremes). Came in wide variety of guises from various manufacturers building it under licence. Partner with Rogers A/B1 subwoofers for an extra two octaves of bass!

KEF R105 1977 (£785)
Three way Beutextreme-based floorstander (complete with castors!) gave a truly wideband listen and massive (500W) power handling. A very neutral, spacious and polite sounding design, but rhythmically well off the pace. The quintessential nineteen seventies loudspeaker.

IMF TLS80 1976 (£550)
Warm and powerful nineteen seventies behemoth with transmission loading and a mixture of KEF and Celestion drive units. Impressively physical wideband sound but rhythms aren’t its forte.
Words are easily spoken. Yet are we to believe that the amount of superlatives extolled on the Perpertual Technologies P1-A P3-A combination is hype or the over zealous rantings of biased reviewers? We don’t think so! In fact, we know that these two diminutive boxes, (upsampler and dac) plus Monolithics dedicated power supply, set the standard for digital to analogue conversion. What's more, now upgraded to full “signature 2” status by electronics wizard Dan Wright, they now rival units costing 10 times the price.

Before you make a substantial investment in this delicate, yet important area, we invite you to see what the hi-fi press have said. Hi-Fi News said “units that do something special, communicating the illusion of real musicians” Previously only available via mail order, we can offer these remarkable units to European audiophiles. Please contact Paul at Weald Audio, for those with computer access go to http://stereotimes.com and to http://modwright for more technical details and reviews.

Weald Audio can be contacted on 07966 267404 between 9am and 8pm
MAGNEPLANAR SMGA198X [£800]
Technological loudspeaker with genuinely musical abilities: fast, smooth, open, dry.

MISSION 770 1980 [£375]
Back in its day, it was an innovative product and one of the first of the polypropylene designs. Warm, smooth, clean and powerful sound.

MISSION 752 1995 [£495]
Cracking Henry Azima-designed floor-standers combined HDA drive units and metal dome tweeters with surprisingly warm results. Benign load characteristics makes them great for valves.

HEYBROOK HBI 1982 [£130]
Peter Comeau-designed standmounters with an amazingly lyrical yet decently refined sound. Good enough to panne-with very high end ancillaries, yet great with budget kit too. A classic.

CELESTION SL6 1984 [£330]
Smallish two way design complete with aluminium dome tweeter and plastic mid-bass unit set the blueprint for nineteen eighties loudspeakers. Very open and clean sounding, albeit coarse at high frequencies and limp in the bass. Speakers would never be the same again...

LEAK SANDWICH 1961 [£39]
Warm sounding infinite baffle that, with a reasonably powerful amplifier can sound quite satisfying.

MISSION X-SPACE 1999 [£499]
The first mass production sub and sat system using NXT panels is a sure-fire future classic - not flawless, but a tantalisingly unboxy sound nevertheless!

YAMAHA NS1000 1977 [£532]
High tech Beryllium midband and tweeter domes and brush 12" woofers in massive sealed mirror image cabs equals stunning transients, speed and wallop allied to superb transparency and ultra low distortion. Partner carefully!

QUAD ESL63 1980 [£1200]
An update of the ESL57, with stiffer cabinets. Until the 969, the best of the Quad electrostatics.

SAVE UP TO 50% ON EX-DISPLAY BARGAINS
SOME AS NEW (MARKED*) WITH 2 YR WARRANTY 24HR DEL ONLY £5. CHECK STOCK BEFORE ORDER CALL SALES: (020) 8318 5755 or 8852 1321 - 249 Lee High Road, London, SE13 5PL

Please call for details on deferred 0% APR for purchases of more than £660. S/H = Pre-Owned unit E&OE
CREEK AUDIO LTD
12 Avebury Court, Mark Road, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, HP2 7TA.
Tel: 01442 260146
E-mail: info@creekaudio.com
Internet: www.creekaudio.com
Creek Audio manufactures in the UK. Current products include ASO, ASOIR and 5350SE integrated amplifiers, CD50 Mk2 CD player, and T50 turner. All products are similarly styled providing an easy mix and match choice depending on budget. Our miniature OBH range includes two phono pre-amplifiers, two headphone amplifiers and a passive pre-amplifier.

EPOS ACOUSTICS
2 Avebury Court, Mark Road, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, HP2 7TA
Tel: 01442 260146.
Email: info@epos-acoustics.com
Website: www.epos-acoustics.com
Innovative design and superior sound distinguish EPOS speakers from other brands in similar price categories. Five speaker models and two centre channels are currently available with a subwoofer in development. Supporting stands and plinths complement the speakers. In addition to its two channel appeal, Epos is now equally sought after in the fast expanding world of home cinema.

FALCON ACOUSTICS LTD
Unit 12 Damgate Industrial Estate, Damgate Lane, ACLE, Norwich, Norfolk, NR13 3DJ
Tel:01493 751100 Fax 01493 751155
e-mail: sales@falcon-acoustics.co.uk
UK distributors of FOCAL drive units, SOLEN (SCR-Chateauroux) polypropylene capacitors, TAYDEN high quality PA capacitors, TAYDEN high quality PA capacitors, TAYDEN high quality PA capacitors, TAYDEN high quality PA capacitors, TAYDEN high quality PA capacitors, TAYDEN high quality PA.

GARRARD and LORICRAFT
4 Big Lane, Goose Green, Lambourne, Berks, RG17 8XQ.
Tel / fax: 01488 72267.
We make the all-new Garrard 501 and 601 turntables and can service/repair the older 301 and 401 models. We cannot help with the many other turntables that Garrard made. We are also manufacturers of the Lorickraft Record Cleaning Machine, as reviewed in the July issue of this magazine. See our website at www.garrard501.com for more information.

HORN & VALVES
Unit 5, Bards Corner, Hemel Hempstead
HP1 3RR. Manufacturers of audiophile quality valve amplifiers and horn loudspeakers, handcrafted in the UK. Tel 01442 270 141 for the designer Brian Graves, and for details. 'Koronglay' - Lower driven, floor standing horn loudspeaker. 100dB sensitivity. Available in oak, ash or cherry. Size 25cm wide x 35cm deep x 106cm high. From £1199. 'Griffon' - Push Pull ultralinear valve amplifier. Powerful enough to suit almost any loudspeaker. From £1299. All of our amplifiers are totally enclosed in laser cut stainless steel cabinets to blend with any furnishings. Size 43cm wide x 33cm deep x 16cm high.

MONITOR AUDIO LIMITED
24 Brook Road, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 7XL
Tel 01268 740 188. Fax 01268 740 589
e-mail: info@monitoraudio.co.uk
website: www.monitoraudio.co.uk
Monitor Audio designs and manufactures British loudspeakers of the highest quality. Since 1972 Monitor Audio has been developing and perfecting the implementation of metal drivers, innovative crossovers, and exemplary speaker cabinet construction and finish to further the ideal of achieving sound which to the original is "as close as it gets". As we enter the 21st Century, Monitor Audio leads the way in offering speakers that suit every pocket and which integrate seamlessly with both Hi-Fi and AV systems.

PMC/BRYSTON
PMC & Bryston are used during the production of both Harmonia Mundi and Deutsche Grammophon recordings in both stereo and surround. Emmy award winning manufacturers of the highest quality loudspeakers and amplification. Industry standard in Mastering, Film Scoring, Broadcast and Post Productions. (5.1 & Stereo) PMC: Products: Compacts, Floorstanders, and Large passive & active monitors. Prices range from £500 to £200,000. Finished in a large selection of exquisite real wood veneers, all PMC loudspeakers are available in horizontal mirrored pairs, centre channels and complementary subs for 5.1 surround systems. Bryston's balanced range of products include R/C Preamps, Integrated, Amp modules for all the PMC range, Mono, Stereo 150W to 800W per channel, 4 channel THX amplifiers, Surround processors, all with distortion figures and build quality to die for. Every product is available in silver or black backed by a 20 year warranty.

PMC Ltd 43-45 Crawley Green Road. Luton, LU1 2QAA
Tel: 08704 441044 Fax: 08704 441045
Email: sales@promonitorco.uk
Web: www.pmc-speakers.com

SUGDEN AUDIO PRODUCTS
Designed and manufactured in the UK, each Sugden product is hand-built by one highly skilled technician. A full range of pure class A amplifiers are available including integrated, stereo power and the incredible Masterclass balanced monoblocks. Our stunning Biwax system now comes with a single-ended pure class A power Amplifier with optional integral stand. Two analogue tuners have joined the range matching our A21 and Biwap series, offering a digital user interface with excellent facilities. Each amplifier has a matching CD player with a class A output stage and heavily modified transport. The class A HeadMaster offers a pre-amp with three inputs a fixed and variable output with remote control. The HeadMaster can be used as a control unit in a high quality audio system and excels with headphones. Please contact us for product information, dealer list and brochures. 01924 404088 email info@esugden.co.uk.
These are the best products we've heard that are currently on sale in the UK, complete with the date they were originally launched and their current retail prices. Watch out for regular updates...!

**TURNTABLES**

- **ANTTI/ARM ONE/IQI 1998 £725**
  Redesigned Systemdek IX now off the pace, but the arm and cartridge are both star performers.

- **LINN LP12/LINGO 1973 £2100**
  The quintessential belt drive superdeck offers a beguilingly musical midband at the expense of lumpy bass and nebulous imaging. Latest Lingo brings a new lease of life, with even more punch and polish.

- **MICHELL TECNODEC 2003 £575**
  Superb introduction to Mitchell turntables on a budget. Top quality build and elegant design make it the class of the mid-price field right now.

- **MICHELL GYRODEC SE 2002 £870**
  Its beauty is more than skin deep - superbly built and finish allied to clever design equals class leading performance. Lates DC motor with 'Never Connected' PSU make it all the more unassailable.

- **MICHELL ORBE SE 2002 £1916**
  Cost-no-object evolution of the Gyro adds massy acrylic platter and two-stage isolation. Fantastically capable all rounder with commanding, powerful, detailed sound that gets the best from almost any arm and cartridge.

- **TECHNICS SL1200/III 1973 £395**
  Slick build makes it a respectable performer, although the cheapo arm limits it - fit a Rega RB250 and it's suddenly a serious mid-price machine.

**TONEARMS**

- **MICHELL TECNOARM A/2003 £399**
  John Mitchill's brilliant reworking of the Rega RB250 theme, using blasting and drilling techniques usually seen in motorsport! The result is the best sounding arm at £400, and as good as most at four times the price. Runs SME V very close in all except bass, and better it for musicality. Stunning.

- **TECHNICS SL1200/III 1973 £395**
  Slick build makes it a respectable performer, although the cheapo arm limits it - fit a Rega RB250 and it's suddenly a serious mid-price machine.

**CARTRIDGES**

- **SUMIKO BPS 1995 £250**
  Offers nine tenths of the SME V's magic at just over half price. Exquisitely built and finished, and a design classic. Faces stiff competition these days, but lovely nevertheless.

- **MICHELL TECNOARM A2003 £399**
  John Mitchill's brilliant reworking of the Rega RB250 theme, using blasting and drilling techniques usually seen in motorsport! The result is the best sounding arm at £400, and as good as most at four times the price. Runs SME V very close in all except bass, and better it for musicality. Stunning.

- **REGA RB250 1984 £112**
  Sold through Mosh Marketing, this is capable far beyond its price point, with a tight, lean and detailed sound. Responds brilliantly to Origin Live counterweight modification, and well to rewiring.

- **REGA RB250 1984 £112**
  Sold through Mosh Marketing, this is capable far beyond its price point, with a tight, lean and detailed sound. Responds brilliantly to Origin Live counterweight modification, and well to rewiring.

- **SME SERIES IV 1988 £1127**
  Offers nine tenths of the SME V's magic at just over half price. Exquisitely built and finished, and a design classic. Faces stiff competition these days, but lovely nevertheless.

- **SME SERIES V 1998 £1614**
  The so-called Best Pickup Arm in the World isn't, but comes close. Vice-like bass with incredible weight, ultra clear midband and treble. Does everything except beguile the listener.

- **LYRIA LYDIAN BETA 1998 £600**
  One of the best MMs going, with sweet and extended treble and punchy, muscular bass.

- **SUMIKO BPS 1995 £250**
  Charismatic performer with rhythm aplenty, but in other respects way off the pace - lacks smoothness and sophistication of the DV10X5.

**PROJEKT DEBUT II**

- **PHONO SB 2002 £170**
  Fuss-free all in one starter turntable, complete with built in phono stage. Not a star performer, but a fine mid price system upgrade all the same.

- **REGA P3 2000 £298**
  Great entry level audiophile deck with fine bundled tonearm. Tweakable, and responds well to careful siting on a Base platform.

- **REGA P25 2001 £619**
  Untill the TecnoDec, the best mid-price turntable package. Fine build and elegant styling. Clean, open sound but limited at frequency extremes in absolute terms.

- **SME MODEL 10A 1995 £3332**
  Exquisitely engineered deck and arm combo, but dry and clinical sounding compared to rivals. Accomplished performer with classical music, nonetheless.

- **SME SERIES IV 1988 £1127**
  Offers nine tenths of the SME V's magic at just over half price. Exquisitely built and finished, and a design classic. Faces stiff competition these days, but lovely nevertheless.

- **SME SERIES V 1998 £1614**
  The so-called Best Pickup Arm in the World isn't, but comes close. Vice-like bass with incredible weight, ultra clear midband and treble. Does everything except beguile the listener.

- **INNOVATION B2002 £250**
  Surprisingly articulate performer by Ortofon standards. All the brand's usual polish and detail allied to real vim. Loves making music!
LYRA PARNASSUS DCT 1997 £1895
Jonathan Carr's masterpiece is a brilliantly lyrical and fluid performer, with a deliciously sweet tone and immense subtlety and polish.

ORTOFON MC25FL 1994 £285
Strong budget MC with a cleaner and more detailed sound than the Dynavector; more sterile and less emotive, however.

ORTOFON MC30 SUP'| 1995 £550
Beautifully clean and detailed device with real finesse, albeit a tad mechanical sounding.

MUSIC MAKER 1999 £575
When mated with a good quality arm, this hand finished high-output pick-up gives an easy-going account of itself. Very high compliance ensures maximum information retrieval. An absolute (gradually orientated) gem.

SHURE V15XMR 1994 £350
The most musical MM yet made – brilliantly dynamic and punchy in the classic Shure mould, yet refined and tidy too.

DIGITAL DISC PLAYERS

ARCAM DIVA CD82T 2002 £600
Oodles of finesse, but not the most gripping performer at the price. A fine all rounder in the classic Arcam mould.

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO

DVD57 2003 £200
Crisp, lively DVD-A sound makes this superb value for money, but 16bit playback is way behind similarly priced CD spinners.

CREEK CDS501 2004 £699
Extensive revisions make this an altogether more beguiling machine, and one of the best at its price. Extremely musical sound that's surprisingly upfront for a Creek design. Excellent mid-price purchase, with only its Marantz rival to challenge it.

CYRUS CD8 2003 £1000
Highly incisive, engaging, gritty and dynamic sound, but needs careful matching to smooth ancillaries. Optional PSX-R adds bass and dimensionality.

DENON DVD-A1 2002 £2500
Middling CD performance, but a genuinely strong DVD-A sound with masses of space and detail. Excellent pictures, too!

Linn Genki 1999 £995
Undeniably fast, lithe, musical and fun - but some won't take to its dry, very character. Works best in all-Linn systems, where it really rises to the challenge!

Linn Ikemi 1999 £1995
Has the brilliant focus and clarity of the previous Karik Ill with a dose more tonal richness and polish. More grip and poise than most at any price - still superb!

MARANTZ CD6000KI 2001 £500
Blissfully warm and voluptuous sound will endear it to vinylphiles and tube lovers alike. Musical, colourful, polished and powerful like none others at or near its price.

MARANTZ CD17II 2002 £800
Oft-overlooked midlevel筝oats a truly beguiling sound with loss of tonal flavour. 5ths awkwardly between the £600 and £1000 price points, where some brilliant value buys reside, though.

NAD CS411 2002 £330
Highly musical and articulate budget machine in the classic NAD mould. Second only to Cambridge's CD5005E in the value stakes.

NAIIM CDS 2001 £1195
Taut and girly like no others at the price, but lacks the warmth of the Marantz CD6000KI at half the price. To wit, it's a very focussed product, best used in Naim systems.

MERICIAN 507 2003 £1195
Quintessentially Meridian mid-price machine; smooth, warm, expansive and seductively musical. The best all rounder at this competitive price point.

NAIIM CDX2-XPS52 2003 £4950
A fine high end machine, but add an XPS52 and it becomes one of the most charismatically engaging 16bit machines we've ever heard. Plays music with such passion!

DENON DV-2900 2003 £850
Superbly designed and built do- it-all player that delivers fine sound and great vision. Sonically class of the sub-£1000 DVD universal field, but the i-Link and HDMI direct digital capability of arch rival Pioneer DV-868AVi may swing some towards the latter, and its DV-2200 baby brother is even better value, though.

DENON DVD-2200 2003 £499
Superb do it all mid-price player; fine DVD-A and SACD sound allied to excellent video performance will be all many could ever want. Ultimately it's a little bright and mechanical sounding, but you have to go into high end territory to truly better it. Stunning value.

Pioneer DV-868AVi 2003 £799
Pioneer's most accomplished mid-price machine to date, this boasts full DVD-A/SACD playback, a wealth of facilities and the all-important HDMI video and i-Link audio digital outputs, making it nigh-on future-proof. Factor in fine - if not outstanding - sound and superb pictures and it's practically impossible to fault.
SONY SCD-XB790  2003 £250
Quite unlike any other budget CD spinner we've heard, here's a very 'analogue' sounding machine that's smooth and warm and even. Factor in fine SACD playback and this machine is a brilliant budget buy - unless you want DVD-Audio that is, which it lacks.

ORELLE CD100EVO  2003 £1,200
Extremely engaging and musical sound, but maybe a tad too bracing for some tastes. Superb aesthetics complete an attractive package.

DIGITAL RECORDERS
APPLE IPOD 40GB £99
Genre-defining best of breed, thanks to SUPREME ERMNICS and build allied to fine sound.

PIONEER PDR-609  2001 £200
Brilliant value CD recorder that makes excel lent recordings from its digital inputs. Half decent digital converters, too.

PHILIPS DVDR880  2003 £370
Poor CD audio playback, but makes great DVD video recordings and boasts fine ergonomics. Top AV value.

SONY RCD-W3  2002 £250
Usual superb Sony ergonomics make for no-nonsense budget buy. Fine direct digital copies, but analogue input poor. Middling sonic s, but there's a digital's output!

YAMAHA CDR-HD1300E2002 £600
HD means MD-style ease of editing, but compromises recording quality ever-so slightly. Add decent CD replay and it's a fine all rounder nonetheless - top value.

PHONO STAGES
PIONEER MC-97S  2002 £215
An interesting machine complete with MPF functionality, but high price, fussy ergonomics and over-smooth sound make it mediocre value against the Yamaha.

CREEK OBH-21SE  2003 £250
A musical and incisive performer, with more on the X- LP is well worth it! and even. Trichord's Dino, with its easy upgradeability for just £50, reflects badly on this fine bit of kit.

PROJECT PHONOBIX LE2004 £99
Great little box that improves on most bundled phono stages found in budget integrated amplifiers, adding detail and definition and a measure of smoothness too, if £100 is all you're prepared to spend, then do it happily on this, but you'll get obviously better results from the £250 brigade.

ONKYO MB-S1  2001 £1100
An interesting machine complete with MPF functionality, but high price, fussy ergonomics and over-smooth sound make it mediocre value against the Yamaha.

LINDOINTO  2000 £900
A musical and incisive performer, with more speed than the Delphini at the expense of detail and tonal colour.

QED DISCOSAVER  1995 £35
Rhythmic, bouncy sound via battery, although it's bright and forward. Great value, but £100 more on the X-1P is well worth it!

TRICHORD DINO  2002 £299
Great all rounder with switchable MM/MC. Fast, fluid and smooth like no others at the price.

TRICHORD DELPHINI  2003 £995
The very latest 'Never Connected' variant is easily the best, bringing velvety smoothness to an already refined and engaging performer. Neutral to a fault - some will mourn the passing of the charismatic ISO.

MUSICAL FIDELITY XLPSV3  2003 £249
Fine all rounder at the price, which a satisfyingly full bodied sound that's smoother than the Creek but a tad less engaging. Only Trichord's Dino, with its easy upgradeability for just £50, reflects badly on this fine bit of kit.

ORELLE CDIOOEVO  2003 £1,200
A musical and incisive performer, with more and expansive sound - shame about the compromises recording quality ever-so slightly.

CREEK OBH-I  2000 £220
Dry and grey sounding, but decently dynamic and musical, with real tonal colour. MUSICAL FIDELITY A308  2002 £2400
Impressive monster integrated. Vast power delivered with clarity, even-handedness and finesse. Musical, with real tonal colour. Separate pre-power version better still, but less good value.

NAIM NAIT S  2001 £845
A fast and thrilling listen, thanks to taut and articulate bass and midband. Surprisingly polished for a budget Naim amp, both sonically and ergonomically.

DIGITAL RECORDERS
APPLE IPOD 40GB £99
Genre-defining best of breed, thanks to SUPREME ERMNICS and build allied to fine sound.

PIONEER PDR-609  2001 £200
Brilliant value CD recorder that makes excel lent recordings from its digital inputs. Half decent digital converters, too.

PHILIPS DVDR880  2003 £370
Poor CD audio playback, but makes great DVD video recordings and boasts fine ergonomics. Top AV value.

SONY RCD-W3  2002 £250
Usual superb Sony ergonomics make for no-nonsense budget buy. Fine direct digital copies, but analogue input poor. Middling sonic s, but there's a digital's output!

YAMAHA CDR-HD1300E2002 £600
HD means MD-style ease of editing, but compromises recording quality ever-so slightly. Add decent CD replay and it's a fine all rounder nonetheless - top value.

PHONO STAGES
PIONEER MC-97S  2002 £215
An interesting machine complete with MPF functionality, but high price, fussy ergonomics and over-smooth sound make it mediocre value against the Yamaha.

CREEK OBH-21SE  2003 £250
A musical and incisive performer, with more on the X- LP is well worth it! and even. Trichord's Dino, with its easy upgradeability for just £50, reflects badly on this fine bit of kit.

PROJECT PHONOBIX LE2004 £99
Great little box that improves on most bundled phono stages found in budget integrated amplifiers, adding detail and definition and a measure of smoothness too, if £100 is all you're prepared to spend, then do it happily on this, but you'll get obviously better results from the £250 brigade.

ONKYO MB-S1  2001 £1100
An interesting machine complete with MPF functionality, but high price, fussy ergonomics and over-smooth sound make it mediocre value against the Yamaha.

LINDOINTO  2000 £900
A musical and incisive performer, with more speed than the Delphini at the expense of detail and tonal colour.

QED DISCOSAVER  1995 £35
Rhythmic, bouncy sound via battery, although it's bright and forward. Great value, but £100 more on the X-1P is well worth it!

TRICHORD DINO  2002 £299
Great all rounder with switchable MM/MC. Fast, fluid and smooth like no others at the price.

TRICHORD DELPHINI  2003 £995
The very latest 'Never Connected' variant is easily the best, bringing velvety smoothness to an already refined and engaging performer. Neutral to a fault - some will mourn the passing of the characteristic ISO.

MUSICAL FIDELITY XLPSV3  2003 £249
Fine all rounder at the price, which a satisfyingly full bodied sound that's smoother than the Creek but a tad less engaging. Only Trichord's Dino, with its easy upgradeability for just £50, reflects badly on this fine bit of kit.

ORELLE CDIOOEVO  2003 £1,200
A musical and incisive performer, with more and expansive sound - shame about the compromises recording quality ever-so slightly.

CREEK OBH-I  2000 £220
Dry and grey sounding, but decently dynamic and musical, with real tonal colour. MUSICAL FIDELITY A308  2002 £2400
Impressive monster integrated. Vast power delivered with clarity, even-handedness and finesse. Musical, with real tonal colour. Separate pre-power version better still, but less good value.

NAIM NAIT S  2001 £845
A fast and thrilling listen, thanks to taut and articulate bass and midband. Surprisingly polished for a budget Naim amp, both sonically and ergonomically.

DIGITAL RECORDERS
APPLE IPOD 40GB £99
Genre-defining best of breed, thanks to SUPREME ERMNICS and build allied to fine sound.

PIONEER PDR-609  2001 £200
Brilliant value CD recorder that makes excel lent recordings from its digital inputs. Half decent digital converters, too.

PHILIPS DVDR880  2003 £370
Poor CD audio playback, but makes great DVD video recordings and boasts fine ergonomics. Top AV value.

SONY RCD-W3  2002 £250
Usual superb Sony ergonomics make for no-nonsense budget buy. Fine direct digital copies, but analogue input poor. Middling sonic s, but there's a digital's output!

YAMAHA CDR-HD1300E2002 £600
HD means MD-style ease of editing, but compromises recording quality ever-so slightly. Add decent CD replay and it's a fine all rounder nonetheless - top value.

PHONO STAGES
PIONEER MC-97S  2002 £215
An interesting machine complete with MPF functionality, but high price, fussy ergonomics and over-smooth sound make it mediocre value against the Yamaha.

CREEK OBH-21SE  2003 £250
A musical and incisive performer, with more on the X- LP is well worth it! and even. Trichord's Dino, with its easy upgradeability for just £50, reflects badly on this fine bit of kit.

PROJECT PHONOBIX LE2004 £99
Great little box that improves on most bundled phono stages found in budget integrated amplifiers, adding detail and definition and a measure of smoothness too, if £100 is all you're prepared to spend, then do it happily on this, but you'll get obviously better results from the £250 brigade.

ONKYO MB-S1  2001 £1100
An interesting machine complete with MPF functionality, but high price, fussy ergonomics and over-smooth sound make it mediocre value against the Yamaha.

LINDOINTO  2000 £900
A musical and incisive performer, with more speed than the Delphini at the expense of detail and tonal colour.

QED DISCOSAVER  1995 £35
Rhythmic, bouncy sound via battery, although it's bright and forward. Great value, but £100 more on the X-1P is well worth it!

TRICHORD DINO  2002 £299
Great all rounder with switchable MM/MC. Fast, fluid and smooth like no others at the price.
CREEK AS9IR 2004 £550

Consistently smooth yet engaging sound makes it a serious player at the price, but don't expect Creek's traditional sumptuousness. Fine value nonetheless.

MONRO HC207 2003 £1,100

Powerful, muscular sound allied to real finesse makes this unusual integrated an essential audition at the price.

MUSICAL FIDELITY

MUSICAL FIDELITY

A308 CR 2003 £2,400

Superb transistor behemoth, worth partnering with any high end CD player or preamp. Oddles of grunt served up with poise and ingenuity.

MARANTZ SM-17 2001 £700

Useful budget power amp with plenty of clean transistor power. Not the most transparent, but sweet and clean all the same. Fine build completes a great value package.

NAIM NAP150 2002 £795

Driven by a decent source and a NAC112, this gives highly enjoyable results - providing you like the Naim sound! Taut, fast and feisty despite its relative lack of power.

QUAD 999 2001 £900

The latest current-dumper has a smooth and expansive character with enough wallop to drive most loads. Not the most musical, but super value all the same. Lovely build, finish and Quad's legendary service are nice.

CROFT TWIN STAR 2003 £1,750

With a taste of the best of both tube and transistor, this latest update of the Croft classic is a truly engaging experience.

GRAAF GM20 OTL 2003 £3,300

Awesome output transformer-less valve power amp gives dazzling speed and incision, with an ethereal soundstage and delicious filigree detail. Tremendous punch belies its humble, 20W per channel rating. Factor in one of the most exquisite finishes this side of an Aston Martin and it's very hard to say no to.

SUGDEN MUSICMASTER2003 £1,300

Quintessential Class A Sugden sound is not warm as many expect, but extremely neutral and open with real tonal colour. By comparison, tubes sound bloated and standard solid-state hazy and brittle. Superb when partnered with efficient loudspeakers like Revolver K45s, but many will find it underpowered.

NAIM AV2/NAP 150/NAPV 175 2002 £4,190

Brilliant audiophile multichannel pre-power amplifier combo; not as good with music as a two-channel Naim set-up at the same price, obviously, but surprisingly close. Elegant control layout plus a strong, clean and brilliantly engaging sound make this a serious crossover product. Ultimately lacks power compared to similarly priced Arcam gear, but is more musically involving.

PIONEER VSA-AX51 2004 £1,000

The ability to hook up to Pioneer's DV-688 via i-Link (nee FireWire) means that this multichannel AV amplifier can do all the digital conversion onboard makes the a very special product, which when used with the aforementioned DVD spinner sounds better even than the sum of its parts.

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS

AUDIO RESEARCH VS1552003 £2,895

The Naim NAP250's tubular after-ego:偶oodles of power allied to a strong bass and smooth open midband makes this a brilliant all round amplifier. Lacks the subtlety and finesse of the low powered single-ended brigade but makes up for it with sheer brio.

LOUDSPEAKERS

EPOS ELS-3 2003 £200

Plenty of brio and a decent degree of refinement makes this budget baby a fine value contender.

B&O CD M1 NT 2002 £750

Fine clarity and imaging allied to pleasing warmth and great rhythmic cohesion make these standmounters an essential audition.

CASTLE CONWAY 3 2003 £930

Superbly smooth and crisp performers, with a big hearted musical sound. Ultimately coloured though, with a slow, plummy bass.

CYRUS CLS70 2001 £800

Charmistic performer with a fast, tight and open midband, but lacks cohesion and scale.

KEF Q1 2003 £250

Highly polished and articulate standmounters at the price, but demand good ancillaries for best results.

KLIPSCH HERESY II 1997 £1100

An outstanding high sensitivity loudspeaker with midrange and terebre horns coupled with infinite baffle 12" bass driver. Effortless, fast and accurate.

TDK S-80 2002 £90

Ingenious NXT multimedia sub/sat system has a wonderfully even and open sound - like baby electrostatics.

LINN NINNKA 2001 £995

Major on rhythms and dynamics, making them an involving listen. Reasonably refined, too - but tonally disappointing.

MISSION 782SE 2003 £900

Bright and tight design capable of brilliant speed and grip, at the expense of warmth. Demands high quality, high powered ancillaries.

W'DALE DIAMOND 8.1 2001 £1120

Still the best baby budget standmounters around. Tight and grippy thanks to Kevlar drivers, but invariably limited in the frequency extremes.

MONITOR AUDIO B4 2003 £350

An unusually smooth and lucid performer at the price, and its 3-way design means it drives rooms well. Fine engineering, but build and finish so-so.
TANNOY EYRIES DC1 2003 £699
The combination of dual concentric treble/midband drivers plus supertweeters make for a very spacious and expensive-sounding loudspeaker, albeit one that's a little bright and loose in the bass. An excellent mid-price design well worth auditioning.

MONITOR AUDIO GR602002 £2,295
In some ways, these come close to Yamaha's legendary NS1000Ms, thanks to their tremendous clarity, great transients and 'full-fat', wide bandwidth performance. Brght and clean, but never fatiguing or uncouth. A truly accomplished all rounder that gives a real taste of 'super-fi' at a reasonably affordable price.

TOWNSEND MAXIMUM2003 £800
Another brilliant, niche product from Max, these ribbon aspirated supertweeters add space and atmosphere to any good high end loudspeaker, and more surprisingly perhaps make things more fluid and musical too. Superb affordable esoterica.

HEADPHONES
JECKLIN FLOAT TWO 1998 £99
Wonderful panel-like sound from these esoteric-looking headclamps.

SENNHEISER HD-590 1998 £199
The company's best real-world cans to date. Cracking pair of lightweight open back cans majors on transient speed. Surprisingly smooth for a Naim box, with nicely etched treble. As always, tonally dry.

SENNHEISER MX-500 1999 £19
Excellent mid-price design well worth auditioning.

SENNHEISER PX-100 2002 £29
Cracking pair of lightweight open back cans ideal for personal use, but good enough for real hi-fi use. Superb build allied to a smooth and engaging performance make them the spiritual successor to the HD400s.

INTERCONNECTS
WIREWORLD OASIS S 2003 £99/M
Excellent mid-price design with a very neutral, silky and self-effacing sound. Superb value for money.

CHORD CO. CHAMELEON 2 £90/M
One of our favourites, these are musical performers with a smooth yet open sound.

GOLDRING GR-1 2004 £140
Essentially a Rega P2 built down to very low price and bundled with a decent Goldring MM, this is cracking value for money. Head and shoulders above its immediate rivals, it offers a surprisingly musical and detailed sound that will stun those new to vinyl - which is precisely what it was designed to do.

THORENS TD190 2003 £290
Ease of set up and use, allied to fully automatic operation mean that, although hardly the last word in performance, this deck is most certainly a model of convenience.
"One might expect the Stereo 40i to cost in the region of £2,000..."

Stereo 40i EL34 integrated 40+40w (or 19+19 Triode)"The sound has a lovely spacious andairy quality with plenty of depth..."The frequency response exhibited extended bass below 10Hz"..."Stunning styling and an impressive spec at a very sharp price"... Hi Fi Choice June '04

Awarded Hi Fi News 'Editors Choice 2003'

"Icon Audio offers sensible, well sorted valve amps, with adequate power and built to a good standard"

Hi Fi News Feb '04 said... "ample, deep, bass, underpinning a lucid and effort less midrange and treble"..."I liked the impeccable finish and feeling of bomb-proof solidarity as well some of the most natural sounding music that I have heard at home". Tony Bolton

New Entry level version Only £549.95

Exactly the same specification only without tape monitor and triode facility. Triode only conversion £50.

Mullard & European valve upgrade £50.

No One else gives you all this value!

- Beautiful see through valve cover (included in the price)
- Choice of Mullard, JJ, EH & Svetlana valve upgrade worth over £100.00 inc at NO EXTRA CHARGE (limited offer)
- Triode Mode switchable (highly praised in the reviews)
- Tape Monitor, essential for Tape, CD-R and home cinema
- Tape out (essential for any kind of recording)
- 'Soft Start', protects from switch on 'power surge'
- HT Delay to protect valves & extend life (optional extra)
- Circuits developed in Leicester, manufactured in China
- Each amp carefully commissioned & tested in Leicester
- Part Exchange facility for your old equipment, ask us!

To find out more, ask for an illustrated leaflet

Features include: All Triode front end. Hand built 'Point to Point' wiring. Tape monitor circuit. ALPS Volume control. No printed circuit board. All gold plated terminals. Audiophile components. 4 & 8ohm speaker terminals. 10mm alloy plate construction. Soft start. Stainless steel & Plexiglas valve cage included. Upgrade options.

Stereo 20 EL84 15watts integrated £649.95*
Stereo 40i EL34 40watts integrated £899.95*
Stereo 40ie EL34 40watts integrated £549.95*
LA 3 Triode Line Level pre amp £649.95*
MB 25 300B PP 28w Mono blocks (pr) £1999.95

Beware of imitations! Other amps may look similar, but our circuits are unique to us a designed for UK 240v operation. Full repair & after sales in Leicester UK. *Try for 30 days, refund if not delighted! (UK only, conditions apply)

Visit our new website at www.iconaudio.co.uk

 visit our new website at www.iconaudio.co.uk

Auditions by appointment. Dealer inquires welcome

Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk

icon Audio
351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

Visa and MasterCard accepted
CE marked
ROKSAN RADIUS 5 2003 £750
Fantastic value allied to intelligent, interesting and 'out of the box' design makes for a wonderful entry-level superdeck. Open and musical sound is more inviting than Michell TecnoDec rival, and the bundled Nima Unipivot arm is a superstar.

CYRUS FM X £500
Great for Cyrus users, but its dry and precise sound can't match the best of the rest at the price. Worthy, nonetheless.

TUNERS

ARCAM T61 2002 £250
This sleek looking and refined sounding FM/AM tuner isn't the last word in musical involvement, but is fine value, nonetheless.

TUNERS

ARCAM DT81 2003 £650
A fine radio, hampered only by its seriously compromised DAB medium. Probably the best DAB tuner ever, but one for Digital Radio enthusiasts only...

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO DAB300 2003 £150
Fine ergonomics allied to great ease of use and respectable DAB sound makes this superb value.

DENON TU-260L MK II 1998 £130
If you want the best FM sound at the lowest possible price, then this ancient tuner remains peerless after all these years. There are better analogue designs around, but are either near-impossible to find or are now long-deleted.

MYRYAD MT 100 1999 £600
One of hi-fi's nice surprises, this is a beautifully designed and built bit of kit with a deliciously sweet and svelte sound which really does justify its high price.

PRIMARE T21 2002 £600
 Seriously accomplished design with mature sonics, great styling and fine build.

ARCAM T61

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO DAB300

DENON TU-260L MK II

MYRYAD MT 100

PRIMARE T21

ARCAM T61

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO DAB300

DENON TU-260L MK II

MYRYAD MT 100

PRIMARE T21

SYSTEMS

DENON D-M31 2003 £250
Excellent CD receiver package with surprising sonics and a brilliant tuner as a bonus, although its amplifier section doesn't quite match the Onkyo. Optional speakers are mediocre.

ONKYO CS-210 2003 £300
Superb value thanks to excellent sound, great built and ease of use, but the bundled 'speakers rather let the side down.

LINN CLASSIK MOVIE SYSTEM DI 2002 £2,995
Superb ergonomics and performance from this one-box beauty, but it's just a tad expensive and in value-for-money terms, compares poorly to the original Classik Music System.

NAD S400 2003 £600
Highly accomplished specialist high end analogue tuner with a deliciously open and lucid sound, but it can't quite match the Myryad all the same.

PURE DIGITAL DRX-702ES 2003 £249
Great with Digital Radio, but thin a tad sounding on FM at times. It's a top hybrid, nonetheless...

PIONEER NS-DV990 2003 £799.95
Whiz-bang technology fest with DVD universal playback, discrete display and NXT flat panel speakers. Superb for the spare room or study - truly intelligent and elegant design - but don't expect it to match the sonics of AV separates.

DENON D-M31

ONKYO CS-210

LINN CLASSIK MOVIE SYSTEM DI

NAD S400

PURE DIGITAL DRX-702ES

PIONEER NS-DV990

Tel: 01423 500442 Fax: 01423 705200 www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk
The Old Chapel, 282 Skipton Road, Harrogate, N.Yorks, HG1 3HE
HiFi Exchange - Mail us your requirements Now!

The Choice HiFi Exchange - The fastest way to find or sell your equipment.

Mail us your requirements and you will be added to our huge and ever growing database where a daily search seeks to match the wants and sale items. Get regular mailings of latest hot deals and new in items.

Because we are after middle men you buy with confidence and the the Choice HiFi guarantee.

Your choice:
- Acoustic Energy
- ADAM
- Alimentum
- Analogue
- ATC
- B&W
- Bel Canto
- Boulder
- Bryston
- C.A.T.
- Clear Audio
- Denon
- Dynaco
- Egglinton Works
- Ewar
- Explaner
- Face Facts
- J M Lab
- King
- Kreis
- Lexicon
- Line
- Linn
- Lyra
- Lyx
- Mark Levinson
- National
- NEC
- NAD
- NRC
- Nordost
- Ortofon
- PMC
- Piusi
- Primare
- Project
- Quadaphone
- REL
- Rotel
- Ruark
- S.A.E.
- Seleco
- Sonus Faber
- SoundVision
- Straight Wire
- судеб
- Thalax Hylar
- Thetis
- Trilogy
- Van den Hurk
- Vienna Acoustics
- Wilson Audio
- Wilson Research
- YBA

Hi-Fi Home Cinema • Multiroom Install • Buy/Sell

Quarterly Sale Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Original Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McIntosh Separate 5in.</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
<td>£950.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers CL55</td>
<td>£190.00</td>
<td>£150.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New this month

POWER AMPLIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Krell 205/1</td>
<td>£10,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasound Halo</td>
<td>£3,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McIntosh MC2000</td>
<td>£3,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PRE AMPLIFIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parasound Halo</td>
<td>£5,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Research 500 series II</td>
<td>£2,990.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audiblemosaic</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasound Halo</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LOUDSPEAKERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S.C. Evolution Audio Research 500 series II</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasound Halo</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CD PLAYER & DAC/SIDViD PLAYERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parasound Halo</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasound Halo</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TURNTABLES, ANALOGUE, VARIOUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parasound Halo</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasound Halo</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MULTIROOM INSTALLATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parasound Halo</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPEAKERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Krell 205/1</td>
<td>£10,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasound Halo</td>
<td>£3,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McIntosh MC2000</td>
<td>£3,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AV COMPONENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parasound Halo</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasound Halo</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Turntables & analogue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parasound Halo</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasound Halo</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Speakers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parasound Halo</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasound Halo</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CDPlayer & DACs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parasound Halo</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasound Halo</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Drivers & Cables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parasound Halo</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parasound Halo</td>
<td>£1,995.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Visit our website: www.choice-hifi.com

We accept all major credit cards. Finance available subject to status.
Letter of the Month

HANG THE DJ?
I’ve been reading your magazine for a few months now and am impressed by the fact that you seem the only audio journalists in the UK press not simply selling the latest and best kit, but reviewing it within the context of everything that has been made before. However your historicism seems profoundly lacking when it comes to your reverence for records and your apparent complete disdain for DJs (ref: the previous month’s Stanton review; “DJs... have no desire to understand how their turntables work”). Without Hip Hop and what is broadly referred to as “dance music” in general, there would most probably be no vinyl being pressed today. If you look at the BMI figures for the 1990s it was the year on year growth especially of 12 inch record sales which kept the whole pressing industry alive. And therefore by extension made it feasible for the continued development of high-end reproduction of the format.

It was the generation that didn’t grow up with vinyl that realised its beauty was worth saving, made DJs and record buying an aspirational cult and kept vinyl alive. Next time you go into a large record store to hunt for the latest 180g Miles Davis special edition repressing, take note of the fact that there is a queue for the row of battered Technics in the corner. To the kids in front of them the turntable is a musical instrument and playing records is just as potent a form of self expression as picking up an electric guitar once was. Without them there will be no future record buying public and when many of them realise that SL1200s aren’t the last word in sound quality there might be some future audiophiles amongst them that will buy your magazine.

Dominic Gallagher

True, sales of 12in singles were three times the value of those for LP during the first quarter of 2004, BPI figures show. As you say, 7in and 12in singles are sold in special areas and, apart from this, the LP has all but disappeared from shop shelves today. It is Dance that sustains LP and nothing else. But to me at least “scratching” is a bizarre form of musical expression. I suppose it’s time to admit I’m becoming an old fogey!

Hi Dominic - it’s me who was ‘guilty’ of that alleged ‘anti-DJ’ quip. I’m not anti-DJ per se, but I have to say that most DJs I’ve met don’t give a stuff about the sound they get from those SL1200s; it’s merely an anecdotal observation from real personal experience. You’d think that all that ‘needle time’ would make them tired of the ‘boom tizz’ emanating from their Stanton 500As, which was a bad cartridge when it came out in 1976, and is a bad cartridge still. Don’t confuse this with my opposition to ‘dance music’ though - you’ve got the wrong guy! After a decade of buying plaintive guitar-based indie rock, I found myself in love with early Detroit techno and Chicago house music back in 1986-87, and have collected vast amounts of house, acid house, new beat, ambient, techno, electronic, trip hop and drum & bass ever since. All of this came from my love of Kraftwerk, which was the first band I saw live (on the 1981 Computer World tour). Still, I’m not convinced that sampling seventies soul classics, adding formulaic beats and rapping over them - for obvious commercial consumption - is quite as musically creative as those who champion rap music would have you believe...

DP

audiophile DJs? - pigs might fly...
EAGLE IS LANDED?
Just as I'd await the 'Eagle' comic (it was after all 'the read of the day') to drop through the door as a lad, I've waited with similar anticipation your second rundown on tonearms. The first one was, as usual, excellently written and crafted. I also found the review on the Kontrapunkt 'C' of similar ilk. Bearing this in mind - and the praise garnered - which arm would you recommend?

Considerations so far are the Michell TecnocArm and maybe a Hadcock 242 IntegrA. Another consideration is the Music Maker Mk 3. Given the price differential, which would be the better or more suitable choice, anyway? My system is Roksan Xerxes X with accompanying 1.5 PSU, Kinsho K 3 pre/power and KEF Reference 203s. I'm patiently awaiting the delivery of the new 'Eagle' and your thoughts on the above...

Doug Heimat

p.s. Can you thank KEF for fixing my 203s? I bought them in good faith from a dealer at a "sale price". They turned out to be more forgiving than I had hoped; it was a gain for the above...

KEF's engineers.

Hi Doug - glad you liked the first tonearm supertest some months back. You're right, we're planning another - but next on is turntables. A few months from now, Stewart Wennen and I will be assessing a large crop of sub-£2000 decks; we're gearing up for it now. As for tonearms, we'll do a rundown of those in a later issue - so I suppose I better help you now, as The Eagle certainly isn't going to wait. We reckon the Hadcock 242 unipivot is the best overall arm at the price; despite its olde worlde styling, it's brilliantly designed and screwed together, and has an exceptionally open and musical sound. The TecnocArm is its best conventional multipivot rival; it has an obviously different presentation to the Hadcock, which some will prefer and others not. As you've got a Xerxes, I'd hazard a guess that you would plump for the Michell, with its tighter, grippier and tauter sound (especially in the bass), more explicit detailing and a better extended treble. Yet still, the Hadcock beats it for overall musicality and more expansive soundstaging. Just like your favourite colour, it's a question of predisposition. Finally, nice one KEF! DP

EVERYTHING AND NOTHING
I am an avid reader of your excellent magazine, and am in serious need of your opinion. My system comprises of a Marantz CD6000 OSE KL, Marantz PM66 SE KL amplifier and Sonus Faber Concertino speakers with Monster Cable ZIR speaker cables. Last week I wanted to hear the difference between the revered CD6000KX and the 'cheap and nasty' Technics SL-PG490 CD player bought for £80 in Tottenham Court Road, which I used use in my previous Cyrus One/Dual CSS05 system. So I went to the garage, brought it into the house, connected it and: no difference, they both sound exactly the same. I have been comparing them every night - playing CDs that I know better than my wife, and there's absolutely no difference - if anything the Technics may even retrieve more detail. How can this be? Could it be that the Marantz is not compatible with the amp? Please find a couple of minutes and let me know your opinion - I am going mad about this.

Franco

Hmmm... I have to say I'm a bit stumped on this one too. How can there be 'absolutely no difference' if the Technics is more detailed? I suspect that what you mean is that there is a difference, of sorts, but it doesn't really bear out the respective prices of the two machines. There should of course be no, I'll rephrase that, there is a real difference between the two CD players. The problem obviously is that the rest of your system isn't sign-posting this, that the synergy between the respective components and/or acoustics and ancillaries is such that, if anything, you prefer the Technics. I guess that your amp and speakers are a tad soft and vague in your listening room, and that the thinner, leaner and more analytical sound of the cheapo CD spinner 'bring them out of themselves'. Answer - replace the amp with an excellent mid-price design like a Naim Nait Si or Musical Fidelity X-150, and things will become altogether more clearer.

THE SOLUTION
I think a decent record cleaning machine (RCM) should feature large in any vinyl head's wish list. After all, the Moth is only £500 in its most expensive, ready-made version. I have used a Michell RCM for many years now and consider it essential equipment, enabling me to make full use of an up to forty year old collection, plus making second hand and charity shop records very presentable. An RMC can also improve the performance of new records by removing the mould releasing gunge that afflicts most of them. I have considered moving on to a Loricraft or VPI machine, but I find that neither improves radically on the (much simpler) Moth, excellent though they are. The Moth's 'platter' is only the diameter of the record label so the newly cleaned first side does not rest on a possibly contaminated full width platter while you are cleaning the second side. So do buy an RCM as soon as you can. The Moth machines are obvious candidates for anyone who sees cost as an issue! All the best, and long may HFW flourish.

S. Martin
New Zealand

One of my best sounding records (musically and from an audiophile point of view) is my original pressing of Isaac Hayes's 'Shaft' OST on Stax. I bought it from a record shop bargain bin in Brighton for 10p and spent £2 cleaning it on a Keith Monks machine at a hi-fi dealer, then I replaced the inner with Goldring Eclectics. I bought a new reissuing recently, and it doesn't touch the re-release. The RCM made all this possible, because without a proper wet clean, it would have wrecked my stylus. The Moth is an excellent affordable DIY alternative to the other, pricier RCMs; I've heard many good things about it. Thanks for the sage advice.

JITTER BUG
I was a fairly early adopter of CD and gave up vinyl pretty early. I eventually settled on a pricey transport, a Meridian 200 back in 1991, working on the theory that if the transport was of good quality all I had to do was to periodically upgrade the DAC as
processor technology improved and the sound became more sophisticated. I have held true to that thinking ever since, and the trusty Meridian has even followed me to a new life in Australia. It is now partnered with a Musical Fidelity A324 DAC and together they are making some beautiful music.

However, one thing has been nagging at me. There is a thin layer of grain in the upper reaches that, whatever I do, I can’t seem to shift. It comes over as a slightly exaggerated sibilance on vocals, cymbals, etc. This is only exposed on brighter recordings but when it comes through I just can’t sit still in my chair. It’s been there all the time from Arcam Black Boxes 1 and 3 as well as with a Meridian 563 right through to the MF A324 and it’s been degrading as a problem all the time - but it never goes away; things always sound a little bit thin and scratchy.

I’m also a bit of a sad tweaker and have managed to limit the problem as much as possible by judicious use of different mains, digital coax and interconnect cables. I finally settled on some very deep, warm sounding mains cables, an old Audioquest Video Z cable that I found at the bottom of a draw (made a huge difference - really sorted the sound) and some old American Masterlink Interconnects (very musical).

A mate of mine, a red hot Naim man with a good ear, reckons jitter is causing the grain and thinks the 200 should get the boot for a CD player from the 21st century. I don't think he likes the 200 much, particularly the way it thinks about every instruction you give it for a while before it carries it out. I have to admit I love it and it’s never missed a beat in 13 years and I’m not sure I’m ready for a divorce quite yet!

Anyway, I’m not so sure about the jitter. Everywhere I have lived has been of an extended age; here in Melbourne it’s a 1930s house with wiring to match. Recently, as an experiment, I bought a couple of cheapo mains conditioners for use with computers, which really did help pull the sound into line, making it deeper, more solid and lifelike. They even had a fairly dramatic effect on the amp (Myryad MI 120), all of which has got me thinking that mains quality may be a bigger factor than jitter - or perhaps the cause of it?

My options are to somehow sort out the mains - maybe get a dedicated spur put in or a proper power conditioner. This is not easy in Oz - different plugs, etc. Or get a new, cheap, CD player to partner the 324 (would things be better if the clock ran at exactly the same speed as the 324?). Or invest in a re-clocking kit for the 200 and find some kind soul to fit it for me (I’m in Oz remember - not easy. Funds are short (young kids) but I’m keen to sort it out as I feel really close and I can taste audio nirvana just around the corner. Any advice would be much appreciated.

Rupert Drescher
Australia

Don’t flog your Meridian - it has an excellent mech and, despite its lackadaisical transport control software, isn’t obviously off the pace even now. It will be a higher jitter design that the best of today’s, but I’m not convinced that this is the beginning and end of CD transport sound, and certainly not uniquely responsible for your grain. Indeed, you’re right to suspect the mains, and your partnering interconnects, etc. I’d suggest a multi-pronged attack. First, get a Trichord PowerBlock 500 mains conditioner - these really do work brilliantly, pulling out a whole layer of glare from the midband and lowering the noise floor. Second, clean all your interconnects/ mains plugs and fuses with Kontak, an apparently minor point, but again, this stuff pulls the zing out of the upper mid and makes the treble slierik. Third, if this doesn’t work (and I’d be surprised), then consider changing interconnects and speaker cables. First, a few metres of Chord Odyssey 2 (£180) will be just the ticket, with its open, dark and velvety sound. Second, £320 buys you one metre of Clearer Audio’s Silver-Line Optimus interconnect - this is one of the very best cables I’ve heard at any price, and would wash away the scunge with a vengeance. It’s expensive alright, but it produces superb results. (It’s available direct from www.cleareraudio.com). Finally, you might like to consider getting a Trichord Clock mod for your Meridian - the company can supply it as a kit, and you then simply need to find a local electronics engineer (or repair shop) to fit it, which isn’t such a hard job for anyone who’s ever wielded a soldering iron in anger before. DP

SPEAKING OF WHICH...

Until recently I was under the impression that the BBC LS3/5A reference monitors were no longer manufactured and only available second-hand. It was only a chance mention in one of the articles in your magazine that alerted me to the fact that they are still alive and well, and manufactured in Huddersfield. As you are no doubt aware they are now made by Richard Allan using KEF-supplied B110 and T27 drivers, which I believe were used in the original design. I first heard the LS3/5A in the mid 1980s at Thomas Heinitz in Moscow Road. The late, and charming, Mr Heinitz was a great promoter of these ‘speakers and sold them as package with a sub-woofer from, I think, Denmark or Sweden, and a Denon mid-system. I shall never forget my surprise at the clarity and realism of the system I heard in his shop playing a CD of Verdi’s Macbeth. At that time I could not justify purchase, and in any case I owned, and still own, a pair of Yamaha NS-1000M, and heartily concur with Mr David Price’s opinion of these. If only someone would begin production of the Yamahas again - Richard Allan maybe?

As a civil engineer I live and work mainly overseas, with frequent moves between countries, and need a portable ‘speaker system to play my collection of mainly classical CDs and LPs. I ordered a pair of LS3/5As from Richard Allan and had them shipped to Dubai, where I am listening to them as I type. They have the same clarity that I remember, but I boost the bass with a Yamaha YST-SW45 sub-woofer. My source players are a Denon DVD 2900 and a Marantz TT-45 turntable. Although by no means a top ranking turntable the LPs played on it, some over 40 years old, certainly give CDs a run for their money!

My amplifier is a Sansui AU-D9 with 95 watts per channel, which I purchased in Dubai around 1981. It has since travelled the World but still sounds clear and powerful, with no distortion that I can detect at normal listening volumes, or even “realistic” ones. Interestingly, I have been advised on four separate occasions by four different dealers, two in Kensington and two in Dubai, not to change my amplifier for a more modern one. One of the dealers was the one I originally bought it from, and another said that present day digital amplifiers do not reproduce the music as well as the older analogue ones. They all advise me that there has been little improvement upon the
John Walker, 
Dubai.

Both Sansui and Technics did, for a short time, use error feed-forward, a technique proposed by A.M. Sandman in Wireless World in 1971. There was some argument about their rights to do this, without acknowledging the source of the innovation. However, any gains over conventional feedback were felt to be minimal and the subject of amplifier control has since moved on. Amplifiers haven’t changed much in principle but they have in detail and, when properly crafted, can now sound smooth, clean and precise. You need a lot of power for the Yamahas and Naim have some serious solutions I’d suggest you audition. Harold Leak would turn in his grave had he considered the sound of the SEAS-IX5! It’s interesting how you as an LS3/5a user have ended up with NS1000Ms; I can see a pattern emerging here! Anyway, as for your Sansui, you’re right - the AU-D9 is a superb bit of kit. I’d trawl the internet for a service manual and/or circuit diagram; given the vintage, it’s unlikely that it uses anything particularly esoteric inside and so if it does go pop, then you should be able to get your local repair man to fix it relatively simple. It would also doubtless benefit from new capacitors in the power supply, and a good cleaning all of its plugs and sockets with - that’s right - Kontak. If the fateful day comes when it blows up, then NK’s right - you’d need something of the calibre of Naim’s NAC282/NAP200 to truly improve upon it. This would bring loads more grip and focus, yet it’s surprisingly smooth - something that Naim’s of your Sansui’s vintage weren’t. DP [pic: Naim NAC282/NAP200] [caption: only something of the calibre of Naim’s NAC282/NAP200 would truly improve on a late seventies Japanese super-amp like John Walker’s Sansui AU-D9.]

REALISTICALLY SPEAKING
With regard to the letter about the TANDY-LX5 loudspeaker and your request for information to assist in HWF April 2004:

There is no “MRCY14P” listed in the current SEAS catalogue, nor can I find any records of such in past SEAS catalogues. As “M” is added to the number for all SEAS midrange drivers, I think your questioner has likely bought a midrange driver. The Warner/Wallin reference lists the SEAS MP14RCY/P. A simple glance at the SEAS data sheet for MP14RCY/P could lead one to think it may work to some degree as a bass/mid driver, however a thorough study of the datasheet indicates that it is intended as a midrange driver only. I would not use it below 200Hz. It will have substantially reduced bass response in any enclosure as he has found in his application in the LXS. The LX5’s enclosure is too small to obtain good bass response from any current SEAS drivers, and its ports are tuned too high to give any genuine bass sound other than a superficial impression of with some craftily engineered recordings of the type intended to sound impressive through small audio sets. Of the five currently listed SEAS 14 series bass drivers, the basic PI4RC would work better than the MP14RCY/P in the LX5 enclosure, but would require some application of acoustic filling in the Vilkhur/‘Acoustic Research’/Acoustic Suspension manner to overcome the limitations of the small enclosure, and with such filling carefully placed so as not to overly compromise the audible dynamic response. The PI4RC will work okay in its midrange with the Warner designed SEAS-MP crossover, but better could be achieved for the PI4RC midrange with some change to the low pass section of that crossover. The SEAS T14RCY may adapt better to that small enclosure for bass response, but will require greater change to the low-pass arm of the crossover to obtain smooth midrange. Similar results may be got from VIFA MG14SK09 and MG14WK, and perhaps best from VIFA PL14WJ09 if these will fit the baffle cut-out. As the questioner has likely bought the MP14RCY/P midrange drivers, I suggest he consider building a 3-way system with separate enclosures for large bass drivers and designing for such to be the optimum height as speaker stands to give ear-level SEAS midrange axis. Likely better, given that the LINEAUM tweeter is a dipole, would be to place the MP14RCY/P’s unenclosed, plus LINEAUMs, at the centre of large, stiff, flat panels to give dipole midrange also, and use 10” drivers in enclosures for bass. This could be better discussed in World Audio Design’s Bulletin Board “Forum”, which if your questioner with will post in, I will respond. Chris Logan 
Australia

Phew - thanks Chris! DP

CAT ATTACK
It’s a Sunday afternoon at the end of July and I’m sitting here listening to the system, writing this letter thinking this is the best, most musical, most enjoyable sound I’ve had at home from records in almost thirty years of hi-fi listening. And yet according to the accepted wisdom of certain sections the hi-fi establishment handed down over the past twenty years this should not be the case. You see I’m listening to my latest vinyl acquisition via a non-suspended Perspex turntable with an acrylic platter and a floppy unipivot tonearm. Within the clear plastic headshell of this thing there sits no less than a disco cartridge held there by a gull wing bracket sporting open-ended fixing lugs straight out of the 1970s. At the business end of this study in rigidity, glints a mere conical stylus tracking at 3 grams on the end of a cantilever so hefty in its construction and so fearsome in aspect that it
seems for all the world as if its creators had intended it to survive a nuclear strike. Yet the sound is fabulous, holographic, wall-to-wall stuff, deep imagery with this enormous soundstage. And you have to believe, I've never experienced this before and it's simply marvellous.

The Roksan Radius 5 turntable that fronts the vinyl section of my system was bought after it had been featured in HF World. After audition at my local store and I just had to have it - fabulous. It looked and sounded a million dollars with the added bonus of oodles of wife appeal. She called it the 'ice sculpture'.

At home in my system the Ortofon MC25 it came with was good, if a little soulless and I didn't like the fact that the counterweight was right at the end of its travel because of the weight of the cartridge. The cantilever ended up off-centre after an encounter with the cat so the turntable was not used until I could get a new cartridge. A Corus Black seemed the obvious choice until I read Stewart Wennen and Noel Keywood's piece on Stanton cartridges in the July issue.

I did something I should not really have done. On the strength of an enthusiastic subjective review and a set of great looking measurements ordered the Stanton 890FS off the Internet from the djstore.co.uk and two days later it was being installed in the Naim Unipivot arm atop the Roksan. The rest is history, as they say.

It's funny how things turn out. I've strayed off the beaten track and got the best sound I've ever had from vinyl. I'd never have even considered this combination had I not seen that review. I've searched the Internet for other reviews of this cartridge and turned up nothing, so well done chaps. I've also acquired a Project I Expression yet, is that planned for the near future?

I also have a question regarding my current CD-based system. I once had a Linn Intek and with the change to the Nait 5 I got the more dynamic sound and scale I was after. It has also become somewhat more engaging. In terms of detail, transparency and being able to separate instruments I have to say though that I am disappointed, especially in the mid/high frequencies as the Naim seems to be voiced much darker than the Intek, which might have been too bright and aggressive on the other hand...

It still however sounds 'shut' with limited stereo detail and not very involving. This is more apparent on some, more produced, songs than others. Some 'electronic' songs even sound like they are in mono compared

LINN TO NAIM

Due to Hi-Fi World's enthusiasm about vinyl and the fact that I have quite a nice collection of old 12" singles I am interested in buying a budget turntable for occasional use, but with decent sound. My current system consists of the following: Marantz CD6000K1, Naim Nait 5, Epos M12, Chord Solid interconnect and Naim NAC AS speaker cable.

I would like your advice on what budget turntable to buy with a budget of around £200-300 excluding cartridge. I have shortlisted the following: Pro-ject 1 Expression, Rega P2 with QL structural mod, Rega P3 (without structural mod for the time being) and wonder what would be the best value turntable up to £300?

I would also be interested in your recommendation of a budget cartridge, i.e. should I go for, say, an Audio Technica 1100E or is it worthwhile to go for a Goldring 1006/1012GX using a budget phono stage like the Pro-ject phono box? Also I have not seen you test the Pro-ject 1 Expression yet, is that planned for to previous experiences!

I have tried to position the speakers further away from the rear wall (helped), changed to Chord Cobra interconnect, as apparently K1 does not recommend solid interconnects (no change in sound) and bought an Audusa Eupen mains cable. To my astonishment, it actually did affect the sound much more than expected! Nevertheless, I am still not totally happy with the sound as it still is lacking in stereo detail (for some songs).

Thinking that I might have done the wrong thing buying the Naim Nait 5, I need your advice. Is detail retrieval/analytical sound/stereo detail a weakness for the Nait 5 and should I consider replacing it, and if so with what? Or should I instead save up to a Naim CD5? I listen to primarily electronic music like New Order, Depeche Mode etc, but also some rock like Nirvana, U2, etc. My budget is not fixed but I would hope to spend between £300 to £500.

If you feel more of your readers would be interested in the same quest...
for the ‘ultimate’ budget turntable, why don’t you have a budget turntable test, possibly including a couple of budget cartridges and phono stages as well? I’d then also like to understand how to best divide the available budget between turntable, arm, cartridge, and phono stage. Looking at the Origin Live web site it seems that rather than spending money on the cartridge it is better to spend that on arm upgrades (but they would say that wouldn’t they...) or a better phono stage.

Paul Bjernklo

Naim amplifiers are band limited and this usually gives a ‘warm’, dark sound that you could describe as ‘shut in’, at least in comparison to a wideband amplifier. The idea is to reduce transient intermodulation distortion, as it was once called. Naim are also dynamic and, usually, very detailed too, although this more in terms of mid-range insight than the fine, filigree detailing that comes with extended high frequency response. I’m not convinced you will return to this sort of presentation by buying a Naim CD player. They offer more of the same, namely a tight, clean and well controlled sound with good insight. Best to accept what you have or, more expensively, consider wider-band DVD and SACD for the sort of presentation you describe.

I’m uneasy with rules and apportionments of budget. And budget cartridges in particular can be very bad buys if they permanently damage your records or convince you that LP is a nasty, scratchy, noise ridden medium. Keep away from the AT110 and go for the Goldrings as a minimum. They’d work well, and you can later upgrade to a 1042 with a change of stylus. Naim’s StageLine would be the ideal phono stage to use. We’ll be doing more stuff on turntables soon, but spare a thought for all those digi-philes who lose the will to live at the merest mention of an Origin Live modded RB250! Space prohibits anything on budget TTs for another few issues – we’ve only just put the last ‘vinyl special’ to bed. As ever, thanks for your support.

Paul Bjernklo

Hi Henry - you need to take a line out from your JVC amplifier’s tape out RCA phono sockets, and run it into your soundcard’s line in jack (most likely a 3.5mm stereo mini-jack). You can buy a lead for this from Maplin, although if you’re of an audiophile predisposition, then specialists such as Chord Company can oblige with excellent quality products. This done, you need a good audio recording software package - Windows XP has software built in, but it’s very crude and not ideal for the serious transcription you’re doing. So I’d invest around £35 in the latest Steinberg WaveLab, which is massively powerful yet reasonably easy to use. This done, you should record your files at 16bit, 44.1kHz resolution, and record them as WAV. Any good CD authoring package will then burn them to CD with ease. As for the laser turntable, it’s not a joke. In the October 2004 issue we reviewed it, and it does, indeed, play 78RPM discs. The trouble is it costs £10500 so I’d recommend you pick up an old Garrard to do the job. Better still, Rega makes a 78RPM version of the P2 - this sounds about as good as any 78 ever will, and costs a mere £200 or so!

Henry O. Hodgetts

Henry - you need to take a line out from your JVC amplifier’s tape out RCA phono sockets, and run it into your soundcard’s line in jack (most likely a 3.5mm stereo mini-jack). You can buy a lead for this from Maplin, although if you’re of an audiophile predisposition, then specialists such as Chord Company can oblige with excellent quality products. This done, you need a good audio recording software package - Windows XP has software built in, but it’s very crude and not ideal for the serious transcription you’re doing. So I’d invest around £35 in the latest Steinberg WaveLab, which is massively powerful yet reasonably easy to use. This done, you should record your files at 16bit, 44.1kHz resolution, and record them as WAV. Any good CD authoring package will then burn them to CD with ease. As for the laser turntable, it’s not a joke. In the October 2004 issue we reviewed it, and it does, indeed, play 78RPM discs. The trouble is it costs £10500 so I’d recommend you pick up an old Garrard to do the job. Better still, Rega makes a 78RPM version of the P2 - this sounds about as good as any 78 ever will, and costs a mere £200 or so!

Henry O. Hodgetts

NVIDIA nFORCE audio. Of is Windows XP. I propose to use Windows Media Player software to carry out transfer. I understand that I can connect from the back of my amplifier to the soundcard on my computer - this will enable me to transfer the contents of my vinyl records to CD. I am aware that problems arise when I want to copy the 78s, so I’m afraid they will have to wait. However, I have been informed (unbelievably) that there is a piece of equipment on the market that will copy both 78s and vinyl records to CD via a PC, using a laser rather than a stylus... do you know anything about this, or is someone pulling my leg?

Henry O. Hodgetts

Beware when I want to copy the 78s, so I’m afraid they will have to wait. However, I have been informed (unbelievably) that there is a piece of equipment on the market that will copy both 78s and vinyl records to CD via a PC, using a laser rather than a stylus... do you know anything about this, or is someone pulling my leg?

Henry O. Hodgetts

Hi Henry - you need to take a line out from your JVC amplifier’s tape out RCA phono sockets, and run it into your soundcard’s line in jack (most likely a 3.5mm stereo mini-jack). You can buy a lead for this from Maplin, although if you’re of an audiophile predisposition, then specialists such as Chord Company can oblige with excellent quality products. This done, you need a good audio recording software package - Windows XP has software built in, but it’s very crude and not ideal for the serious transcription you’re doing. So I’d invest around £35 in the latest Steinberg WaveLab, which is massively powerful yet reasonably easy to use. This done, you should record your files at 16bit, 44.1kHz resolution, and record them as WAV. Any good CD authoring package will then burn them to CD with ease. As for the laser turntable, it’s not a joke. In the October 2004 issue we reviewed it, and it does, indeed, play 78RPM discs. The trouble is it costs £10500 so I’d recommend you pick up an old Garrard to do the job. Better still, Rega makes a 78RPM version of the P2 - this sounds about as good as any 78 ever will, and costs a mere £200 or so!
DUAL POWER

I wonder if you can help me. I have a Dual CS 5000 turntable here in the USA. The mains transformer has burnt out and I cannot obtain a replacement. I was planning to connect to an external transformer, like those used for charging a mobile phone but the original booklet does not give me the voltage of the motor. It indicates that the power consumption is 9 watts. I believe the voltage may be 6 volts or 12 volts DC. Is there anyway you can help me find out? I appreciate any help you can give me.

John R Guest
USA

Sorry John - I can't advise, but I have a sneaking suspicion that we have someone out there reading this who can - so please who ever you are, make someone across the pond very happy and save John's Dual with a one quick email to: editorial@hi-fiworld - then his eighties classic can live again! DP

BRIDGING THE GAP

Some time ago you kindly helped me find the weakest links. The CD player is easily good enough to please with better amps, and your speakers deserve them too. Kick the Amstrad, not the dog. DP

JAYNE: THE COMEBACK

I'm surprised that letters are still being written to you about the relative merits of LP and CD. Ms. Jayne Lee Wilson goes further than usual when she compares the two formats to concerts at Liverpool's Philharmonia Hall and the Bridgewater Hall. Maybe she finds that CDs give a more satisfactory simulation of a concert hall sound than LPs.

Personally, I can listen to both CD and LP and get enjoyment from both formats. But I wouldn't suggest that either one sounds more realistic than the other. Ms. Wilson suggests that her concert hall listening is the 'real thing'. But is it? How much 'sound reinforcement' is used in the concert halls she refers to? There is some I expect so in effect, at these locations she is only listening to somebody else's 'hi-fi'.

There are places where there is no electronic enhancement of the instruments. Those I know of include the Wigmore Hall, John Keble Church in Mill Hill (where I heard John Lill perform Beethoven's 'Hammerklavier' sonata on a Faziola piano courtesy of the Hendon Music Society) and, most recently, the White Hart pub in Drury Lane in London. At this last gig I heard clarinettist Wally Fawkes, trumpeter John Chilton and pianist Doug Murray. Wally and John were seated at a table in the back of the bar alongside the piano, and I was sitting no more than ten feet from them. There were no microphones in sight.

I know it's impossible for me to retain the memory of that sound and use it to make a comparison with my record playing equipment. Maybe other people can do it but I certainly can't. However, I have been able (with the agreement of some very courteous band leaders) to make some recordings of professional music making, albeit in a hall with sound reinforcement. I used a Sony portable DAT recorder; model number TCD-D3, to make the recordings and later made CD's from them with a Yamaha CD-R-HD1300 hard disc recorder. The bands varied in size from a quintet to a big band of sixteen musicians. They were all top class players amusing themselves by 'having a blow' on Sunday mornings. All I did was to place a Sony stereo electret condenser microphone, model no.EM-MS907, on a table in front of the band and hoped for the best. I have been more than pleased with the results.

help! reader required rescue John's Dual

Fidelity's X-PRE/XP200 is a very powerful, low distortion combo with a sound that's just on the sweet side of neutral (it's pretty highly Class A biased). At the time of going to press, we believe prices are £799 and £899 respectively. You could usefully get by with your NAD as stop-gap preamp with two X-P200s and then get the MF preamp when funds permit. See this month's review for specific advice on sound; suffice to say if you want lots of very crisp and clean watts at a lowish price, I can't think of anything better for the money right now. I actually believe you'd be better served by upgrading your power amps first, as they're the

---

[Image of a turntable and associated components]
These recordings are certainly different from commercial products because I know exactly where the musicians were in the sound stage. So whenever I play them I can visualise the musicians in front of me. This is also a very satisfactory simulation of what I heard but as to how accurate they are it is impossible to measure. Obviously, the sound reproduced will depend on the equipment used and the room it's used in. So my conclusion is that if you enjoy the sound your system makes go ahead, enjoy it and don’t worry about it!

E.Gascoigne

Quite! Jayne’s letter certainly stirred up some strong feelings re: the relative merits of live vs. recorded, ‘not to mention CD vs. LP, and it’s been fun reading the replies. As for me, the very best recording I have in my possession is not some Classic Records audiophile vinyl pressing of ’Rumours’, or a dazzling 24/192 DVD-A of ’Hotel California’, but a live recording I made in 1984. I simply placed a Sony ECM-99 stereo electret condensor microphone about 50 yards in front of the band playing open-air in a field, and plugged it into a Sony TC-399 open reel running Maxell UDXL tape at seven-and-a-half IPS. To this day, it still makes my Michell Orbe-Origin Live Illustrious/Ortofon Kontrapunkt C vinyl front end sound like a DAB portable from Dixons...There’s a lot to be said for outdoor live performances, recorded as simply as possible, with no ‘cooks’ (i.e. recording engineers, producers) around to spoil the broth. DP

THE CORAL BRIEF

I wonder if you could solve a mystery for me please. I have just dug out an old cartridge from the bottom of a drawer. I bought it awhile ago and in the drawer it remained until I fitted it to my deck, a Systemdek 1/920 and Rega RB250. It is very good but I don’t know much about it. Could you perhaps enlighten me please and, also, is it worth fitting to my Origin Live turntable and arm? The details I have are it is a Coral MC 82 made by Coral Corp of Japan, and it’s high output.

Alan Collingburn.

This was a late 1970s design from one of Japan’s established cartridge manufacturers, now long discontinued. Assuming the stylus and cantilever is in good nick, then by all means use it. Here’s a tip — cleaning the four output pins with isopropyl alcohol will remove decades of oxidation and scunge, and should really bring its sound to life. This done, you’ll find it is a relatively warm and beguiling performer, although it was never the equal of Supex’s rival SD901, so was rarely recommended in the UK hi-fi press of the day. Should it wear out, you can get it re-tipped by The Cartridge Man, but frankly I’d invest in the new Dynavector DV20X-H (£285), which is due out within weeks. This is also high output, but benefits from two and a half decades of technological advances. While Noel says that not a long has happened in amplifier design of late, I reckon that turntables, arms and cartridges continue to jump forward in leaps and bounds - a shame they weren’t doing this when vinyl was still the world’s primary source!

E.Gascoigne

KEFS IN CAPTIVITY

I have happened upon a pair of KEF104 Reference speakers, described by yourselves as ‘(these) big three-way floorstanders with large bass units are a bit of a rarity these days, especially at the affordable level. Good examples such as the bigger KEF Reference range models can run into second mortgage territory’. My problem is that they are the only piece of hi-fi equipment that I have! Do I build a CD or tape system (I have very little vinyl left!) around them, in which case what do you suggest, especially a suitable power amplifier?

I only have a 12 x 10' room on the first floor of a terraced house, so I don’t think I’d ever be able to listen to them loud enough to do them justice! Or do I try and pass them on to someone who’ll appreciate them and already has a system that can drive them properly? In which case, how do I go about finding such a welcome recipient? The cabinets are in need of slight refurnishment and they have no front grilles, but speaker-wise they are almost perfect - still air-tight. Please advise me as to any possible options I might have. I would love to hear them, even if it is only on someone else’s premises!

Paul Mason, Feltamh UK

You do not say which version of the 104 you own, I am going to presume it is either the original or the more common AB variant, rather than one of the more modern models. By modern standards they are not difficult to drive, and only need modest power. No mention of budgets is given, but I would say something like an Arcam A65+ as a minimum to drive them, and the matching CD62 CD player as a good combo. If you are running the later units, then look at the Cyrus 8 integrated and PSX power supply (you might be lucky and pick up an older 7 at a discount here) and again a decent £1000 CD player.

Hi David,

I was intrigued to read your review of the Whest PS.20 and MtsU.20 phono stage. I am lucky to have this with me at home right now as part of a home loan for a few days, along with a Renaissance RP01 phono stage and my current LFD MC1 phono stage. The reason why I have the Whest and Renaissance? Because my LFD has so high a gain that there is quite a lot of noise coming out of the speakers, even with the volume pretty far down (say 9 o’clock). Anyway, to cut the story short, in your review of the Whest, you mention makes like LFD amongst others. Do you have any experience of the MC1? If so, what are your observations between the Whest and LFD? I’d be glad to hear any views you have on them. The only thing I can say is that in my system, the Whest has the lowest gain of the 3 phono stages and is the most “analytical” sounding of the three, but is very fast and detailed. Due to its lowest gain, it’s also the quietest of the 3.

Chi

I haven’t put the Whest and LFD directly against one another, although I’ve heard them both against my reference Trichord Delphini NC on different occasions. The LFD is superb, but I still think that, on balance, to my ears, the Whest is the better — because its brilliantly clean, ultra low noise, ultra low distortion (and as you rightly point out, quite low gain, too) sound is stunning through my reference system. I think it’s unfair to call it ‘analytical’, although I know what you’re driving at, as it’s very ‘meticulous’; the Trichord sounds quite rough and raunchy by comparison. I’m still using the Delphini NC by the way, as it’s an excellent bit of kit, and better with ‘kick ass’ rock than the oh-so-finessed Whest. Watch this space, and the story will unfold...

DP
If you have invested expertise and money in building up a sound system to your own unique specifications, then why compromise with indifferent housing units?

Fi-Rax offers a new dimension in audio visual racking - from a range of standard designs, to the flexibility to custom create a unit to suit your particular sound system and lifestyle.

• High quality aluminium construction.
• Finishes available to your choice.
• Fully adjustable 4mm glass shelving.
• Sound isolation on shelving/feet.
• Custom created to suit your system.
• Free delivery throughout the UK.

Fi-Rax - a sound investment for those who want the best from their equipment.

market place
specialist products and services

For all your advertising requirements please call 0870 242 0567 or email: advertising@hi-fiworld.co.uk

Web address: www.retroreproduction.com
28a Haddington Place Edinburgh EH7 4AF Phone/Fax 0131 556 9989
Open 11.00am - 5.30pm - closed Monday & Sunday

NOW DEMONSTRATING
The Fantastic EAR 890 and 899 70 watt per channel Amplifier A amplification (SPECIAL) offer trade in your existing amplification for full market value against any EAR products.

ATC SCM 7, 12, 35 SPEAKERS PROBABLY THE FINEST SPEAKERS AVAILABLE - PRICES START FROM £485

** FOR A LIMITED PERIOD ONLY **

Full value Trade in on EAR Phono Stages and other selected models.

THE LEGENDARY OPUS 1 CONTINUES TUNABLE WITH CANTUS LINEAR TRACKING TONEARM. MEASURES MANY MORE ENHANCED TRADE IN UP TO £295.00 NOW DEMONSTRATING THE FANTASTIC NEW MONOPULSE RANGE OF SPEAKERS MAKE LINEAR DESIGN OAKS EXCELLENT FOUNDATION ABILITIES Priced COMPETITIVELY FROM £550 - £1495.

AUDIO DEMONSTRATING KORATO VALVE AMPLIFIERS

CROSB NEW TRANSVALVE NEOSTAR INTEGRATED AMP" WITH KORATO VALVE AMPLIFIERS.

MOSFET CIRCUITRY MUST BE HEARD £1250
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PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT

ATC SCM50A ACTIVE WALNUT WITH STANDS- BUYER COLLECTS- IMMACULATE £3495
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4- BOX VALVE PRE/POWER £1495
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO A1 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER BLACK AND BOXED £79
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CD1 CD PLAYER BLACK AND BOXED £89
CHLY HABBERLY CHERRY FLOORSTANDERS £648
COUNTERPOINT SA100 POWER AMP/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED £649
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY PRO SUB 10 £249
DEGON DVD393 BLACK AND SUPERB £1000 NEW £795
EPSO ED-10 LIGHT CURRY BOXED AND SUPERB £299
KEF 107/3 WOOD WITH KEF KUBE EQUALISER AND INTEGRAL STANUS £399
KIF CRESTA ONE BLACK ASH BOXED AND IMMACULATE £99
LFD PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND £695
LINE 102.1/8 902 WINDSOR AIR POWER HYBRID TUBE VALVE VALNTWL SKUPE £1295
LOWE 1203 1/2 FT, 47 MYERSHK 9, 120 9, LOWE GLASS STAND £1295
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK, SHI LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED LOVELY CONDITION £399
MERIDIAN 605 MONO AMPLIFIER BLACK £995
MICROSEDA KAGHE C4, PLAYER IMMACULATE £349
MORDANT SHORT MS05 LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK AND BOXED £49
NAIM CD 24/1 1998 IMMACULATE £295
NAMAPIA 140 OLIVE FRONTED AND BOXED, SUPERB £129
NAM C55 NAIM AND CEPTOR 1993 BOXED AND IMMACULATE £895
NAM INTRO BLACK ASH BOXED AND SUPERB £349
NAM NAP 100 TUNER IMMACULATE CONDITION £795
NAM SBL LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASL 1 LATE 1995 MODEL £995
NAM SUPERCAP 3 POWER SUPPLY BLACK 2003 BOXED £2895
ONIX 0A35/0A1200 PRE/POWER AMP BLACK LOVELY £795
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER £595
PROCEED AVP AUDIO/VIDEO PER AMPLIFIER AC- 3, DTS, THX, DPL (NEW £4700) £1795
PROCEED AMP 125 WATT CHANCE-1, POWER AMPS APPROVED (NEW £295)
PROCEED MDT MODULAR XVID TRANSER (NEW £5200) £2495
QUAD 77C BUS/77 PRE/77 TUNER CARBON BOXED AND IMMACULATE £995
REGA PLANAR 3 BLACK, RB300, ROKSAN CORUS BLACK, REGA MOTOR UPGRADE £279
REGA RADIO R REMOTE READY TUNER BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £299
REGA CURVA LINE LEVEL PRE-AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £299
REGA MAPA POWER AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £299
REGA V6 WALNUT FLOORSTANDING TUNER OVER £1K NEW £995
ROKSAN CASPIAN TUNER BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB £395
ROKSAN L 1/2 ELY, L 1/2 PRE-amp TRANSPORT £299
ROKSAN XERIXES BLACK ASL ARTSPFLER Z TRC16/ALC1 D. VDI MODDED £1995
RUPEE REPEATER NAK/4A/4A, BOXED AND MINT £199
SALON KIT 012 TUNER £999
WADIA 320X CD TRANSPORT WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTIONS £995

PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE - KEITH MONKS MACHINE - PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.

THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk
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High End Cable

Your friendly cable store

We offer new and used cables from

- Acoustic Zen
- Chord
- Nordost UK Sales only
- Stereovox HDJX Digital cable
- Tannoy
- Van den Hul

We take in part exchange high quality cable products against new cable.

We have a selection of second hand cable and Hi-Fi products as well as new Orton and van den Hul moving coil cartridges. We also have a few Transparent Reference Power cords in stock from £339

Free delivery worldwide on all interconnects.

For many more money saving offers call Dave Jackson for a chat on 01775 761880 or better still visit www.highendcable.co.uk

for over 100 pages of new and previously owned cable.

Visit our Second hand section. We also offer to sell on a commission basis.
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Graves Audio

Unit 5 Bards Corner
Hemel Hempstead
Hertfordshire
HP1 3RR
T: 01442 270 141
F: 01442 270 141
E: sales@gravesaudio.co.uk

'GRIFFON' VALVE AMP

Manufacturers of Audiophile quality Lowther Driven 100dB Horn loudspeakers and valve amplifiers (SE or PP) in domestically friendly enclosures. Ring for information pack and speak to the designer Brian Graves.
Acoustic Solid

Small Royal Turntable

60mm platter topped with 6mm acrylic platter and leather mat. Precision bearing, weight approx 25kg. RRP £1280.00 excluding arm. Three tone arms can be fitted to the turntable. Read review by www.enjoythemusic.com

NEW Eupen CSM Interconnect, with extruded ferrite - RCA/XLR, £45 for 1m pair. Eupen Video Interconnect £25 for 1m RCA/BNC/RF

Power cables are fitted with IEC (Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug. Cable is also available with our all steel 4, 6 and 8 way distribution blocks. We can rewire the distribution blocks with Eupen cable as an extra cost option. Refer to our web site for details.

LAT INTERNATIONAL Inc USA -
Silver fused technology Analogue, Digital and Video interconnects and Speaker cable better than most at double the price.

We have developed a cabling (weaving) pattern along with an unusual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the garbage that contaminates your components. The difference you hear with our cord is astounding. Our power cord takes advantage of silver in its design through use of our proprietary Silverfuse conductors. The conductors are 10 gauge and with PTFE, the best insulation available. Fitted as standard with IEC / MK Tough plug. 60cm £62, 90cm £75, 1.2m £88, 1.5m £101, 1.8m £112 etc. Other lengths available and off the reel. 4, 6 and 8 way all steel mains distribution blocks fitted with UK, Schuko or USA sockets. CE tested & approved mains distribution units manufactured of heavy gauge steel, finished in black and fitted with highest quality 13amp sockets. It has no filters, circuit breakers, surge protection, transformers, resistors, capacitors, LED's, on/off switches, chokes, regulators. Just fitted with 1m of AC-2 mains cable. From £166 for 4 way, £184 for 6 way, £229 for 8 way. Interconnects IC-200, IC-100, IC-80, IC-50, Video V-6, VI-6 Component, Digital-DI-20, Speaker SS800 and SS1000.

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249 F: 020 8241 0999 E: sales@audusa.com
Electronics Made Simple by Ian Sickleair
This book covers the basic theory and principles of electronics. A good read for anyone.
Code No. 2400 £12.99 + £2.50 P&P (UK)

Build your own Electronic Test Instruments by Eleecstor
This book contains designs for 17 measuring instruments, seven generators and analysers, ten miscellaneous instruments and a number of test instruments and auxiliaries. The designs range from a simple multimeter extra designs contain a special printed circuit, drawing of which are given in the appendix.
Code No. 2400 £15.95 + £2.50 P&P (UK)

Inside the Vacuum Tube by Johns H. Elder
One of the most thorough (and funny) books ever written on the way vacuum tubes function. Reader’s mastery of analogies spanning from most musical instruments to the book especially useful to those who want to learn about vacuum tubes.
Code No. 2400 £24.00 + £2.50 P&P (UK)

Glass Audio Projects - 17 Vacuum Tube Designs
The book includes 17 valve project designs that have been tested, and written by some of the world’s best vacuum tube experimentalists. It’s a book for the beginner or the veteran, designed for the professional or the hobbyist.
Code No. 2400 £24.00 + £2.50 P&P (UK)

Audio Measurements by W. L. Crowther
Originally published in 1957, this book has been a valuable tool for audio and electronics engineers ever since. It covers the basic theory and practice of measurement, including the use of oscilloscopes, signal generators, and other test equipment.
Code No. 2400 £15.95 + £2.50 P&P (UK)

The Reference Manual RCA Audio Amplifiers by O. T. H. Williams
This book offers a practical guide to the design and construction of audio amplifiers. Includes information on power supplies, transformers, and more.
Code No. 2400 £14.95 + £2.50 P&P (UK)

Building your own Audio Valve Amplifiers by Rainer Zur Linde
This book covers construction projects for power amplifiers, four amplifiers for musical instruments, two amplifiers for musical instruments, and two amplifiers for musical instruments.
Code No. 2400 £13.95 + £2.00 P&P (UK)

Audio Reality by Bruce Rozemblatt
In this book, Rozemblatt provides a comprehensive guide to the design and construction of tube audio equipment. He covers everything from the selection of components, to the design of circuits, to the building of equipment.
Code No. 2400 £14.95 + £2.50 P&P (UK)

Multi-Fold Tube Circuits for Audio Amplifiers
Includes full designs for eleven power and preamps, each using tubes, along with a series of articles on the design and construction of practical audio systems.
Code No. 2400 £15.95 + £2.00 P&P (UK)

The Beginners Guide to Tube Design by Bruce Rozemblatt
This is a comprehensive guide to the design and construction of tube audio equipment. It covers everything from the selection of components, to the design of circuits, to the building of equipment.
Code No. 2400 £13.95 + £2.50 P&P (UK)
First in High Fidelity
The Products and History of H. J. Leak & Co. Ltd.
by Steven Spater
This book is the unique and comprehensive story about one of the world's best high-fidelity audio companies. Contained are 330 pictures, 30 concise diagrams for classic designs of the day. There are also numerous anecdotes and contributions from ex-employees. A wonderful historical read.
Basic Theory and Application of Electron Tubes
A US Army & Navy Publication
This book is an excellent introduction into valves. It does just about everything its title suggests. Written in 1957 it was used by the US military as a text book in their electronics department. Suppently written it contains all you need to know.
Order 4 Books & Over & Pay Only £7.00 for P&P (UK only)

Order on-line www.worldaudiodesign.com

‘phone 01245 450651
or visit our website www.worldaudiodesign.com

Audio Amateurs Loudspeaker Projects
A collection of the 25 best speaker articles published in the Audio Amateur throughout the 1970s. This popular book is proof that great designs are never out of date. This volume is a rich source of theory, practice and design.

Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design and Construction
by Ronald Wagner
Step by step guide to the design and construction of a full-range electrostatic loudspeaker, including basic operating principles. Strongly recommended for those wanting to either build, repair or restore, or who are just interested in electrostatics.

Sylvania Technical Manual by Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
This 13th edition contains data on more than 3500 electron tubes and semiconductor devices. Reprinted here without the TV picture tube section, this manual contains detailed information on Sylvania's devices including chips and diodes. A master index is found in the front of the book for reference.

Modern High-End Valve Amplifiers
Based on Toroidal Output Transformers
by Henno van der Veen
Explains the why and workings of toroidal output transformers at various technical levels. Illustrated extensively within this book are designs for amplifiers from 10 to 100 watts. Finally, the author gives some attention to a number of special valve amplifiers, and to the theory and practice of negative feedback.

Footnotes:
1. Some product demos available by appointment.

Unit 6, Rumsey Row, Writtle, Chelmsford
Essex CM1 3YA.
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## Ex-demo and second hand items

### Digital

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Was</th>
<th>Now</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio Analogue Paganini CD x-demo</td>
<td>895</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dCS Purcell Upsampler Non Firewire S/H</td>
<td>2999</td>
<td>1695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dCS Delius 24/192 DAC Non Firewire S/H</td>
<td>5999</td>
<td>2995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dCS Verdi SACD/CD Transport x-demo</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>6499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Levinson No 360s x-demo</td>
<td>7495</td>
<td>3999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rega Jupiter CD Silver X-dem</td>
<td>998</td>
<td>699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rega Planet CD Black X-dem</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theta Pro Basic II DAC with Oscom/Balanced S/H</td>
<td>2990</td>
<td>1195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theta Generation V Balanced S/H</td>
<td>6290</td>
<td>2499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unison Research Unico Valve CD x-demo</td>
<td>1195</td>
<td>895</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Analogue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Was</th>
<th>Now</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clearaudio Solution/RB300 x-demo</td>
<td>1595</td>
<td>999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearaudio Unity Unipivot Tonearm New&amp;Boxed</td>
<td>795</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearaudio Accurate MC x-demo</td>
<td>2800</td>
<td>1699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearaudio Victory MC New&amp;Boxed</td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuzma Stabi/Stogi S Turntable New&amp;Boxed</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lehmann Audio Black Cube SE New&amp;Boxed</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCormack Phono Stage New and Boxed</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rega Planar 3/Heed PSU/Bias S/H</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>269</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Preamplifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Was</th>
<th>Now</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio Analogue Belini Remote Preamplifier x-demo</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naim Audio NAC82 1998 S/H</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1299</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Amplifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Was</th>
<th>Now</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio Analogue Corelli Stereo Power Amplifier x-demo</td>
<td>695</td>
<td>479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Analogue Donizetti Mono Power Amplifiers x-demo 1050</td>
<td>729</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Analogue Puccini Integrated X-demo</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arcam Diva A85 Integrated Amplifier Black S/H</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arcam Diva P85 Power Amplifier Silver S/H</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAT 509 Anniversary Balanced Valve Mono (New&amp;Boxed)</td>
<td>5998</td>
<td>3999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naim Audio NAP250 1998 S/H</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagra VPA Mono 845 Valve Amplifiers S/H</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>7499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Rose Sprit Integrated x-demo</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>649</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Loudspeakers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Was</th>
<th>Now</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Martin Logan CLS Anniversary Electrostatics 7 months Old S/H</td>
<td>6700</td>
<td>4295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Logan Aerius I Hybrid Electrostatics Oak S/H</td>
<td>2389</td>
<td>1299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JM Lab Mini Utopia Black S/H</td>
<td>3799</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naim Audio Intro Black Ash S/H</td>
<td>875</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMC FB1 Floorstander in Cherry S/H</td>
<td>1275</td>
<td>885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rega Jura FLOORstanding Black Ash S/H</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rega ELA Cherry X-demo</td>
<td>749</td>
<td>579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verity Audio Fidelio Piano Lacquer x-demo</td>
<td>7995</td>
<td>3999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Cables and Accessories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Was</th>
<th>Now</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cardas Neutral Reference 1m RCA-BNC S/H</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madrigal CZ Gel 1.5m Balanced new&amp;boxed</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madrigal MDC 2 1m Fatboy Digital cable new&amp;boxed</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madrigal MDC 20.5m Fatboy Digital cable new&amp;boxed</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QED QE XII 1m RCA-RCA Interconnect S/H</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siltech SQ58G3 2x4m Balanced Interconnect x-demo</td>
<td>2370</td>
<td>1499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siltech Signature G5 1m AES/EBU 110ohm Digital S/H</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siltech SPX 100.5m mains cable New Boxed</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siltech LS 25 2.2.5m speaker cable x-demo</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral MH-330 15ft Interconnect RCA-RCA x-demo</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral MH-750 15ft Interconnect RCA-RCA x-demo</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral MI-350 20ft Speaker cable x-demo</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>1199</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tuners & Tape decks, power supplies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Was</th>
<th>Now</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio Analogue Cherubini AM/FM Tuner X-demo</td>
<td>725</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnum Dynalab FT-T Remote Switcher for FT101A/Elute (new &amp; boxed)</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Suppliers and installers of High Quality Audio Systems

- 47 Laboratory
- Accuphase
- J M Labs
- Krell
- Audio Analytical
- Kuzma
- Audio Physic
- Lavardin
- Audio Research
- Martin Logan
- Avalon Acoustics
- Michell
- Avid
- Nagra
- bel canto
- Primare
- Benz Micro
- Pro Ac
- Cardas
- Rega
- Clearaudio
- Siltech
- Conrad Johnson
- Sonus Faber
- dCS
- Densen
- Spectral
- Nordost
- DNM/Reson
- Sugden
- Electrocompaniet
- Transparent Audio
- Finite Elemente
- Verity Audio
- Graaf
- Wadia

Midland Audio X-change are looking for Audio Research, Krell, Mark Levinson, Naim Audio, Dcs, Wadia.
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LEATHERHEAD LEISURE CENTRE
LEATHERHEAD M25 JUNCTION 9

ALL VINTAGE & MODERN HI-FI
PARAPHERNALIA
INCLUDING: VINYL, DISC ETC
FOR STALL BOOKINGS/DETAILS
CALL
07730 134973

WHAT’S WRONG WITH HI-FI

Let's face it, Hi-Fi is being swamped by the onslaught of Home Cinema and Surround Sound. Hi-Fi has always been a male oriented hobby, but because families enjoy Home Cinema men can now get approval for spending on the family on a H/C setup. More speakers means smaller speakers, so whereas 10 years ago most of my business was selling large Ruark and ATC speakers, it’s now very difficult. I’d hate to be a manufacturer! But come on chaps, there’s nothing really like Hi-Fi and it can be combined with surround sound, and H/C does sound better with larger front speakers, rather than small satellites. So dig out that old turntable, have a D.C. motor fitted, even try a valve amp and larger speakers, try new technology such as the superb range of ESLAB digital amps, (now down in price). Why not investigate DVD-A, SACD and equally important music DVD’s, which provide more enjoyment on a good H/C setup than most films made today! We are here to give you advice and let you hear what can be achieved, even if it has to be H/C! You won’t find it in the shops! We do specialise also in projectors and screens, as you ideally need a 6/7ft. picture to go with that superb sound. If you have to have H/C, have the best!

V’audio HI-FI Consultants
36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol BS9 1EJ
Tel/Fax 0117 968 6005
Are you making the right connections?

Send for Britain's biggest catalogue of specialist cable and connections. All available by mail order. Phone 020-8942 9124 or clip the coupon for your Free copy www.custom-cable.co.uk

Please send me your FREE Custom Cable Catalogue
Name
Address
Postcode

NO FURTHER INFORMATION REQUIRED
Send to: Custom Cable Service
Box 4007
London SW17 8XG

Are you making the right connections?

Please send me your FREE Custom Cable Catalogue
Name
Address
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NO FURTHER INFORMATION REQUIRED
Send to: Custom Cable Service
Box 4007
London SW17 8XG

Are you making the right connections?

Please send me your FREE Custom Cable Catalogue
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NO FURTHER INFORMATION REQUIRED
Send to: Custom Cable Service
Box 4007
London SW17 8XG

Are you making the right connections?

Please send me your FREE Custom Cable Catalogue
Name
Address
Postcode

NO FURTHER INFORMATION REQUIRED
Send to: Custom Cable Service
Box 4007
London SW17 8XG
Heatherdale Audio Ltd
202 Findon Road, Worthing, WEST Sussex. BN14 0EJ
Tel: 01903-872288 or (after hours) 07860 660001 Fax: 01903-872234
E-mail: heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com // www.hifi-stereo.com

SPEAKERS
Tannoy Meridian Gold 17" Hi Lancaster side cabinets £2595
Valencia 5.2 loudspeaker system £5495
Tannoy 750 Speakers (Pair) £750

Acoustic Research SR 1 Stand Mount Speakers £275

Dali Zensor 4 Floor Standing Speakers £2395

Audio Physics L-51 Floor Standing Speakers £1950

Audio Physics Amaze 1 Floor Standing Speakers £3950

Audio Physics Amaze II Floor Standing Speakers £6500

Audio Physics Amaze III Floor Standing Speakers £9500

Audio Physics Amaze IV Floor Standing Speakers £23500

Audio Physics Amaze V Floor Standing Speakers £59500

Audio Physics Amaze VI Floor Standing Speakers £119500

Audio Physics Amaze V7 Floor Standing Speakers £249500

Audio Physics Amaze V8 Floor Standing Speakers £449500

Audio Physics Amaze V9 Floor Standing Speakers £849500

HEATHERDALE PRE-OWNED GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT

PRE-AMPS
Conrad Johnson 16LS Pre Amp £695
Proceed PA04 Pre Amp £330

PRE-AMPS
Conrad Johnson 16LS Pre Amp £695
Proceed PA04 Pre Amp £330

SPEAKERS
B&O Beolab 2000 speakers £19500

Audio Images
Unit 13 Wenta Business Centre Colne Way Watford Hertfordshire WD24 7ND
Tel: 01923 213344 Fax: 01923 213355
E-mail: sales@musonic.co.uk

VISIT OUR UPDATED WEBSITE
www.musonic.co.uk

For further information tel/fax/e-mail to:

MUSONIC (UK) LIMITED

SPECIALIST MANUFACTURER & SUPPLIER FOR MORE THAN 40 YEARS

REPLACEMENTS & ORIGINALS

MANY OBSOLETE/78 VERSIONS

PICK-UP CARTRIDGES

RECORD/TAPE/CD ACCESSORIES

WHY NOT TRY US AND HEAR THE DIFFERENCE !!

NAGAOKA CARTRIDGES NOW IN STOCK

UK & IRELAND DISTRIBUTOR

Real Hi-Fi
Tel: 0870 909 6777
www.realhi-fi.com

MUSONIC STYL

DESIGNS ENGINEERED FOR EXCELLENCE WITH-

POLYPROP CAPS

AIR CORED COILS

HI-TEC DRIVERS

TOP GRADE COMPONENTS

Q.T.A. Systems

www.qtasystems.co.uk

2 Wheatsheaf Way
Linton, Cambridge CB1 6XB
Tel: 01223 891091
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www.hi-fiworid.co.uk
...announcing the

Linn Multichannel
AV Experience 2004!

Here's your chance to attend one of the greatest hi-fi events of the year! Linn Products, in association with Hi-Fi World magazine, proudly present the Linn Multichannel AV Experience 2004 at the Proud Galleries, 10 Greenland Street, Camden, London, N1 (the venue is just around the corner from Camden Town tube station).

Following on from the hugely successful Linn/Hi-Fi World LP12 vs. CD12 event of 2001, we're delighted to bring you a second special event, providing a spectacular multichannel music experience!

This will be a unique opportunity to hear one of the very best multichannel hi-fi systems ever made, in the comfortable surroundings of Proud Galleries. The set-up comprises the Linn Unidisk 1.1, Linn Kisto System Control and Linn Artikulat Multi-Channel Loudspeaker System - the very first UK public preview of the latter.

It will be your chance to hear what an ultra high end, state-of-the-art multichannel music system can really do with DVD-Audio, SACD and Compact Disc sources. You'll be able to compare and contrast the system's two-channel performance with its surround sound capability, and decide for yourself how much multichannel 'brings to the party'!

And more importantly perhaps, you'll be able to relax and enjoy some great music - including Beck, Barber, Clapton, Coltrane, Eminem, Gabriel, Linn Records, Mozart, Pink Floyd, Talking Heads, Who and Led Zeppelin (and much, much more) - in the congenial company of the Linn and Hi-Fi World teams.

The last Linn/Hi-Fi World event was a tremendous success - lots of fun was had by all as Linn staff including Ivor Tiefenbrun and Brian Morris, and the Hi-Fi World team including Noel Keywood and David Price, chatted informally with the 500 invited guests on matters analogue, digital, stereo, multichannel and more - over drinks and sandwiches. This time round, we hope to repeat the successful formula, and to take a closer look at multichannel too...

If you'd like to attend this unique event, all you have to do is send your name, address, telephone number and/or email address on a postcard (or email: linnevent@hi-fiworld.co.uk) to: Linn Event, Hi-Fi World magazine, Unit G4, Argo House, Kilburn Park Rd., London NW6 5LF. Due to the limited space, we can't guarantee you a place - tickets will be issued on a first come, first served basis, so we advise you to get writing now!

DATE: SATURDAY OCTOBER 16, 10am to 4pm
PLACE: PROUD GALLERIES 10 Greenland Street, Camden, London N1

http://hi-fiworld.co.uk NOVEMBER 2004 HI-FI WORLD
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MUSICAL FIDELITY A370 Class A power amplifier £890 (£2500) Boxed and original condition. Audio Research and DNM cables complete sets. Tel: 07973 220 663 (Leicestershire) (Nov(I))

MAGNUM DYNA LAB MD 102 tuner (£2200) £1100. Stunning'. Tel: 07973 220 663 (Leicestershire) (Nov(I))

KUZMA REFERENCE turntable, tri-planar arm, Benz LP cartridge, cost £10,000+, now £5000. Tom Evans Grove £1000. Polaris Loth-X speakers, 104dB £2500 Velodyne DD10 subwoofer, was £2000 now £1000. Tel: Nick 01373 463 780 or Email: nicholas.welsh@blueyonder.co.uk (Nov(I))

FABULOUS VALVED CD Audio Aero 24/192 £1750. Large blueyonder.co.uk (Nov(I))

ACCUPHASE T105 FM tuner. Cost, £750 ovno. Tel: 01323 511 204 or Email: garytowner@hotmail.com (Nov(I))

QUAD 405-2, 34 and FM4 (DIN) All boxed with instructions and cables. Excellent condition. £470 ovno. Tel: 01283 814 422 evenings or 07952 865 404 daytime. Or Email: tomaspin@supanet.com (Nov(I))

TDL REFERENCE monitors, rosewood, exemplary condition, manual. £400 ovno. AudioLab 8000Q, vgc, boxed, manuals. £120 ovno. AudioLab 8000T, vgc, boxed, manuals. £120 ovno. Tel: John 01403 251 935 or Email: johnsohifi@iol.com (Dec(I))

RIARK PROLOGUE I speakers, new finish, 2x 7m bi-wired ribbon cables (QED Profile Silver 12) with Ixos plugs for speakers. £750 ovno. Tel: 01323 511 204 or Email: garytowner@hotmail.com (Nov(I))

QUAD 306 amplifier, 34 control unit, FM4 tuner All-mounted on Q Rack C3. Email offers to: a-kerr@amserve.com Purchaser to collect from Worcester. (Nov(I))

SHALNING CDT 100 CD player, With Western Electric valve upgrade and originals. Valve or solid state output, £1150. Linn LK1, LK2 pre power £365. Tel: 01242 466 282 or 07729 858 551 (East Sussex) (Nov(I))

WANTED URGENTLY: Pink Triangle bearings with ball bearings, very good condition or mint condition. Please make me an offer Tel: 33 2 31 85 79 17 Philippe Pesche, Caen, France. Email: philippe.pesche@voila.fr (Nov(I))

QUAD 57s very late, black. Quad serviced, outstanding £750. Quad II's, GEC, Mullard, serviced £500. FM4 grey, phono £125. Spendor SP2/3E rosewood, barely used £750. Tel: 0113 257 7793 (Leeds) (Nov(I))

BALANCED AUDIO Technology: BAT VK-60 tube power amp. Perfect working order and condition. One owner since new. Box and manual. With 2 complete sets of valves, 1 set new. £1900 ovno. Tel: Mike 020 8550 4223 evenings or 020 7401 5119 day. (Nov(I))

THIEL CS 36 6 floorstanding loudspeakers. World class 'speakers over £5000 brand new, absolute bargain at £1700. Excellent condition. Tel: Mark 01609 772 917 (Nov(I))

FABULOUS VALVED CD Audio Aero 24/192 £1750. Large floorstanding speakers Coincident Total Eclipse, 104dB, 14ohm, ideal for 300B. £2000, were £6000 3 years ago. Tel: Nick 01373 463 780 or Email: nicholas.welsh@blueyonder.co.uk (Nov(I))


TED JORDAN JX 92 full range units. £100 pair. Tel: 01442 874 749 (Berkimhamst, Herts) (Nov(I))

WANTED: ONE PAIR Wharfedale TSR 110 hi-fi loudspeakers. Tel: 07876 710 945 or Email: kevinfurphy@yahoo.co.uk (Nov(I))

QUAD II PAIR with GEC and Mullard valves. Original condition, £550. Kiplisch Heresy II speakers in mahogany on Atacama SL200 stands, excellent condition, ideal with valve amps, £650. Tel: 01487 824 418 daytime (Nov(I))


WANTED: DPA 50s pre/power amplifiers. Sony MiniDisc recorders: JA50ES, JA30ES, J555ES. Must be good condition. For Sale: Nakamichi cassette deck 2, £90. Tel: 01306 887 554 (Nov)

HOLDING CDT 100 CD player, With Western Electric valve upgrade and originals. Valve or solid state output, £1150. Linn LK1, LK2 pre power £365. Tel: 01273 541 462 (Brighton) (Nov(I))

MISSION 782 floorstanding speakers, excellent condition £300. Magnum pre-amp, upgraded by manufacturer to high-end spec, £350. Tel: 01704 550 247 or Email: derek.bollen@ntlworld.com (Nov(I))

PRIMARE SYSTEM for sale, A30.1 amplifier £795 ovno, A30.2 CD player £795 ovno, T21 FM tuner £345 ovno. Little use, good condition, will demonstrate. Tel: Shaun 01226 244 341 (Nov(I))

SILTECH INTERCONNECT cables. SQ28-G. Imetre pair. WBT plugs, cost £280, 3 months old, boxed with instructions. Half price £140. Tel: 01274 632 492 (Nov(I))
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Onkyo</td>
<td>DS 989 AV AMP</td>
<td>£995 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conrad Johnson</td>
<td>PV 10B PRE AMPLIFIER</td>
<td>£595 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veritas</td>
<td>P400 POWER AMPLIFIER</td>
<td>£995 XD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krell</td>
<td>FPB700cx (upgraded from 600)</td>
<td>£9500 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denon</td>
<td>DV5000 DVD PLAYER</td>
<td>£495 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Logan</td>
<td>CLS IIz</td>
<td>£3500 XD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Physics</td>
<td>Calderas</td>
<td>P.O.A. SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krell</td>
<td>FPB200 POWER AMPLIFIER</td>
<td>£3500 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Analogue</td>
<td>Maestro</td>
<td>£995 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson</td>
<td>System 6.1 Ferrari Grey</td>
<td>£1795 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonus Faber</td>
<td>Odyssey</td>
<td>£4995 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson</td>
<td>1012 Pre DAC PHONO</td>
<td>£1950 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearaudio</td>
<td>Signature MC Low Hours</td>
<td>£1795 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearaudio</td>
<td>Signature MC Bifield Cable</td>
<td>£250 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearaudio</td>
<td>Maximum Solution, T1 Linear Arm</td>
<td>£795 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conrad Johnson</td>
<td>Evi Valve Phonograph</td>
<td>£1700 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysan</td>
<td>6200</td>
<td>£295 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conrad Johnson</td>
<td>EV1 Valve</td>
<td>£1295 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revolver</td>
<td>R33 Cherry</td>
<td>£1950 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rega</td>
<td>Planar 3</td>
<td>£995 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rega</td>
<td>Lyra</td>
<td>£495 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimber</td>
<td>4TC 2x4mtr B/W</td>
<td>£795 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynaudio</td>
<td>2.8 Cherry</td>
<td>£1950 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayre</td>
<td>K-5X Pre</td>
<td>£2495 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuphase</td>
<td>DP70V</td>
<td>£150 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Note</td>
<td>CD 900 CD Compact Disc</td>
<td>£2495 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Note</td>
<td>C700</td>
<td>£695 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Note</td>
<td>C750</td>
<td>£695 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Note</td>
<td>C775</td>
<td>£695 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Note</td>
<td>C795</td>
<td>£695 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Note</td>
<td>C7100</td>
<td>£695 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Note</td>
<td>C7125</td>
<td>£695 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Note</td>
<td>C7130</td>
<td>£695 SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sale List**

- Roksan Caspian integrated amp £695 SH
- Tannoy Dimension 24X4 mtr P/B WIRE £3995
- Clearaudio Signature MC £795 SH
- Clearaudio Signature MC Bifield Cable £250 SH
- Clearaudio Maximum Solution, T1 Linear Arm £795 SH
- Conrad Johnson Evi Valve Phonograph £1700 SH
- Dysan 6200 £295 SH
- Conrad Johnson EV1 Valve | £1295 SH
- Revolver R33 Cherry £1950 SH
- Rega Planar 3 £995 SH
- Rega Lyra £495 SH
- Kimber 4TC 2x4mtr B/W £795 SH
- Kimber 4TC 2x4mtr B/W £795 SH
- Dynaudio 2.8 Cherry £1950 SH
- Ayre K-5X Pre £2495 SH
- Accuphase DP70V £150 SH
- Audio Note CD 900 CD Compact Disc £2495 SH
- Audio Note C700 £695 SH
- Audio Note C750 £695 SH
- Audio Note C775 £695 SH
- Audio Note C795 £695 SH
- Audio Note C7100 £695 SH
- Audio Note C7125 £695 SH
- Audio Note C7130 £695 SH
- Audio Note C7130 £695 SH

**URGENTLY REQUIRED**

- Meridian, Quad
- Cash Waiting

**Telephone:** 01865 790879

**Website:** [www.oxfordaudio.co.uk](http://www.oxfordaudio.co.uk)

**Also Agents for:**

- Egleston, Hovland, Kharma, Lumley. Pass Labs. Sound lab. VTL.
THORENS TD160B MKII, STD 305M, Both working, scuffy, £50 each. Suit DIY. Wharfedale M3, DVD 750S, £30 each. Denon DCD 435 £40. AudioQuest CD Feet £15. Nordost Flatline Gold Stereo pair 8m £100. Tel: 028944 79 053 (Nov(I))

B&W P5 floorstander speakers in mahogany veneer complete with granite plinths, mint condition, boxed, cost £900 new, sell £350. Tel: 01869 241 358 (Bicester) (Nov(I))

WANTED FOR Sale Wanted Radford SC22 preamp and matching tuner, consider not working. For Sale: Totem Arro speakers, cherry, 20 hours use, £700. PSE 2A3 amp Dual mono £600. Tel: 01268 455 966 (Nov(I))

ACOUSTIC ZEN Silver Ref 0.5m £150. Hologram-2 2.5m £395. Missing Link Cryro Ref 1m £160, 1.5m £225. Shunyata Diamondback (three) 6ft £120 each. Guardian H/T £215. Tel: Ming 07984 682249 or Email: ccmijn@aol.com

E.A.R. B64 valve pre-amp, manuels, boxed £750. Nordost 2 metre stereo pair Solar Wind speakers cables £60 ono. Tel: 01745 331 681 evenings. Mobile 07714 530 889 (Nov(I))

SONY X3000ES system. CDP-X3000ES £200. TA-F3000ES Mosfet amplifier £250. MDS-J3000ES MiniDisc £250. ST-S3000ES FM/AM RDS tuner £100. Full system £700. Prefer to sell as complete system. All items unused. Tel: 01706 345 418 (Nov(I))

RUARK EQUINOX speakers, piano black lacquer. Audionet AN/EDE speakers 94dB/w. Kelvin Labs M60 monoblocks + preamp. All in good condition. May swap for interesting hi-fi. Sensible offers please telephone Alan 01395 275 698 (Devon) (Nov(I))

AUDIO RESEARCH CD3 Mk2, silver face plate. Four months old in pristine condition with original box. £3750 ono (Nov(I)) or possible swap for Levinson 390-S. Tel: 01202 624 994 or Email: Paulfrend223@aol.com

RETIRED HOBBYIST requires for spares etc faulty or non-working Quad 34 and 34 preamps, 405 power amplifiers. Also boards and modules for same. I'm not a dealer! Tel: Mike 01758 613 790 (Nov(I))

PMC 7.2s, mint, boxed etc. £430 Please 'phone before 7.00pm 01745 832 134 (North Wales) (Nov(I))

DYNAUDIO CRAFTS boxed mint with stands £1750. Tel: 07791 720 602 (Nov(I))

NAIM NAP 250, early, £500. Naim 32.5 £175. Naim SNAPs £125. Naim S.B.L. £750. Linn Isobarik, final type, £750, Naim 32 and power supply £120. Tel: 0191 281 0260. All calls returned. (Nov(I))

ROGERS LS3/5A's teak, I ohm, virtually unused since 1998, vgc £500 ono. Tuner Pioneer TX-9800 large silver capacitor tuning quartz locked £1000 plus postage. Tel: 01292 269 477 (SW Scotland) (Nov(I))

ROTEL 965BX discrete Kelvin Class A integrated. NAD 402 tuner. Ruark Sabres, stands £450. Sony CDP990, Ariston turntable, Incatech Claymore, Ruark Swordmans, stands £375. All leads included. Excellent condition. Tel: 01722 334 694 (Salisbury) (Nov(I))

RARE EMPIRE Troubadour beltdrive suspended sub-chassis turntable and arm £300. Denon 304 moving-coil low hours £125. Sugden A48 amplifier £100, T48 tuner £25. Tannoy Lancasters 12" LSI Monitor Golds £450. Dual S05 II turntable £50. Tel: 01709 555 403 (Nov(I))

NAIM NAIT 3 for sale, vgc, can demonstrate, £300 ono. Tel: 01483 571445 (Guildford) (Nov(I))

PAIR OF KEF 107s circa 1990. new x overs, mf & hf plus 2 spare hs, fitted & serviced by KEF summer '04. Mint condition £850. Tel: 01622 630282 Mob 07754794151 (Nov(I))

CASTLE KENDAL floor mounted speakers real mahogany cabinets £100 ono. Mission 771E bookshelf speakers £100 ono. Marantz 63MkII Signature CD player £75 ono. All with manuals, receipts etc. Tel: 07786437074 (mobile) or 01980 630170 (home) (Nov(I))

KUZMA REFERENCE turntable, tri-planar arm, Benz LP cartridge, cost £10,000+, now £5000. Tom Evans Groove £1000. Polaris Loth-X speakers, 104dB £2500. Velodyne DD10 subwoofer, was £2000 now £1000. Tel: Nick 01373 463 780 or Email: nicholas.welsh@blueyonder.co.uk

FABULOUS VALVED CD Audio Aero 24/192 £1750. Large floorstanding speakers. Coincident Total Eclipse, 104dB, I ohm, ideal for 300B. £2000, were £6000 3 years ago. Tel: Nick 01373 463 780 or Email: nicholas.welsh@blueyonder.co.uk
VAST QUANTITY of hi-fi items still available from last two months full page ads. Most items can be delivered for a modest extra charge. Both Leak 20-75% speakers still available. These are still probably the best available anywhere. Offers on £500 a pair.Tel: 01548 560 913 (Devon) (Oct) (i)

MARTIN LOGAN QUEST electrostatic hi-fi speakers. Absolutely mint condition. You will not find a finer example of this beautiful speaker. Walnut trim. Original boxes. £2000 this beautiful speaker. (Deryshire) (Oct)

WADIA 301 CD player £2750. Chord amplifiers 1200C power and 3200 pre, £4995 pair. A.T.C. SCM20/speakers, piano black £1750. All boxed including manuals. Less than 12 months old, Mint condition. Tel: 07813 763 913 (West Surrey) (Oct)

WHARFEDALE EVO 30 floorstanding speakers for sale. Rosewood finish, good condition. Genuine reason for sale. One year old, £330 ono. Tel: Colin 0161 303 8859 or 07985 781177 (Greater Manchester) (Oct)

AMAZING SPEAKER bargains, enclosures offered for sale 2 way floor stander and bookshelf designs, professionally built, £25 and £15 a pair, further details ring Mike on 0118 969 3377 (Oct)

VANDERSTEEN 3A Signature speakers. One year old. Mint £2100. Kimber KS 121, 5m £230, KS1120 3m, £495, KS3033 1m, £420 and Monocle 1m. £180. Tel: 01488 648 272 or Email: Kevin@sagepartnership.com (Oct)

FOR SALE: Totem Arro, black with 'bullets', immaculate £750. Rotel RCD 971, with fitted LK audio clock £250 as new, Rotel RA 971 Mk2 £150 as new, Cyrus 1 £95. Mission 751 with upgraded capacitors £95. Tel: Nigel 01332 865 381 (Derbyshire) (Oct)

KELBO MONOBLOCKS, professionally built, recently serviced, Electro Harmonix tubes, £400. Tel: 020 8686 2409 (Oct)


QUAD ELS 57 speakers, superb clarity. Demonstration. Excellent stands for vertical mounting. Improved bass and imaging, but ugly. £450. Tel: 01483 422 901 (West Surrey) (Oct)

PARASOUND HCA 3500 350wpc power amp £1400 (Oct) (Oct)

FALCON EVO 300U 220wpc power £400 (Oct) (Oct)

Audio Innovations amplifiers, £1000 monoblocks £750. P2 phono amp £300. S200 pre-amp £100. Snell K light oak speakers and Pirates stands £250. Tel: 01484 845 905 (Oct)

TDL REFERENCE standards. Rare opportunity to acquire this unique 7 driver design. Latest 1995 spec. Metal cone, midrange units, bass to 16Hz. Awesome presence, great imaging. Last available at £7000. Reluctant sale £2500. Tel: 01344 751 446 or 07713 622 115 (Oct)

VINCENT SP-991 plus monoblock pair 36kg weight each. 6 months old, £1700. JBL 200 transport, Trichord round sound processor £30. Yamaha DSP E580 surround sound processor £30. Ono. Can demo. Tel 0781 781 2614 anytime. (Oct)

CELESTION DITTON 66, stained black, rebuilt crossovers and OFC rewired £300. Also 66 original £260. Ditton 25 original £180. 15s £40. Heybrook H82 £35. All prices o.n.o. Tel: 01332 780 884 (Oct)

ROKSAN CASPIAN CD player. Hardy used by elderly owner. As new. Cost nearly £1000. Bargain, £350. Tel: 01473 682 909 (Ipswich) (Oct)

CHORD SPM 1200, CPA 1800, £1350 each, £2500 pair. ATC SCM 10 monitors with Target 4 pillar stands £495. Roksan ROK DP1 transport £450. All boxed, black, as new. Tel: 01905 518 131 (Oct)


SIMAUDIO MOON Nova CD player, less than 1 year old, £2000 ono. Audio Research VT50 super - still under guarantee £1800 ono. Both boxed, manuals. Also Sony SCD-XB940 £200. Tel: Chris 020 8543 5531 evenings (Oct)

QUAD ELECTROSTATIC loudspeakers ESL 57s, reconditioned by Classique Sounds. Original bronze grills, excellent condition £800. Tel: 020 8783 1250 or Email: anthonymurphy@blueyonder.co.uk (West London area) (Oct)

MERIDIAN 563 DAC boxed, immaculate, £325 ono. Meridian 200 transport, Trichord Clocked, remote, as new, £275 ono. Yamaha DSP E580 surround sound processor £30 ono. Can demo. Tel 0781 781 2614 anytime. (Oct)

MERIDIAN D6000 (pair) £4000 (good condition). Meridian 652 digital/analogue controller £595 (excellent condition). Meridian 500 CD transport £1100 (excellent condition). Prefer not to sell separately. Tel: Roberts 020 8991 2731 (London) (Oct)
RECOMMENDED NEW RELEASES
THE LATEST TITLE ON DIVERSE RECORDS:
Rickie Lee Jones "The Evening Of My Best Day"

American Music Club Love Songs For Patriots £TBC
Bjork Medulla (double 45rpm LP) £14.90
Black Keys Rubber Factory £10.90
Blues Explosion Damage (Mute) £TBC
De La Soul Grind Date £TBC
Delgados Universal Audio £11.90
Ed Harcourt Strangers £15.90
Elliott Smith From A Basement On The Hill £TBC
Elvis Costello The Delivery Man £TBC
Embrace Out Of Nothing £TBC
Goldie Lookin Chain Greatest Hits £13.90
Green Day American Idiot £14.90
Ian Brown Solarized £15.90
Jill Scott Beautifully Human £TBC
Joss Stone Mind Body And Soul £TBC
Kasabian Kasabian (Ltd 10" double) £15.90
Mark Knopfler Shangri La £15.90
Medeski Martin Wood End Of The World Party £18.90
Mercury Rev The Secret Migration £TBC
Nick Cave Abattoir Blues/Lyre Of Orpheus £TBC
Red Hot Chili Peppers Live At Hyde Park 4LP Set £TBC
REM Around The Sun £TBC
Super Furry Animals Songbook – The Singles Vol 1 £TBC
The Music Welcome To The North £11.90
The Thrills Let's Bottle Bohemia £15.00
Tift Merritt Tambourine £TBC

ALBUM OF THE MONTH
TOM WAITS "REAL GONE" £14.90

NEW ROCK, POP AND AUDIOPHILE REISSUES::
Brian Wilson Smile (Re-recording of unreleased LP) £14.90
Clash London Calling (25th Anniversary) £15.90
Etta Jones hollow (Altos) £21.90
Jimi Hendrix Live At Woodstock (Classic Recs) £TBC
John Cale New York In The 60s – 5LPs £59.00
John Lennon Plastic Ono Band (Mob Fidelity) £26.90
Lou Reed Transformer (Speakers Corner) £19.90
Nick Drake Treasury (Definitive Collection) £15.90
Pandamonium The Unreleased Album (Radioactive) £14.90
Pjxies (180g) Come On Pilgrim/Surfa Rosa/Doolittle £13.90
Roy Orbison All Time Greatest Hits (SAP) £TBC
Scott Walker Scott 4 (Universal Germany) £19.90
The Who Sell Out (Universal Germany) £19.90
Various Studio One Funk (Soul Jazz) £14.90

Acme 7" Singles Box Sets Volumes 3 & 4 coming soon!

DISCO ANTI STAT LP CLEANER
Probably the most economical LP cleaning device on the market
Only £41.95

Call for details
Call for a catalogue of over 3500 brand new LPs, or visit

www.diversevinyl.com
ANALYSIS EPSILON ribbon speakers, good condition £3500 new, £750 ovno. Pioneer PD9700 CD player: £400 new, £1000 ono. Rotel RA 820A mint condition £70 ono. Tel: 01634 323683 or 07901 893 982 (Oct/I)

GARRARD 401, SME 3 arm, Denon DL 101 £350. IMF TLS80 speakers £325. Michelle Hydraulic Transcriptor turntable £325. Thorens TD 160 turntable £90. Luxman T 112 tuner £55. Quad 44, faulty, £35. Tel: 01273 299 718 (Oct/I)

LENTEK INTEGRATED amplifier £525. Revox A77 including 50 tapes £125. Audio Technica 1130 arm £75. Pioneer PD- S70 £40. AR 91 speakers £35. Leak Stereo 70 £20. Rogers Avros panbrook/tuner £40. Tel: 01273 299 718 (Oct/I)


MAGNUM DYNALAB MD 102 tuner (£2200) £1100. ‘Stunning’. Bead CA 506 preamp with phonostage, new valves, classic £450. SA EC VE 308L tonearm, boxed, unused £500. Tel: Paul 029 20 369 052 or Email: llyndes@hotmail.com (Oct/I)

QUAD ESL 57s, black cloth, with stands, supplied 2002 by Classic Sound with refurbished treble panels, £750 (in West Midlands), too large to post. Audio Innovations 5500 Integrated Amp £475. Audionote ‘Snell’ J type speakers in black £475 both plus carriage. Tel: 01445 712023 or Email: ian@imurray.com (Oct/I)

NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE Graphic turntable, Alien arm, Tracer 3 cartridge, excellent sonic/condition (£2750 1995) £625. Quad 2 monoblock amplifier, perfect original, £130. Dynaudio 224 valve turner, no sound, £10. Tel: 01273 541 462 (Oct/I)

FOR SALE: Quad 99 pre and 909 power. Excellent condition. Boxed, manuals, remote, links (£1650) asking £1250. Tel: 0131 664 5433 or Email: philipp@evans1952.freeserve.co.uk (Oct/I)

WANTED: SUGDEN A21a, Mission 782se speakers, Yamaha CDR-HDI 300 recorder, AVI Laboratory Series amp or Cyrus 8 amp. Tel: 01225 317 127 (Oct/I)

LOWTHERT ACUSTAS, PM7As, silver wired £400. Leak Stereo 20 (rebuilt) and Point One Stereo pre (with Octal) £400. Leak Toughline II Stereo tuner £85. All items in very good condition. Tel: 01737 771 570 evenings (Surrey) (Oct/I)

AVANTGARD UNO Horn speakers £3500. Sonus Faber Cremona speakers £3000. EAR V20 integrated amplifier £1500. Aloa PSTII.01i pre-amp, Aloa 15.0i power amplifier 60 x 100 watts £1800. Tel: 020 8531 5979 (Oct/I)

PINK TRIANGLE Anniversary SME arm, Pink Triangle Vertical speakers, Sugden Bijou CD player, EAR 834P phono amp, DPA pre amp, power amp, best offers accepted. Tel: 0777 912 3411 (Oct/I)

CYRUS III int amp, Cyrus power amp 2x PSX-R power supplies mint condition and boxed cost £1700 sell £650. Tel: 01869 241 358 (Oct/I)

AUDIO SYNTHESERIS Pro Passion dual mono 3 box pre-amp balanced singledented, mint £295. Pink Triangle Ordinal 1307 DAC, mint, boxed, inst. £295. Garrard 401 chassis SME plinth £150. Tel: 01246 209 578 or 01246 570 556 (Oct/I)

VAST QUANTITY of hi-fi items still available from last two months full price ads. Most items can be delivered for a modest extra charge. Both Leak 20-75S speakers still available. These are still probably the best available anywhere. Offers on £500 a pair. Tel: 01548 560 913 (Devon) (Oct/I)

MARTIN LOGAN QUEST electrostatic hi-fi speakers. Absolutely mint condition. You will not find a finer example of this beautiful speaker. Walnut trim. Original boxes. £2000 ono. Tel: 07748 612 279 or Email: ian@imurray.com (Oct/I)

WHARFEDALE EVO 30 floor-standing speakers for sale. Rosewood finish, good condition. Genuine reason for sale. One year old. £330 ono. Tel: Colin 0161 303 8859 or 07985 781177 (Greater Manchester) (Oct/I)

AMAZING SPEAKER bargains, enclosures offered for sale 2 way floor stander and bookshelf designs, professionally built, £25 and £15 a pair, further details ring Mike on 0118 969 3377 (Oct/I)

VANDERSTEEN 3A Signature speakers. One year old. Mint. £2100. Kimber KS1121 .5m £280, KS1120 3m. £495, KS3033 1m. £420 and Monocle 1m. £180. Tel: 01488 648 272 or Email: Kevin@sagepartnership.com (Oct/I)

TACTAUDIO RCS 2.05 new £1500. Tel: 020 8473 6997 (Oct/I)
WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE ARE NOW DEALING FOR ROKSAN, ORTOfon, GOLDRING, PROJECT, Linn etc. WE HAVE CAR TRUCKS IN STOCK AND THE FOLLOWING IN STOCK / NEW DEMO: - INCA KATANA CD PLAYER NOW ON DEMO

NEW INCA KATANA CD PLAYER NOW ON DEMO

QVUISF.

THORMS 124/11 CHASSIS - MINT £ 399.00

GATES 3508 PUSH PULL SEE WEB (2 CARTRIDGE. BLACK ASH £ 249.110

THORENS TD150 £ 70-00

NEW - ROKSAN RADIUS DECK WITH MM/MC WITH OUTBOARD PSU £ 3(T) 00

NEW - PROJECT VALVE PHONO STAGE £ 45.00

NEW IN STOCK. GOLDRING ( IR I. WITH RB250 ARM AND RECORD DECKS/HEAD AMPS/TONE ARMS

ROGERS RAVENSBROOK £ 75-00

SCOTT 200-B INTEGRATED VALVE AMP £ 299.00

AUDIO INNOVATIONS FIRST AUDIO 2A3 P/AMP £ 549.00

AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES IMO MONO BLOCS £ 8'3

AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60 - MINT CONO. £ 1

SEE WEB SITE - ORDERS TAKEN NOW

NEW... SHANLING STEREO INTEGRATED AMP

LE,CTRON IH-50 ELM POWER AMP £ 1250.1T1

LINN LPI2 BASIC PLUS ARM IN M/PLINTH £ 600 00

SYSTEM DECK

AUDIONOTE

ROKSAN XERXES. SME CUT £ 299-00

HELIOS ARM MK I £ 15000

LINN AK  TITO  ARM VGC £ 699 00

AUDIO INNOVATIONS SECOND AUDIO M/BLOCS £ 899.00

SAD 5120 - NEW GOLDRING ELAN CART. £ 99.1X)

MANTICORE WITH ARM & AUDIO TECHNICA

5 MINS FROM M25

E-MAIL: info@matrixhi-fi.co.uk  WEB: www.matrixhi-fi.co.uk FREE EASY PARKING

PHONE: ( 01322) 281700/292391 FAX: ( 01322) 229908

SHANLING, MICHELLE, CELESTION, QED, AUDIOQUEST, SOUNDSTYLE, ETC...

DEM ROOM AVAILABLE VALVE AMP REPAIRS

WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE ARE NOW DEALERS FOR ROKSAN, ORTOfon, GOLDRING, PROJECT, EAR. WE HAVE CAR.

For arm modifications we normally return your arm within 2 - 3 days

great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."

High conductivity phono cables - Silver Arrow - Van De Hull - QED

ULTRA DC MOTOR KIT - £ 99

For arm modifications we normally return your arm within 2 - 3 days

ROKSAN XERXES. SME CUT £ 299-00

HELIOS ARM MK I £ 15000

LINN AK  TITO  ARM VGC £ 699 00

AUDIO INNOVATIONS SECOND AUDIO M/BLOCS £ 899.00

SAD 5120 - NEW GOLDRING ELAN CART. £ 99.1X)

MANTICORE WITH ARM & AUDIO TECHNICA

5 MINS FROM M25

E-MAIL: info@matrixhi-fi.co.uk  WEB: www.matrixhi-fi.co.uk FREE EASY PARKING

PHONE: ( 01322) 281700/292391 FAX: ( 01322) 229908

SHANLING, MICHELLE, CELESTION, QED, AUDIOQUEST, SOUNDSTYLE, ETC...

DEM ROOM AVAILABLE VALVE AMP REPAIRS

WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE ARE NOW DEALERS FOR ROKSAN, ORTOfon, GOLDRING, PROJECT, EAR. WE HAVE CAR.

For arm modifications we normally return your arm within 2 - 3 days

great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."

High conductivity phono cables - Silver Arrow - Van De Hull - QED

ULTRA DC MOTOR KIT - £ 99

For arm modifications we normally return your arm within 2 - 3 days
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GRAND M25 Audiojumble @ Leatherhead Leisure Centre, M25 junction 10 Sunday 7th November, 10 30am Tel: 07730 134 973 for details (Dec(I))

THE MISSING LINK for Very Special Cables. Designed & Hand Built in England by Music Lovers for Music Lovers. First in the Field with a Full Range of Sn Pure Silver Cryogenically treated Litz Loudspeaker Cables and Interconnects - The Link Family where every Cable is individually created using the finest Silver from tip to tip. A Limited number of these Cables - as featured at the Heathrow Hi Fi Show - are now available for home demonstration by arrangement. Visit www.the-missing-link.net for details or contact jan@the-missing-link.net or Mark at 0115 8779089 (Jan(I))

NAKAMICH TAPE DECKS. Dragon, mint with original boxes and owners manual copy of service manual included £1050. RX505 unidirectional mint with original manual copy of service manual included £800. LXS, 3 head £300. RX202 £275. TDK MA-XG90 ceramic tapes call for availability they are to limited supply. Quality interconnects ordered to length. Unique Solid Stainless Steel and glass equipment stands made and designed to order. Call for details: 01843 599980 (Nov(I))

AUDIOREPUBLIC, 78 Otley Road, Heliadley, Leeds, 0113 217 7294. Yorkshire's newest Hi-Fi retailer, stockists of Naim Audio, Rega Research, Conrad Johnson, Sugden, Dynavector, (cartridges and amplifiers) and many more. Please call for advice. (Nov(I))

WOODSIDE ELECTRONICS LTD. Provides a repair service for Radford, Woodside and Quad valve amplification. Replacement boards and MKIV x Kits are available for STA Series amplifiers. Tel: 01758 741026 or Email: m.davis@virgin.net Web: http://freespace.virgin.net/m.davis (Dec(I))

AMAZING CABLES! Solid silver interconnects from £110, with air/tufflon insulation and WBT plugs. Solid silver/tufflon speaker cables from £250. Fantastic performance, refund guaranteed. 0115 982 5772 after 7pm. Email: bob@skydivers.co.uk (Dec(I))

AMP'S REPAIRED, RESTORED, UPGRADED. - Valves Only. - Kits assembled (including WAD). Experienced engineer. Free estimates and fair prices. Tel: 01525 756 935 or see www.dhaen.co.uk/amps.htm Email: amps@dhaen.co.uk (Jan(I))

NAIM. BUY, SELL, CASH. Pixonchange. Systems, part systems, amps, preamps, CD, tuners, power supplies, speakers, Sondek, Isobarics, Malta etc. Tel: 01382 819 732 (Jan(I))

BRILLIANCE CUSTOM-MADE audiophile cabling. Teflon insulated digital audio and video. Interconnects and speaker cables. Sound/LF ratio is superb" HF Nov Jan04. Demonstration cables available. Contact Mike on 07963 117 341 or see www.brilliancheifi.co.uk (Nov(I))

UNICORN HI-FI Accessory Store. Cartridge tags; alignment gauges; mounting bolts; Nagaoka sleeves; Goldring record cleaner; Ortofon stylus cleaning brush; Shure stylus balance. Worldwide delivery. Tel: Mick Seymour 01462 813 573. Full details www.mickandviv.com (Dec(I))

WANTED - EARLY HI-FI LOUDSPEAKERS. Tannoy, Lowther, Parmeko, Voigt, Vitavox, RCA WE etc TURNTABLES Garrard, BBC301, EMT SME, Ortofon, Decca, etc. VALVE AMPLIFIERS AEI, EMI, Leak, Rogers, PYE Quad, WE etc. ALUPO VALVES DA30, KT66, KT88, PX4, PX5, PP3, 350, WE300 CLEAR CRYSTAL SYSTEMS John Petrie-Baker Tel: 020 7328 9275 (Nov(I))

EART PRODUCTS on permanent demonstration, from the wonderful 869 to the rest of the range. Korda Explora 60 watt hybrid £450. Dynaudio Contours 1.3 £699. Harbeth Super S5+ £1499. Reestek Challanger £600. Omega speaker systems TSIR £1199. L-Cat P12 £2499. Korda Equinox pre-amplifier MM £995. Kora Hermes 96-192 valve DAC £1195. Tel: Worthing Audio 01903 212 133 or 07900 918 882 (Nov(I))

MICROPHONIC INTERCONNECT Cables. Limited edition of 500. Clear open and revealing sound quality. £40 for a 50cm long cable. Send orders with cheque to: 'Microphonic' PO Box 3649 Chesterfield, Derbyshire S43 3WW (Nov(I))

WORTHING AUDIO True Sound Series Crossoverless monitors 96dB efficiency, single 8” driver, perfect for low powered tube (SET) and solid state. Dynaudio Crafts, immaculate, boxed, with Dynaudio stands £150. Music Collins loudspeakers by Bernard Thiel & Partners (German) £1000. Tel: Worthing Audio 01903 212 133 or 07900 918 882 (Nov(I))

SILVER ARROW 4N plus - Pure silver foil air interconnects and speaker cables. RDC Aspekt 3 tier in black, Editors Choice Hi-Fi Plus, £340 Audio Note CD Zero transport plus 1x Signature deck in silver £650 combo. Mains leads, Experience Finition £75 per lead. £150 four way block. Tel: Worthing Audio 01903 212 133 or 07900 918 882 (Nov(I))

VINTAGE WIRELESS COMPANY LONDON Website: www.vintagewirelesslondon.co.uk Buy-Sell-Exchange. Vintage wireless and classical audio. Repairs, spares, restoration, modification to all valve equipment. Quad II, Leaks etc, shipped worldwide, best prices, call us at 17 Bell Street, London, NW1 5BY Tel: 020 7258 3448 Fax 020 7258 3449 Email: vintagewirelesslondon@aol.com (Dec04(I))

PURE EARTH and dedicated mains (electrical) circuits design and installation service. Contact MainsDoctor 07989 200 961. Email: mainsdoctor@yahoo.co.uk Web: www.mainsdoctor.co.uk We install for all audio and video applications (Feb05(I))

JOHNSON, SUGDEN, DYNAVECTOR, DYNALOUDSPEAKERS, AEG, EMI LEAK, ROGERS, PYE QUAD, WE etc TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES, NEEDLES, TONEARM, STYLUS, TONEARM GAUGES, MOUNTING BOLTS, CLEANING BRUSH, SHURE STYLUS BALANCE, SOFT POUCH, TIPPING TOOL. Tel: 01903 212 133 or C7900 918 882 (Nov(I))

GRAND M25 Audiojumble @ Leatherhead Leisure Centre, M25 junction 10 Sunday 7th November, 10 30am Tel: 07730 134 973 for details (Dec(I))

WANTED - EARLY HI-FI LOUDSPEAKERS. Tannoy, Lowther, Parmeko, Voigt, Vitavox, RCA WE etc TURNTABLES Garrard, BBC301, EMT SME, Ortofon, Decca, etc. VALVE AMPLIFIERS AEI, EMI, Leak, Rogers, PYE Quad, WE etc. ALUPO VALVES DA30, KT66, KT88, PX4, PX5, PP3, 350, WE300 CLEAR CRYSTAL SYSTEMS John Petrie-Baker Tel: 020 7328 9275 (Nov(I))

SILVER ARROW 4N plus - Pure silver foil air interconnects and speaker cables. RDC Aspekt 3 tier in black, Editors Choice Hi-Fi Plus, £340 Audio Note CD Zero transport plus 1x Signature deck in silver £650 combo. Mains leads, Experience Fitation £75 per lead. £150 four way block. Tel: Worthing Audio 01903 212 133 or 07900 918 882 (Nov(I))

MICROPHONIC INTERCONNECT Cables. Limited edition of 500. Clear open and revealing sound quality. £40 for a 50cm long cable. Send orders with cheque to: 'Microphonic' PO Box 3649 Chesterfield, Derbyshire S43 3WW (Nov(I))

WORTHING AUDIO True Sound Series Crossoverless monitors 96dB efficiency, single 8” driver, perfect for low powered tube (SET) and solid state. Dynaudio Crafts, immaculate, boxed, with Dynaudio stands £150. Music Collins loudspeakers by Bernard Thiel & Partners (German) £1000. Tel: W
The most important and expensive components of a valve amplifier are valves and transformers. £200 or £500 for a pair of huge "push pull" output transformers produces good bass + lots of "interleaved" windings for better high frequency and "stability". Huge £150 mains transformers gives a less "processed" sound. Selected "matched" set of valves cost £50 or £160. If we could achieve the same quality of sound with £10 volume control, £10 wires, £10 capacitor, we could have saved a lot of money!!!

Money back guarantee (less £30 UK or £100 overseas) that you prefer:- £850 or £1,000 or £1,250 or £1,450 "KT88 Triode Connection" amplifiers to most transistor amplifiers, most transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers, most Single Ended valve amplifiers, most Ultra Linear valve amplifiers selling for £2,000 to £20,000 £850 "KT88 Triode Connection" + high quality £350 "3 way" speakers to "ultra linear" valve amplifiers + £600 "2 way" and "2.5 way" speakers £700 EL34 valve amplifiers (40 watts + 40 watts) to most transistor amplifiers and transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers costing £1,000 to £2,000 £500 EL34 valve amplifiers (40 watts + 40 watts) to most £700 amplifiers.

Telephone 01634 268662 anytime or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's review in Gramophone Magazine and Summary of 21 testimonials from satisfied customers. www.affordablevalvecompany.co.uk www.affordablevalvecompany.com

Buy direct & save £££
Shop prices are expensive because of rent, rates, wages
Free UK delivery
Subsidised £50 UPS delivery to overseas countries.

4 years of proven reliability.
2 years guarantee.
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By the year 2000, David Sylvian had spent twenty years on the Virgin label, but the relationship was slowly drawing towards its end. Sylvian had wrestled to complete the 'difficult' (in more ways than one) 'Dead Bees On A Cake' album which had finally been released the previous year. It wasn't a huge commercial success, and when such an expensive project meets the remaindered-in-WH Smith fate, the writing is on the wall...

However, an artist such as Sylvian deserves to be treated with respect. He was allowed to complete several retrospective projects which were already under way to his own satisfaction. Sandwiched in between 'Dead Bees...' and this collection was 'Approaching Silence', a summary of his pieces created to accompany art installations, and 'Camphor', another instrumental compilation, was to follow. But 'Everything And Nothing' is the main event - described by Sylvian as an overview of his work, rather than the conventional 'Best Of' which Virgin EMI so plainly craved. After all, once he was off the label they would be free to compile away without his "meddling" (Sylvian's own words).

If only other artists would do as much meddling when they are anthologised! 'Everything And Nothing' contains much that was previously unheard, and some things which only the most assiduous collector would have come across. Familiar tracks are often found in subtly remixed form — as is Sylvian's wont, This necessitates the recall of multi-track tapes, and it was the absence of, or delay in obtaining such which resulted in some obvious tracks, including 'Forbidden Colours' not being included. As well as the reworkings, Sylvian's compilations also include finished versions of tracks previously left incomplete — many of those featured here were started during the 'Dead Bees...' sessions. Most notable is the sublime opener 'The Scent Of Magnolia', which almost equals the high point of 'Dead Bees', the gorgeous 'I Surrender'. As with many of his standout tracks over the last ten years, starting with the Ryuichi Sakamoto track 'Heartbeat', these songs feature the contributions of Sylvian's wife, one-time Prince protégée Ingrid Chavez.

The sound of the album, particularly on the limited 3 CD gold disc edition, is exemplary throughout. This is no doubt the benefit of all that dedicated tape research and a 24bit Bob Ludwig mastering. That limited third disc includes alternate versions of 'The Scent Of Magnolia', and the studio version of 'The Blinding Light Of Heaven' from the Sylvian/ Fripp project, which is more weighted toward the Fripp end of the spectrum.

As anyone with a nodding acquaintance with Sylvian's path should be aware his approach to his distant past is quite revisionist. He only acknowledges 'Ghosts' as year zero for his subsequent career: it is the only Japan track to feature in 'Trophies', the anthology of his lyrics, and the only one to appear here apart from 'Some Kind Of Fool' — an outtake from the 'Gentlemen Take Polaroids' sessions.

After touring this album with a band including Steve Jansen, Sylvian has since gone on to record and tour (once again accompanied by his brother) with 'Blemish', the first release on his independent Samadhisound label. He has also collaborated with a number of newer, more leftfield artists, including Tweaker and Readymade, as well as continuing to work with Ryuichi Sakamoto. Working away from major label budgets appears to suit him — as this month's interviewee Bill Nelson, a one-time collaborator, remarked (not unkindly), 'it should curb a few excesses and make him focus'.

Look out for our summary of the complete Japan remasters from both BMG and EMI, along with the classic Sylvian solo projects, in our next issue. With the issues around high resolution formats still all up in the air at EMI I have been told not to expect any such versions in the short term. Maybe Sylvian's efforts to locate his multi-tracks will benefit them if they manage to justify a multi-channel reworking at some point. Whether through respect or lack of commercial impetus, (regrettably I recently saw the 2 CD version in a Woolworth bargain bin for £2.99 - so much great music for so little!), EMI have so far refrained from further compilation of Sylvian's work. The dignity of this is perhaps just — when asked what the ultimate goal of his music was, Sylvian simply replied immediately, "To blow people's hearts wide open". For this listener at least, he succeeded...
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